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furnished and had only beds in them. The beds were of a solid wooden 
construction and mounted on the floor so that they could not be moved. On this 
floor there was also a staff bedroom. The care and teaching staff took it in turns 
to staff a rota of “sleeping in” 7, for which they were paid an additional fee8. These 
staff were only woken by the night staff if there was a disruption or emergency. 
The night staff would have been on duty from 22:00 until 07:30 the next morning 
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Services provided at Lisnevin 

14. The reasons for referral of the boys to Lisnevin differed according to the unit they 
were admitted to. The Special Unit was designed to cope with those boys, who 
because of court appearances, for reasons such as non-attendance at school, 
being in need of care protection and control, and juvenile offending, were already 
in the care of the existing training schools but who were regarded as being in 
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 Exhibit 6 – Night staff operational procedures 

8
 Exhibit 7 – National Joint Council for Local Authorities’ Administrative, Professional, Technical and Clerical 

Services; Scheme of Conditions f Service (8
th

 Edition) 1975 
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need of more secure conditions9. The decision to transfer to secure conditions 
was an administrative arrangement and agreed by the respective managements 
of the schools and was not a court decision. Some of the boys had no record of 
criminal offending before being transferred to Lisnevin. 

15. It was a medium to long term facility with boys living in the unit for between nine 
months to three years, with a median of around 15 months. As I explained in my 
1982 thesis10 by far the most common reason for transfer to the Special Unit was 
persistent absconding from the open schools (69 per cent), with need of care 
protection and control the next most common (18 percent) and beyond control (5 
percent); other reasons included need of intensive care, special educational 
facilities and no progress being made in the open school or a combination of 
these reasons. 

16. The opening of the Special Unit met a need which had been apparent since the 
passing of the 1969 Children and Young Persons Act in England and Wales. This 
Act abolished the Approved School Order and replaced it with a Care Order 
under which the young person became subject to the care of the local authority 
rather than the Home Office. This meant that because of the new legislation it 
was no longer possible to have “problem” boys removed from training schools in 
Northern Ireland to the “closed” facilities in England. In the past it had been 
possible to have a small number of boys, perceived as difficult, transferred to the 
Special Units at Kingswood in Bristol, Redhill in Surrey and Red Bank in 
Lancashire. The increase in civil unrest in Northern Ireland since 1969, which had 
been coupled with an increase in serious juvenile crime, also indicated a need for 
Northern Ireland to have its own Special Unit. 

17. The Assessment Unit catered for a different range of boys. All were remanded by 
the juvenile courts for assessment after a finding of guilt or a case proven. The 
reason for the assessment was to assist the courts in deciding on an appropriate 
disposal. A small number of boys would also have been remanded because of 
their need for care, protection and control. The main legislation in use was the 
Children and Young Person's Act 196811. 

18. This time was very rarely extended but did happen on occasion when a young 
person was charged with a very serious offence, such as murder. A significant 
number of the boys remanded for assessment were charged with “scheduled” 
offences relating to the Troubles. Some were charged with paramilitary activity 
and some with offences, such as riotous behaviour. Around 50 percent were 
charged with “ordinary” juvenile crime, such as theft, burglary and criminal 
damage, although some were still there for not attending school or being out of 
control in a children’s home. Most had already pleaded or been found guilty of an 
offence and the court was trying to decide on a suitable sentence. 

                                                 
9
 SPT-100587 

10 Exhibit 8 – Controlled study into the effectiveness of individual client-centred counselling for young 
offenders in residential care. Chapter 1. Thesis submitted for Doctor of Philosophy by B Lockhart 1982 
11 SPT-100587 
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Assessment on arrival 

19. On arrival, a fairly comprehensive assessment process began. This included 
developing a social profile of the young person and their family. The main 
responsibility for this fell to a senior social worker, seconded from one of the local 
Health and Social Services Boards. There was then an educational assessment 
carried out by the teachers and a fairly detailed psychological assessment carried 
out by the psychologists. These various reports were then collated and discussed 
at a multi-disciplinary case conference. From this a final recommendation was 
made to the courts. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the courts found these 
reports very helpful. One finding to emerge was that after several years of 
operation, the Assessment Unit at Lisnevin was recommending that some 80 
percent of the boys should receive a community disposal on return to court. This 
was in stark contrast to the reception units at both Rathgael and St Patrick’s who, 
after conducting their assessments, recommended that around 80 per cent of 
boys should receive a Training School Order. This finding ultimately led the NIO 
to close the Assessment Unit at Lisnevin and set up a day assessment unit at 
Whitefield House in Belfast. The Assessment Unit staff at Lisnevin moved to 
Whitefield, leaving Lisnevin operating for a period as solely a Special Unit for 
approximately two years. 

 
Medical and dental care 

20. Lisnevin had a fully equipped medical room of three nurses, and usually at least 
one was on duty between the hours of 9am and 9pm each day. They could deal 
with minor medical complaints and ailments. They would have also inspected all 
boys on arrival and after they returned from weekend or other leave. They would 
have noted any bruises or other evidence of injury on any part of the body. In 
addition, a local GP acted as medical officer. He would have visited at least once 
per week or otherwise on demand. Boys would have had full medicals, especially 
on arrival. In emergency situations, boys would have been taken to the Accident 
and Emergency Unit in Ards Hospital12. 

21. There was also a full dental room. An outside dentist visited on a weekly basis 13. 
All boys admitted to Lisnevin would have a dental inspection and were given 
treatment, as required, when there. I remember it being noted that many boys’ 
teeth were in a poor state when they arrived but in a much better state when they 
left. 

Food and clothing 

22. All boys were provided with clothing on arrival by the institution. This was of quite 
good quality. It consisted of jeans, checked shirt, pullover, suede boots, etc. and 

                                                 
12

 Exhibit 9 - Incident report -  taken to hospital for an x-ray on 1974 
13

 Exhibit 10 - Examples of  Medical & Psychiatric Care 
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Part ONE: History of Lisnevin 

Background of Lisnevin in Newtownards1 

3. In October 1973, the then Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) (later to become the 
Northern Ireland Office (NIO) and now the Department of Justice (DOJ)) opened 
a training school, known as Lisnevin Training School, on the outskirts of 
Newtownards, at the bottom of Bradshaw’s Brae (in an area known as Kiltonga), 
then the main thoroughfare from Belfast to Newtownards. The name Lisnevin 
was a term of historical connection to Newtownards and was believed to be one 
of the old names by which the town was known.  Until that time there had been 
four existing training schools in Northern Ireland: one each for Roman Catholic 
Boys, Non-Roman Catholic boys, Roman Catholic girls and Non-Roman Catholic 
girls. Each catered for children aged 10-17 inclusive, who were sent to them 
under a court order. The four schools were provided and maintained under 
provisions contained in the Children and Young Persons Act (Northern Ireland) 
19682, and were the equivalent to the former “approved schools” in England and 
Wales. 

4. Lisnevin, which catered for boys between the ages of 10-17 years, was the first 
integrated training school, in that it was non-denominational and had both 
Catholic and non-Catholic boys. It was established in response to the need for 
additional facilities to serve the needs of the Juvenile Courts and the existing 
training schools. At that time it had two separate functions3 which were catered 
for by two separate units – a) an Assessment Unit for 20 boys whom the courts 
considered might be in need of residential training and b) a Special Unit for 20 
boys who did not respond to the “open” non-secure environment of the existing 
training schools (many of these boys would have had an extensive record of 
absconding from the existing schools; although some were there by virtue of 
violent or very disturbed behaviour). The annual throughput of the Special Unit 
was quite small with most boys remaining there for around 15 months. It was 
normally running at full capacity of 20 boys. The throughput of the Assessment 
Unit was quite steady. Again it ran at full capacity and I would estimate that it had 
a throughput of more than 100 boys per year4. 

5. Lisnevin 5  was built around a refurbished nineteenth century mansion house 
(which I think had been known as Kiltonga House). It was situated within its own 
extensive grounds of probably around 5 acres. It had a long driveway from the 
main road. An 8 foot wire fence had been built around the perimeter of the 
gardens. This fence was alarmed so that a bell would ring within the main 

                                                 
1 

Exhibit 1 – MoHA –Development of Lisnevin at Kiltonga - Operational Policy August 1972 
2 

SPT-100587 
3
 Exhibit 2 - Lisnevin Training School – SSI Inspection Report 1988, pp?? 

4
 Exhibit 3 – Admissions – An analysis of admission to Lisnevin remand Unit 1985-92 

5
 Exhibit 4 - Map of Lisnevin  
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Dundonald, as they omitted to take the keys from one of the staff members and 
the alarm was quickly raised. 

31. At the second Public Inquiry in November 1978, the neighbours maintained their 
objections concerning threats of having a training school for difficult offenders 
sited in a residential area. As a result, the report of the Inquiry recommended that 
as the role of the school had not changed substantially and it still had its share of 
“dangerous and thoroughly aggressive boys” it should be discontinued at its 
present site. It was recognised in the report that the need for a secure training 
school or similar unit still existed in Northern Ireland. 

32. It should be noted from the above that Lisnevin at Newtownards always 
functioned under a degree of stress and uncertainty. The temporary nature of 
some of the buildings were far from ideal. The feelings of pressure on the staff 
and boys because of the uncertain nature of the school were at times almost 
tangible and were certainly detrimental to the smooth running and emotional 
security of those in the school. One factor which many would have predicted as 
likely to cause problems was the inter-denominational character of the school, but 
this in fact did not cause problems.  There were examples of friendships formed 
between young people in Lisnevin that otherwise would have been highly 
unlikely.  Certainly compared with later frictions when Lisnevin moved to Millisle, 
this period could be described as “nirvana”. My memory of it was of a happy 
place where staff and young people got on well. On many occasions I have met 
boys in later years who were in Lisnevin in Newtownards and their memories 
were mainly positive. 

 

Philosophy under which Lisnevin in Newtownards operated 

33. The philosophy under which Lisnevin operated is described in an unpublished 
staff handbook, which was made available to staff during training before the 
Special Unit opened. It made it clear that the aim of Special Unit was treatment 
rather than punishment. A quotation from this handbook under the question: 
What is a Special Unit:? stated as follows: 

The Unit is special in so far as the treatment we offer is special and we are 
dealing with children whose needs are both special and individual with the 
result that our staff have special qualities required to understand, treat, and 
relieve the pressures which are causing their severe maladjustment. 

The building itself is special in that it is unobtrusively secure, relieving the 
worries of absconding both from our children and staff. Security is in this 
sense a positive factor which affords the staff the opportunity to operate the 
full treatment programme without the additional worries of absconding and 
affords the children the opportunity to receive treatment for the first time, 
without the temptation of absconding because of fear or sheer habit. In this 
sense we are special and thus need special staff with ability to give all and 
expect little in return. 
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closed.  In 1985, Whiteabbey Training School closed and the girls moved 
to the Rathgael Training School, thus creating for the first time a mixed 
gender Training School facility. 
 

1.8 In the early 1990s, the accommodation units in Rathgael were 
restructured to enable the separation of children admitted for reasons of 
care and those who were offenders.   

Lisnevin Training School 

1.9 Lisnevin opened in 1973 at premises formerly called Kiltonga Home, on 
the outskirts of Newtownards, County Down.  The new school provided 
secure residential assessment facilities for 20 remand boys and a longer 
term facility for another 20 committed boys, and was non-
denominational.  It was managed by a Board of Management set up by 
virtue of an Indenture between the Management Boards of St Patricks, 
St Josephs, Rathgael and Whiteabbey and MoHA.  The membership of 
the Lisnevin Board was made up from members of the other Boards.  
 

1.10 In 1978 the residential assessment unit of Lisnevin was relocated to the 
YOC Juvenile Remand Unit, Crumlin Road, Belfast and the longer term 
treatment unit (also known as the special unit) moved to Millisle in 1981.  
A 10-bed secure remand unit was opened in 1985 following the closure 
of the Juvenile Remand Unit at the YOC in Belfast.  This meant that 
young people between the ages of 10 and 17 were no longer held within 
the adult penal system.  Lisnevin closed in 2003. 
 
Hydebank Young Offenders’ Centre 
 

1.11 Hydebank Young Offenders Centre opened in June 1979.  It was built to 
manage up to 325 young people, normally between the ages of 16 and 
21.  15 year old boys who were convicted of certain offences including 
terrorist related offences, or who were considered manageable within the 
open school system were managed in Hydebank.  Hydebank was 
managed by a Governor, and management team, and operated within 
prison rules.  Hydebank continues in operation to the present day and 
currently also houses the women’s prison. 

HIAI Question 2 

2. An explanation of the statutory scheme or schemes relating to 
Training Schools during the period being investigated by the HIA 
Inquiry, including how it changed over time 
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The background and history of Lisnevin in Millisle 

45. The move to Millisle (September 1980) was to mark a major change in the culture 
and management of Lisnevin. As noted above, the original plan was to move to a 
purpose built site at Rathgael in Bangor. Why this change to Millisle happened I 
am not sure. It may simply have been that a vacant site became available when 
the Borstal closed in Millisle and the Young Offenders’ Centre opened in 
Hydebank. In any event, the building which had been designed as a Category C 
prison was totally unsuitable to house children. The environment changed 
completely and with it the culture. 

46. From the outset staff were against the move. At this time there was a change in 
relationship with the Training School Branch in NIO. Wesley Pugh had become 
the Principal Officer of the Branch. His style was completely different than his 
predecessors. He visited the school frequently and it is my view that he took 
greater involvement in the running of the school than his predecessor.  

47. The actual planning and implementation of the move from Newtownards to 
Millisle was, in my view, a disaster. I remember arriving down on the day of the 
move and finding the boys in a bare common room with no chairs, tables or 
television. I, personally, had to organise some of the care staff to go and look for 
the brand new chairs, which we found in a room above the gatehouse. We had to 
carry the chairs through the building to the common room. We found the 
television but it could not be connected to the outside aerial. I had to go down to 
an electrical shop in Millisle and buy a connecting lead to give the boys access to 
television. 

48. There were many other problems with the move. When I was involved in the 
planning of the Juvenile Justice Centre at Rathgael to the newly built adjacent 
site around 2007 it was the subject of meticulous planning and change 
management. It took months to plan and involved almost all the staff in planning 
groups. By contrast, little planning appeared to have gone into the move of 
Lisnevin.  

49. Another happening, which is scarcely credible, was that it took from September 
until the next May before the school resumed in Millisle. The teachers had 
decided that they would have to redesign the whole curriculum and took that time 
to do it. In the meantime a culture of the boys sitting watching television during 
the day emerged. 

50. The move to Millisle was only about 10 miles but it might have been a million. 
Millisle was much more isolated from a public transport perspective. There were 
few direct buses from Belfast to Millisle and even fewer going on down the coast 
past Lisnevin. This made it very difficult for parents and families to visit the boys. 
It took much longer, was more expensive and often meant changes of bus and a 
walk of at least a mile outside Millisle. Similarly, it had a big impact on the number 
of home visits made by staff. Psychologically, Millisle seemed more isolated and 
being locked in the building had an adverse impact on staff. 
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1     relaxed in my view, but because the place itself seemed

2     like a prison -- and I think it was at one time classed

3     as a grade 3 prison -- I think that was the perception

4     of most people.

5 Q.  But did that physical manifestation of the building,

6     being, you know, a former prison, did that affect how

7     staff treated the boys?

8 A.  I would have said no.  The only thing I think the staff

9     felt safer, because the boys couldn't sort of run about

10     outside the way they did in Kiltonga.

11 Q.  But you certainly -- I mean, you said to me that you

12     felt that -- Kiltonga certainly you felt that the --

13     I beg your pardon -- Lisnevin was casually run.  It was

14     quite a low key sort of --

15 A.  Oh, yes.

16 Q.  -- way it was run.  You didn't see any change when it

17     moved to Millisle.

18 A.  No, I didn't.

19 Q.  One thing you do remember, though, is that families,

20     when they came to visit, did complain to you personally

21     that the change in location made it hard for them to get

22     there.

23 A.  Yes.  Obviously Millisle was a lot further away than

24     Newtownards, but the centre decided to put a bus on from

25     the centre to Millisle to bring the parents into



IN RODUCtION

toe ‘a Trair ng S Scsi ‘as inspected by the Social Servi es
erare rg dng the pend 8 or’1 29 April °S

e comprise o A F Coy, Mr D 0 Brier nd Mr C W boonel
a rug the court o hc inspection t me as spent in the ado 1

i’irIn evenings and ‘eekends. A programme of meetings and igendas
as arranged with the Director and extensive
uackground information was supplied to the team. The inspect:oo
proceeded on the basis of an examination of the premises, resources
nd records and involved ‘he Inspectors in observation and e’aiuat ton
of current tork being undertaken by the staff The views of the young
people, about thezr rife in the school were collected and assessed.

The inspectora would like to express their thanks to the Chair
Mrs D M P Sandford, t’LJP, the members of the Management Board, the
staff and the young people at the school for their co-operation. They
would especially like to thank the Director and senior staff for the
generous hospitality and the full assistance offered throughout the
inspection

It is hoped that this report and the appraisal of the school which it
constitutes, will contribute to the future of Lisnevin as a specialist
resource within the juvenile justice system
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i
)CAII N AND PREMISES

Oisnein TrtI cg School iS ocato1 cc os oasi
2o Dosn, 3pproxinnlv 2 rn ins o hi ishs Ore
build ig pr sent or md th raiii g c tsnd
itBi th g ii1ds of S t t a i n
tab she nt at obut In re ily 970s decs on s s

taken to build a socuro provision adiacnt ‘o he opnn
Sorstal The secure unit sas built to Penal ategorv S
standards and the huiidJrig snd the extensi so geunds are
unclosed w bin a mete high pe meter enc Eel owir
a change ‘n oena nol v in th rn ire’and borst 1
raining was dispensed With as sn ptioi o the courts,

with the opening of the Young Offenders Oentre as Hvdebanb
Shortly after this policy change, and as a result oS a
public inquiry, the Lisnevin Ilanagement Board were reqitirth
to vacate the premises occupied by them at Newtownards A
feasibility study group reported ipon the 2 available
buildings at Woburn and they opted for the use of the
vacant secure horstal as the new home for Lisnevin Training
School.

4.2 Because the secure unit was built on penal lines, it was,
in many ways, unsuitable for use as a special unit for
adolescent boys, where the philosnphy was based upon child
care considerations and the environment was not conducive
to the furtherance of those principles. However, a major
programme of refurbishing brought about considerable
improvements to the building, in terms of colour scheme,
use of fabrics, carpeting and the covering in of the heavy
iron doors which were a feature of the original building.
Although the decor has been softened, there is still
problems left with the physical provision.

4.3 Details of the lay out of the building are given in
Appendix B. Pedestrian access to the building is via an
entrance hail which is constantly manned between the hours
of 7.00 am and 10.00 pm. Beyond an electronically A
controlled door is the reception area, dining room and a
suite of offices which includes the offices of the 2 deputy
directors. On the ground floor are 2 wings of sleeping
accommodation, Drumfad and Woburn, which are occupied by
the Remand Unit. Associated with the ground floor
accommodation are 2 common rooms, classrooms, snack kitchen
and other offices. Opening off the main corridor, which
runs from the front to the rear of the main building, are
the medical block and the punishment blocks, These 2 units
are described in detail later in this report. lo the rear
of the building, adjoined by an interior corridor, is the
gymnasium and games area.

4 4 On the first floor are 2 wings of sleeping accommodation
known as Kiltonga and Copeland. These are used by the boys
in the Special Unit. Other accommçdation on the first
floor comprises of office space, living room, hobbies room,
TV room and classroom accommodation.

12
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428. Furthermore, the choice of Millisle was undoubtedly driven by public expenditure 

considerations, given the availability at that location of a vacant facility containing 

many of the amenities necessary for a training school. 

429. The need to improve the Millisle facility was obvious to management and the 

Inspectors noted at the time of their visit that “a major programme of refurbishing 

[had] brought about considerable improvements to the building” although it was 

recognised that some problems still remained with the physical provision (LSN - 

13726).  

430. The Inspectors reflected on the various challenges which the school had 

encountered in its short history, including the movement from Kiltonga to Millisle 

and the opening of the Special Remand Unit within the school (LSN - 13764, para 

16.2). The Inspectors commented that since the opening of the Remand Unit “life 

has not been without its problems,” and identified “disturbances, barricades, 

damage, fire, assaults on staff and acute problems of control of very difficult 

behaviour” as features of the Lisnevin environment.  

431. Nevertheless, the school had many successes. The inspectors paid tribute to the 

Director and his team for the fact that “so much has already been achieved and that 

the operation [of the Remand Unit] continues despite all the problems” (LSN - 

13747, para 7.20).  

432. Having spoken with and observed the boys in the Remand Unit the Inspectors felt 

able to say, “They had no complaints about the way they were treated…staff 

provide a good standard of care.” (LSN - 13744, para 7.8). The Inspectors did 

identify some concerns about the use of separation (discussed further below) but 

overall, in relation to the whole school, the Inspectors were satisfied with the 

standards of care being delivered to the young people at Lisnevin (LSN - 13764, 

para 16.2). 

433. In 1992, SSI carried out a thematic inspection of Lisnevin’s Secure Unit in light of 

the concerns expressed following the publication of the Pindown Report. The report 

of the thematic inspection can be found at LSN 13809 - 13849. The Inspectors 

reported on the progress which had made since the 1988 inspection in relation to 

the practice of separation (see further below), and the use of early bedtimes. The 

10 December 2015 85 
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4 • cOIWWSIONS

4.1 Between 1985 and 1992 there were 1057 admissions to
Lisnevin Remand Unit. The numbers have increased from a low of
98 admissions in 1985 to a peak of 153 in 1992. Numbers
generally between 1986 and 1991 varied between 118 and 148
admissions per year, with an average 132 remands per year being
received into Lisnevin Remand Unit. (Cf para. 3.1)

4.2 Of these 1057 remandees, 165 have been admitted on five
week orders - 94 from Rathgael and 71 from St Patrick’s
1988, 1989 and 1990 showed significantly lower number of five
week orders with only 10, 14 and 15 admissions. (Cf para. 3.21)

4.3 Remands from Belfast Juvenile, Magistrates and High Courts
dominated the Court remands with, collectively, 361 (40.5%) of
the 892 total court remands between 1985 and 1992. Craigavon ,

Londonderry, Bangor and Antrim Juvenile Courts with 64, 49, 47
and 46 remands in this period, were also significant.
Surprisingly low numbers - of rernandees were sent to LisnevinI - - -

&oia11eiiarmagh and Newry Juvenile Courts with 16, 11
and 7 remandees, respectively. (Cf para. 3.22)

4.4 On average over the period 1985 to 1992, Lisnevin remandees
were 15.25 years old on admission. Admissions in 1985, 1989,
1990 and 1991 tended to be slightly older than the other years
with proportionate increases among 16 and 17 year olds. 234
(or 22.2%) of all admissions throughout the period, were aged
14 or under and the peak years for admissions in this age group
were 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1992. (cf para. 3.3)

4.5 Juveniles whose most serious charge ip theft dominate the
offence profiles of remandees with 268 (82.5%) of all those
remanded between 1985 and 1992. Motoring remands are also
prominent with 217 cases (26.3%) as well as burglary remands
with 95 (11.5%).
MotorIng remandees have increased from 10 in 1985 to 4lin 1992
and remandees on theft charge have decreased steadily from a
high of 50 in 1989 to 16 in 1992. (of para. 3.41 to 3.45)

I.
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3. Findings

3.1 Admissions 1985 to 1992

Figure 1 shows the yearly breakdown of admissions to Lisnevin
Remand Unit. During the 8 years between 1985 and 1992 there
have been 1057 separate admissions to remand unit, 165 of whom
were admitted on 5 Week Orders and 892 remanded by the Courts
on criminal charges. After a low start of 98 admissions in
1985, levels have remained quite uniform thereafter except for
slight highs in 1989 and 1992 of 148 and 153 admissions. The
average number of remandees admitted to Lisnevin remand unit
per year is 132. The number of admissions between 1986 and
1992 has remained reasonably constant.

3 • 2 Sending Court or Training School

Juveniles can arrive in Lisnevin Remand Unit by three routes.
Firstly they may be sent to Lisnevin from one of the Open
Training Schools because it has been decided, that their,

- -

“ thäió 1s iuch that placement in a secure setting is
required for a period of 5 weeks. These referrals are
scrutinised and adjudicated by an independent Admissions
Panel, chaired by a member of the Lisnevin Board and attended
by independent representatives from Social Services, APRU and
1410. Secondly, and most frequentl’, juveniles are remanded to
Lisnevin Remand by the Courts either for what may be regarded
as more serious offences or because placement in a secure
setting is desirable to ensure that the juvenile is available
to attend his next Court appearance.Thirdly juveniles may be
admitted to Lisnevin remand unit under the PACE legislation on
an overnight remand (The incidence of PACE remands since 1990
are considered in section 3.8). ,0
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4 • cOIWWSIONS

4.1 Between 1985 and 1992 there were 1057 admissions to
Lisnevin Remand Unit. The numbers have increased from a low of
98 admissions in 1985 to a peak of 153 in 1992. Numbers
generally between 1986 and 1991 varied between 118 and 148
admissions per year, with an average 132 remands per year being
received into Lisnevin Remand Unit. (Cf para. 3.1)

4.2 Of these 1057 remandees, 165 have been admitted on five
week orders - 94 from Rathgael and 71 from St Patrick’s
1988, 1989 and 1990 showed significantly lower number of five
week orders with only 10, 14 and 15 admissions. (Cf para. 3.21)

4.3 Remands from Belfast Juvenile, Magistrates and High Courts
dominated the Court remands with, collectively, 361 (40.5%) of
the 892 total court remands between 1985 and 1992. Craigavon ,

Londonderry, Bangor and Antrim Juvenile Courts with 64, 49, 47
and 46 remands in this period, were also significant.
Surprisingly low numbers - of rernandees were sent to LisnevinI - - -

&oia11eiiarmagh and Newry Juvenile Courts with 16, 11
and 7 remandees, respectively. (Cf para. 3.22)

4.4 On average over the period 1985 to 1992, Lisnevin remandees
were 15.25 years old on admission. Admissions in 1985, 1989,
1990 and 1991 tended to be slightly older than the other years
with proportionate increases among 16 and 17 year olds. 234
(or 22.2%) of all admissions throughout the period, were aged
14 or under and the peak years for admissions in this age group
were 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1992. (cf para. 3.3)

4.5 Juveniles whose most serious charge ip theft dominate the
offence profiles of remandees with 268 (82.5%) of all those
remanded between 1985 and 1992. Motoring remands are also
prominent with 217 cases (26.3%) as well as burglary remands
with 95 (11.5%).
MotorIng remandees have increased from 10 in 1985 to 4lin 1992
and remandees on theft charge have decreased steadily from a
high of 50 in 1989 to 16 in 1992. (of para. 3.41 to 3.45)

I.
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3 10 PACE Admissions

YEAR 1990* 1991 1991

NUMBER OF

PAF REMANDS 69 31 61

Fi:st PACt c’1tC7 :r. - t’ ;;as zn D:d :Iarcb

S:nce the first P2’CE aJcssion to Lasnevsn on 3 March 1990
until the end of 1992 there were. 161 cases of boys being
adatitted on uvetnigilt renands under the PACE legislation.
those remands are separate from Court remanas as it is tne REX

who place the boy in Lisnevin in preparation for a Court
appearance the following day
The yearly distribution of Pace admissions is shown on the
above table The 1990 figure is made even more significant
when we consider that it covered only a 10 month period.
Clearly PACE admissions are a fluctuating phenomenon dependent
on external circumstances one of which is the availability to
the RUC of secure accommodatior.

Of the 161 PACE admissions the sending Police Station was fourd
for a sample of 49 remandees (13 in 190, 17 in 1991 and 19 in
1992). These showed that Belfast Police stations were
overwhelmingly responsible for sending PACE remands to
Lisnevin, with 44 of the 49 PACE remands coming from Belfast
Stations. Antrim Road RUC and Grosvenor Road RUC dominated the
intra Belfast pattern with 15 and 12 of the 49 PACE remands
respectively. What is slightly surprising are the lack of PACE
orders received from the RUC stations, winch are geographically
close to Lisnevin. For example Bangor and Newtownards RUC
stations accounted for only 1 and 3 of the 49 PACE Orders
respectively. Despite this small smaple it is clear that
Belfast RUC stations make most use of Lisnevin Remand Unit as a
holding centre for PACE remandees
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identified and addressed.

3. To furnish the support of medical , psychological and
social work expeflise as appropriate.

2. Methodology

2.1 When a boy is admitted to Lisnevin Remand Unit, personal
details and other relevant information are recorded in a large
admissions book. This book is the primary source of all data
contained in this report. The book typically contains the
following information for each boy:- flame, date of birth,
address, date of admission, reason/ offence on admission,
religion, relevant section of children and Young Persons Act
date of next Court apjearance and after a final decision has
been reached on the offence/s remanded for, details of the
Court outcome or placement.However this admissions book does
not contain details of admissions under the PACE legislation -

this information• is kept separately and is• riot considered in
the main body of the findings but in a separate section.The
PACE admissions are analysed in terms of yearly admissions and
a sample of 49 for which the sending RUC station was available.

2.2 In all there were 1057 admissions to Lisnevin Remand Unit
between 1 January 1985 and 31 December 1992. This figure
includes boys who were re—remanded for the same offence(s) or
remanded for subsequent offences. Some data sets, for example,
alleged offences for which remanded are reduced because the
figures of 1057 includes 5 week orders which are not strictly
Court Remands and do not have any offence information. Also
some information, for example, alleged oftences on
admission, the number of offences is not available at the time
of admission and is therefore not considered..
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Lisnevin Remand Unit Admissions 1985 to 1992

1. Introduction

1 • 0 This research project was requested by Mr Jack McCloskey
(1 Lisnevin) and approved by the Research Officer
Monitoring Group and Nb. The terms of reference specified by
the Director and the Department are to descriptively study all
admissions to Lisnevin Remand Unit between 1 January 1985 and
31 December 1992 in teriàs of numbers per year; alleged
offences for which admitted; sending Court or Training School
and the subsequent Court decision

1.1 In completing this study we wish to acknowle4ge the
assistance of the following people:

,

(Temporary Acting Director).

1.2 Lisnevin has been in existence since 1973, when the campus
was located at Newtownards, Co Down. In 1977 the residential

-

. assessment unit moved q tck’ a Road Belfast to.. become -

Whitefield Day Assessment Centre and in 1981 the long term
treatment facility (Special Unit) moved to Millisle, Co Down,
its present location. In 1985, a 10 bed secure remand facility
was introduced on the Millisle campus to replace the Juvenile
Remand Unit, formerly located at the Young Offenders Centre,
Hydebank which closed in 1985. The Remand Unit at Lisnevin now
offers 25 bed spaces due to increased demand since 1985, whilst
Special Unit nowadays has 15 beds.

Boys between the ages of 10 and 17 may be held in the Remand
Unit after the Court has deemed that remanding them in a secure
setting is desirable. However, the ultirn,,te power of placement
of any boy in this category is the resporfsibility of the
Secretary of State.

Ramand, boys do not mix with Special Unit boys, as a rule, on
the Lisnevin campus, except for religious observance. The
duration of remands to Lisnevin is highly variable.
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.ince the present building is physically incapable of

a conmodatirg increased numbers of staff and pupils

6 suggested that he L ncr punishmer block could be

efu bished for use as r Intersive I eatmen Un In tie

onger tern this would provide additional facilities In the

short term NIO will be p ovided witi a list of all boys in

Lisnevin at present together with ar explanation of the reason

for their committal and whether thera is an underlying Training

Schoo1 Order. It ma be possible t consider transfe ring

certain of the remandees to an open training school setting

Staffing Levels

7. As already mentioned in para 4, pointed out that

Lisnevins facilities were designed for 25 boys and the

appropriate staffing levels to manage them. Because of present

pupil numbers in the Remand Unit the school is severely

overcrowded,

8. pointed out that at present members of staff have no

recreation/staff rooms and he suggested that such provision

should be considered as a matter of priority.

Sensitive Issues

i, claim for compensation has been rejected at

Tribunal,

ii, case is due for hearing in Spring 1995,

iii. Due to present levels of overcrowding it has been

necessary to lock up children during the waking day.

This action has potential for complaint from pupils,

parents or independent representatives.

AB CJSB 1307
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NOTE OF TEE )CrnIhY_ksnING BtIW.t NIO AND LIbnvlN • S SENIOR
MANkGENENT AT LISnviN ON TUESDAY 15 NOVfl(BER 1994 AT 10.00 AM

• Those present:

Director Mr John McCartney, NW, ChairmanMr Deputy Director Mr Bill Gallagher, NIOWJt4$1flBIXthSeaS: ::,

• 1. Mr McCartney began the meeting and it was agreed to deal with
business in the agenda order.

Finance

Mr Gordon indicated that expenditure to date is greater than
expected due to pressure on staffing because of increased pupil
numbers. Pupil numbers in the Centre show a 20% increase on
the numbers for the same period last year. It is too early to
draw conclusions but it has been suggested that the increase in

A remands to Lisnevin maybe connected to the “peace dividend”.

Emergency Fund

3. Estates Services Division has been asked to provide costings
for the provision of personal alarms for each member of staff
on duty in the Centre and to estimate the cost of providing a
covered walkway, with a metal detector facility, between the
workshops and the main building.

Remand Unit - Population

4. reported that the Remand Unit is acconmiodating
41 boys at present. Every available room is being used. The
present high pupil numbers are presenting management with
severe problems since the school is licensed for 25 remand
pupils only.

5. stated that increasing staff numbers to cope with
increased pupil numbers only served to exacerbate the problem
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Pupil Numbers

5, informed the meeting that pupil numbers had not risen

as expected. It is difficult to explain why numbers have not risen

but it may be due to a number of factors ie the policy of processing

the more difficult pupils through the courts and on to the YOC; and

the Department’s written approach to the courts pointing out

Lisnevin’s overcrowding problems

6. Mr McCartney suggested that a close scrutiny should take place

to build up a profile of all persons referred to Lisnevin from other

training schools from now on. It was agreed that this approach

. should be helpful.

BDS Admin Report

7. Mr Gordon reports that Lisnevin management is unable to employ

at this time the number of staff recommended in the BDS report

because of a lack of space to accommodate the additional members of

staff. However, in the interim it has been decided to convert to

full time the confidential secretary post and to recruit an

additional Account Clerk. The recommended Grade I clerical post

will not be filled but an additional seven hours per week will be

added to the existing clerk/typist’s duties.

8. The overall effect of these measures will result in a nett loss

of 30 hours per week against the staffing recommendations of the BDS

report. The report will be put before the Lisnevin Board on Monday

6 March 1995.

Lisnevin Development Plan

9. It was reported that Mr Brian Ingram of MDC has a copy of

Lisnevin’s Development Plan together with Mr McCartney’s letter on

the subject. When he has had an opportunity to respond to these

papers the discussion process can continue.
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fire, as.aui.ts on staft and acute proolems of cont ol o
ery lift irult beha’ lout have all had o be farad by

management and %Laff It is a consideratte tribute to thc
Director and his senior management team that so much has
a]ready been achieved and that the operation rontinues,
despite all the problems. Lisnevin has oeen the repository
of some of the most difficult young people in the country
The’ staff have had to develop new practice roles and
polices to enable he Remand Unit to function. The
quality of care provided is of a satisfactory standard and
the suggestions, criticisms and recoimnendations, in
relation to staff training and the use of sanctions, are
made in the hope that they will be of assistance to
management and enable them to reflect and improve upon the
already established policy and practice within the Remand
Unit.

23.
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1950s, reflecting the changes in practice that were sought by the 1952 
Rules (SPT 80063-80073).  The 1952 Memorandum by the Home Office 
on the Conduct of Children’s Homes, which set out amongst other 
standards the desired medical arrangements for children’s homes 
appeared to inform the practice of the schools’ medical officers (SPT 
80080-80095).   
 

3.4 By the late 1950s MoHA officials were more involved with staffing 
matters for these schools.  Whilst officials met with the managers of the 
schools operated by religious orders, they had very little involvement in 
the day-to-day running or decision-making.  On the transfer of 
responsibilities from MoHA to the NIO, a Training Schools Branch was 
established in NIO to provide policy direction and funding for the schools 
and NIO officials held regular meetings with the Boards. As noted above 
(paragraph 1.4), 1973 saw the establishment of the first non-
denominational training school, Lisnevin, where the Board’s membership 
comprised representatives from each school.  This initiative was seen to 
bring together the expertise and learning of the different schools, and 
maintain a 50/50 balance between the two main religious denominations. 
 

3.5 In 1986, the decision by the Secretary of State31 (paragraph 2.26) 
(Exhibit 7) to separate children committed to training schools for care 
reasons from those who had offended was a further step in modernising 
the juvenile justice system and the implementation of the Black 
Committee recommendations.  
 

3.6 The 1989 SSI Report, “Residential Child Care in Northern Ireland: The 
Training Schools” (The 1989 SSI Overview Report) (SPT 16222-16310) 
which summarised the findings of inspections of the four extant schools 
(namely, Rathgael, St Patrick’s, St Joseph’s and Lisnevin Training 
Schools) during the period 1987-88 noted: 

 “For many years the schools fulfilled the role as defined for them by 
statute.  The numbers of children being admitted to the schools probably 
peaked in the early 1970s when, at one stage, some 450-500 young 
people were in residence in Training Schools.  At that time numbers 
meant that, in effect, routine programmes of education, vocational 
training and counselling were being pursued in a fairly institutional way.  

As the spirit of the Black Report  began to permeate the criminal justice 
system, coupled with changes in child care policy, social work though 
and the need to ensure a more effective use of resources, Training 

31 Submission from senior official (DHSS) to Minister, August 1989 (ref. JK/139/89) 
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approach to the residential task

3.17 The Director is supported by a deputy director (education),
a deputy direc-tor (care) and the board’s secretary. fire
deputy director (education) has specific responsibility for
the internal organisation, management and control of the
school including the deployment of the teaching staff, In
addition he has oversight of the medical and catering staff
and deputises for the Director in his absence. The deputy
director (care) manages the care provision in both the
Special and Remand Units and is responsible for the
development of the care and social work programmes
followed in the school. He manages the residential social
work staff and the night supervisors to give effect to a
high standard of child care practice.

3.18 Unique to Lisnevin, within the training school system, is
the involvement of the Board’s secretary as a member of the
director’s management team. In terms of the structure the
Board secretary is a second line manager with an equivalent
place in the hierarchy to the deputy directors. He takes
responsibility for the administrative, security,
maintenance and domestic staff and supervises their work.
He participates in the senior management group meetings, is
conversant with all aspects of the school’s operation and
has developed a financial information system which keeps
the director and other senior officers appraised of
spending under different budget headings, He is also
responsible for the financial control of Whitefield House
and the Adolescent Psychology and Research Unit. The
Board’s secretary also supervises works and maintenance
contracts and capital development projects. The Inspectors
were impressed by his involvement in the management of
Lisnevin and commend these arrangements to the other
training schools.

3.19 Two unit administrators, working on opposite shifts, have
day to day responsibility for the operation of the training
school. During “office hours” their work is confined

I
10
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(b) D Leckey: jle&SSaUlt

Darren Leckey, Special Unit pupil alleged that

he was assaulted by a member of staff on 2nd

March 1994.

The boy was permitted to speak to his —

solicitor and the police (Donaghadee) ere

called in to investigate the incident.

The N.I 0. was informed in writing, of the

incident.

reported that the allegation had since

been withdrawn but nevertheless written

reports were being sought from all concerned.

The Board will be kept informed of

developments.

4. A.P.R.U. * Death of boy in Residential Care:

The Board was saddened to hear that Nial Stanton, a boy
in residential care had hanged himself in St Joseph’s ‘

Children’s Home (Nazareth Lodge) and it was noted that
A.P.R.U. Psychologist Dr R Kilpatrick had some
professional involvement with the deceased through the
St Patrick’s West Side Project.

Mr Curran presented the Chairman with a comprehensive
report which was completed by Dr Kilpatrick.

(Miss Nicholl informed the Board that the psychologist
would likely be asked to provide a statement for the
inquest and went on to ask Mr Curran to be present at
any meeting in which Dr Kilpatrick is involved. The
Head of A.P,R.U. stated that he was confident that Dr
Kilpatrick had exercised reasonable judgement throughout
this sad affair,

It was acknowledged that the psychologist would need
sound professional and legal support at this time, It
was agreed that the Board’s legal advisers would be made
available to assist and advise if Mr Curran and Dr
Kilpatrick felt it necessary.

Mr Curran will keep the Board informed of developments.

3. Untoward, Inçidts I ‘

(a) On 5th March 1994 three Special Unit boys got
onto the roof of the main building and
proceeded to break several windows See
Minute 697 A(l)c.

(b) Darren Leckey — Special Unit boy made a
complaint of physical assault against a member
of staff. He later .ithdrew the complairt.
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Full reports will be made available to the

Staff Committee of the Board.

(c) Alexander O’Donnell a Remand Unit boy, made a

complaint of physical assault against a member

of staff. He later withdrew the charge.

Full reports will be made available to the

Staff Committee of the Board,

Cd) William Ireland a Special Unit boy, made a

complaint to his Solicitor that staff usea

illegal holds in order to restrain him during

an incident over the Easter period. Despite

requests from the Director and Deputy Director

the boy refused to make a complaint to senior

management in the Centre.

The Board noted that nothing could be done in

this case until a communication was received

from the boy’s Solicitor.

(e) On 23rd March 1994, four boys barricaded

themselves in Mr MacNamara’s classroom and

proceeded to cause approximately £6,000 worth

of damage to furnishings, stationery and

equipment. Three boys were remanded to the

Y.O.C. under Schedule 5 Para. 11(b) of the

Children and Young Persons Act (N.I.) 1968.

The fourth boy was returned to Lisnevin

because of his age.

(f) On 30th March three boys from the Remand Unit

used snooker balls as missiles and broke three

panels of reinforced glass in the lower

modular office.

(g) On 31st March two Remand Unit boys ran off

from staff and ramsacked the isolation wing

office.

(h) On 2nd April four Remand Unit boys barricaded

themselves in a bedroom. One boy came out in

response to staff advice but the other three

remained and attempted to barter for extra /
cigarettes in return for coming out. When

this ploy did not work they caused

considerable damage to the room and its (

contents, Despite staff requests to the

contrary the boys remained in the room until

10 30 a.m. the following morning.

Ci) On 3rd April three Remand Unit boys barricaded

themselves in a bedroom but responded to staff

persuasion and left quietly twenty minutes

later.

(j) On 4th April a Special Unit boy when

challenged by a member of staff for throwing
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Rule (3) equn s tha ‘he ixool be r a. ed at St
once a month b) at leas one member of Axe Board of
ianagement who shall satisfy himself reg0rting ‘he are o
the boys and the state of the school and shall catisfy
himself that ‘xis dut) ts filfilled 4 crutiny ,f the
records shot that this duty as performed on 6 occasions
during the past 32 months. A two forms Is u’wd to record
the vi sits which concentrate on comments on ‘areas” visited
with a small section for general comments The Inspectors
accept that, because of the composition of the present
Bond, difficulty has been experienced in carrying out the
monthly visits without placing undue demands on a small
section of the Board. Nevertheless it is recommended
that the frequency of visiting be increased to comply with
Rule 10(3) and that management address the problems of
compiling a rota that will spread the visiting more equally
amongst Board Members

12 ‘3 In October 1983 the Department of Health and Social
Services issued a circular on the monitoring of residential
homes for children provided by Health and Social Services
Boards and Voluntary Organisations. Management within each
Unit was requested to introduce procedures for the regular
and ongoing scrutiny of the range and quality of the
service which it provided. Thereafter Boards and Voluntary
Organisations were expected “to introduce Annual Monitoring
Statements outlining the elements monitored, the methods
used, the trends observed, the areas of concern identified
and the action taken to remedy deficiencies”.

12 4 The persons involved in monitoring includes members of
Management Boards as well as senior members of staff.
Within the training schools there is already a system of
reporting to Board Members and a scrutiny by them of
statutory records However, the Inspectors perceive a need
for a formal system of monitoring to be adopted akin to
that which is used within the Health and Social Services
Boards in respect of their residential child care services

41
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8.3 Annual exercises were undertaken by NIO, usually in November of each 
year, to agree the staff required for the forthcoming financial year for all 
training schools35. (Exhibit 7)  

 

HIAI Question 9 

9. How the inspection regime for Training Schools operated, including 
where that changed over time 
 

9.1 It has been noted above that the 1908 Act (Exhibit 1) required that 
inspections of industrial schools and reformatories should be carried out 
annually.  Whilst it would appear the evidence received from the HIAI 
includes some reports of inspections of the St Patrick’s Industrial School 
made by DE Inspectors, there are no MoHA inspection reports currently 
available to the DHSSPS and DOJ in respect of this facility.    
 

9.2 Prior to the transfer of training school inspection functions to the DHSS 
in the early 1970s, the evidence indicates that inspections of St Patrick’s 
Training School were carried out by MoHA children’s inspectors in the 
years, 1950; 1951;1952; 1956; 1958; 1960; 1962; 1967 and 1971. (SPT 
10440-10496)  It is not presently known by the Departments whether this 
frequency of inspection applied to other training schools.  It is also 
presently unclear to the Department whether inspections of training 
schools were undertaken by SWAG on behalf of the NIO between the 
early 1970s and the early 1980s.  DHSSPS has already postulated to the 
HIAI that an apparent lack of inspection activity in relation to children’s 
homes during these years may have been due to the impact of the 
Seebohm report36 which proposed a shift in emphasis from a regulatory 
focus to the establishment by central government departments of 
advisory and supportive relationships with service providers.  It is 
possible that this change of focus may also have been reflected in the 
approach of the NIO to its inspection requirements. 
 

9.3 The few inspection reports or references to reports presently available to 
the Departments would indicate that the inspections prior to the early 
1980s followed a methodology and style of reporting similar to that 
adopted by the MoHA in the inspection of children’s homes.  The 
DHSSPS has already commented extensively in its written and oral 
evidence to the HIAI on the fact that the model of inspections and 

35 Presentation to the Rathgael Board by  NIO, on 18 January 1993. Document submitted 
to the inquiry on [date]. Not yet allocated a Bates reference number.It is attached for convenience at 
Exhibit 7. 
36 Report of the Committee on Local Authority and Allied Personal Social Services HMSO London 1968 
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SOCIAL SERVICES INSPECTION REPORT
ON LISNEVIN 1988
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S.S. I. INSPECTION

LISNEjrJj4J

DF.G.
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at 28th Ju e 1991

FOR INFORMATION:

Chazrman (Lzsnevin Management Buard), Mr . Dornell (5.5.1),
& appropriate Lisnevin Staff; Mr Burton (MIPSA Rep Lisnevin)

Mr Wesley Donnell visited Lisneiin on 28th June 1991 tc. discuss the
implementation of 551 recommendations contained in the SS1 Report on
isnevin, which had been presented ii April 1988.

In the interim I had communicated with Dr K. McCoy (Head of the ssi)
about the recommendations (3rd November 1988).

In December 1989, Mr H. V Mcllfatrick (Assistant Chief Inspector
(SSI)) requested a further statement on the extent to which the
recommendations had been implemented.

In January 1991 Mr W, Donnell (SSI) wrote to me and referred to my
comments on the recommendations which I had sent to Mr Mcllfatrick on15th December 1989. He referred specifically to “Boys Bed Times”
(3—6), among other topics, and suggested that further outstanding
issues from the report should be discussed.

On the 28th June 1991 the following points were discussed with Mr
Donnell :—

17.2 (and 3.6): Following discussions between Unions, Staff and
Management, changes have been brought about in duty
rosters, This has meant that bed time is now 9:45 — 9:55
p.m. Management and SSI hope to keep this matter under
review with a view to further extension.

17.3: In the academic year 1991 — 1992 two members of staff will
avail of CSS training.

17.5: Boys do not now roll their own cigarettes. The question of
“increased” pocket money remains.

17.6: Lock Up
Boys are allowed 45 minutes per day in their bedrooms to
(a) allow privacy for letter writing etc with staff on hand
to help, (b) allow staff to prepare for ever}dng
activities, It is managements intention that bedroom doors
remain unlocked during these periods but this may cause
security and staffing problems.

Page
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17.8: Desks, cables, curtains etc are to be placed in each

bedroom — as finances permit.

Boys are given the option, and are encouraged, to attend

Case Conferences and Reviews. Some have already availed of

the opportunity

When boys are uncooperative in class and have to be

removed, it is hoped that they will be supervised by

another teacher (en an other duty period.)

Problem profiling is being undertaken by APRU,

.1. HcCLOSKKY
DIRECTOR

NOTE: Mr Donnell will report on SSI(Departrnent) views

Page .2.
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IN RODUCtION

toe ‘a Trair ng S Scsi ‘as inspected by the Social Servi es
erare rg dng the pend 8 or’1 29 April °S

e comprise o A F Coy, nd Mr C W boonel
a rug the court o hc inspection t me as spent in the ado 1

i’irIn evenings and ‘eekends. A programme of meetings and igendas
as arranged with M’ ‘IcCioskey, the Director and extensive
uackground information was supplied to the team. The inspect:oo
proceeded on the basis of an examination of the premises, resources
nd records and involved ‘he Inspectors in observation and e’aiuat ton
of current tork being undertaken by the staff The views of the young
people, about thezr rife in the school were collected and assessed.

The inspectora would like to express their thanks to the Chair
Mrs D M P Sandford, t’LJP, the members of the Management Board, the
staff and the young people at the school for their co-operation. They
would especially like to thank the Director and senior staff for the
generous hospitality and the full assistance offered throughout the
inspection

It is hoped that this report and the appraisal of the school which it
constitutes, will contribute to the future of Lisnevin as a specialist
resource within the juvenile justice system
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I RISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In ‘bp 11t - - c , id°t i ‘ • rot -in 1 i
toh’ r;-- :. 1- •.., ‘ -a’ ,.s-rp- -. -f -.‘c-j.
I: trr .1 Ic,..4 1 1 “‘ v

flW1t
• , “ C’’ L - - -. _1.dr.40 ,rIt

off°rr-Lc’ . ieiil se ft It r2hays tn —ri rm ‘ ctiit.i-c Cr flrth,i: _fl tWJbtC-i03 ‘I —‘ ca r ;iI ntt.t as c--,sw t ti i’rnd totltck’, oi ii flefasi t,ii corn’n’ ad Ia i’-.sass?ent andontlu’ s n s t thy Ii j9j h’ lnng—erm reatmantr Sn” -L nfl, uVflj ‘u:lis.a -n : :“‘snt
•Xc ti 4

i 19o5. sLSfleLfl opened i LO ‘el s°cur° .nuand unit, to,ervire tie courts, following the closure of the JuvenileRemand Intt it he Young Offander $ Centre in Belfast.Whilst it seemed likely that tue demand fcx secure ramandspaces %ould not exceed 10, in practice the number ofplaces sought is now almost 3 times that number As adirect consequence of this demand for spaces, the RemandUnit now offers 25 bed spaces with a proportionate decreasein SpeciaL Unit spaces to 15.

1.3 Lisnevin School is a secure establishment, located on theoutskirts of ‘lillisle, Co Down. The buildings which areused by the school were designed for, and formerly used asa Lecure Borstal. Several attempts have been made tomodify the building to meet the needs of the present clientgroups .“

1.4 Lisnevin is a training school as defined in Section 137 ofthe Children and Young Person’s Act (NI) 1968. It operateswithin the existing legislation with children only beingadmitted who are the subject of a Training School Order andthose who are remanded by the Courts. Admissions to theSpecial Unit are made upon application from Rathgael andSt Patrick’s Training Schools. The Special Unit and theRemand Unit are completely segregated and operate as twoseparate and distinct facilities.

1.
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2.0 m CHILDREN AND YOUNG PERSONS RESIDENT

.2.1 On 15 April 1988 there were 41 boys on the Lisnevin roll.
However, 3 of them had failed to return from home leave and
another 2 had been remanded to prison by the courts leaving
36 boys on campus. The majority (36) were between 14 and
16 years of age, though 2 boys were over 18 years of age,
and at the other end of the scale 2 boys were just 13 years
old.

2.2 Sixteen boys were the subjects of Training School Orders
and 25 had been removed to Lisnevin by the courts under
Section 51 of the Children and Young Persons Act 1968.
However 19 of the remandees had previously been committed
to training schools and their Training School Orders were
still extant.

2.3 Ten of the Special Unit boys had been admitted from St
Patrick’s Training School and 6 from the Rathgael Centre. )

11 but one of them had previously been in the Lisnevin
Remand Unit. Two had initially been sent to training
schools on “care” grounds and they had resided within the
Eastern Board’s North and West Belfast Unit of Management.
Nine others had home addresses in Belfast with one each
coming from Bangor, Antrim, Craigavon, Fintona and
Ardglass.

2.4 Eight boys had been less than one year in thy Special Unit,
including one who had been there for just 2 weeks.
Another 2 had been approximately 9 months in residence but
5 had been in the Special Unit for more than 1 year. One
boy had spent 2 years in security. Eleven Special Unit
boys had been reviewed by the Lisnévin Licensing Committee
during the 12 months prior to the inspection. Thre were
plans to license 12 boys to live with relatives and 2
others were being prepared to live independently in the
community.

2.5 Ten boys had been residing in one of the training schools
immediately prior to being remanded in Lisnevin by the
courts. Another 5 were absconders from the training
schools when they were sent to the Remand Unit. The
Hydebank Young Offenders Centre had transferred 2 others to
Lisnevin at the courts direction. Seven others had been
living in their own homes, and an9ther was said to have
been “living rough”, before admission to the Remand Unit.
The courts remanding boys to Lisnevin were Belfast (9),
Antrim (3), Killyleagh (3), Craigavon (3), Lisburn (2),
Londonderry (1), Limavady (1), Bangor (1), Newtownards (1)
and Cookstown (1).

2.6 Most of the remandees had previous c.nvictions eg: 19 had
previously been committed to training schools. Thirteen
were currently oi chatges relqing to motor vehicles ie:
10 taking and driving away and 3 “allowing themselves to be
carried”. Several boys were charged with theft and in one

2.
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case this was in conjunction with causing grie”ous bodilyharm. The most s sbus off noes arc attemptd under (I),ape ii, arson (1) and nossossbon of a firearn li Twoboys hal o e r’nanu mr 6 mnhs, ore for months,for 3 months and 3 for months The remainder had been Ithe Remand Unit for one month or less ncJ uding 5 who werethere for e s Lb n 1 se’k
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Out

3. srtvujvn ru svern ra as nice:—

DIRECTOR I
SENIOR DEPTITY DIREFTOR
DEPUTY DIRECTOR
UNIT ADMINISTRATOR
SENIOR RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKER 4
RESIDENTIAL SOCIAL WORKERS 23 (7 part—time
TEACHER (extraneous duties)
NIGHT SUPERVISOR

Amojigst those not included in the survey were the secretary
to the management board, teachers not regularly involved
outside of the school day, nursing, kitchen, domestic,
administrative, security and ancillary staff.

3,3 Each unit has 2 senior residential social workers in one
leads a team of residential social workers on each shift.
One was undertaking a Certificate in Social Service
training course and was not always available for work.
Returns were made for 23 residential social workers, 16 of
whom were full—time staff and a cadre of 7 permanent
part—time staff, Seven of the former work in the Remand
Unit and 9 in the Special Unit, while the part—time staff
are deployed where they are required. Five teachers
perform extraneous duties each working one weekend in every
month. Taken together there was a whole—time equivalent of
26 staff directly engaged on the residential social work
task when the inspection took place.

3,4 The Inspectors used the Castle Priory method of calculating
the number of staff required at unit level ie excluding
senior management. This involved the following equation:—

Boys waking week xcapacitv
staff working week x the number of boys requiring one staff

In addition to the basic calculation an allowance is made
for staff leave and for the extra cover needed when the
boys are on their school holidays.
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S The capacity of Lisnevin a p’aces (15 Specia’ Unit. and
25 Remand Unit), the agr d staff orkang week is 39 hours
and the boys waking weck wa calculated as 58 hours. The
Inspectors take the vies ti t he artensity of the work in
the Soecial Unit requircs to of one saff to 2 boys
but that a ratlo of one a I t 3 boys is sutficient in
the Remard Unit. Using ti r ‘gures chose the whol tame
ecuivalent of 31 staff are epuired for the units and this
is recommended, It is important to emphasise that rhis
exercise is designed to arrive at an overall staffing
complement and not to prescribe staffing levels for each
unit Staff deployment is a natter for management, aft-o:
taking into account the needs pertaining at any point in
time. It is also worth recording that during the year
ending 31 Match 1988, after overtime worked by the
residential social workers and extraneous duties performed
by the teaching staff were taken into account, the whole
time equivalent of 36 staff wpre required to cover the
units.

3.6 Staff are roster-ed to cover the units between 7.30 am and
9.40 pm on week days (9.00 am to 9.00 pm at weekends).
This is achieved through shift work ie early duty between
7.30 am and 2.00 pm, and late duty from 145 pm to 8.30 or
9.30 pm. In effect this means that there is a 15 minute
overlap between shifts which is used for liandover meetings
bet.ween the teams. Management strive to have a ratio of
one staff on duty to 2.5 boys but generally one staff to
3 boys is achieved’, Half of the personnel on the late
shift finish at 8,30 pm on week days. To facilitate this
the boys must be confined to their rooms by this time. The
Inspectors consider that this is much too early for
teenagers to be put to bed Therefore, it is
recommended that the duty roster is revised with a view
to giving better staff cover in the evenings.

5,
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LENGTH flP SERV1C2

3 7 he .net time in ncs by each ccccorv ‘f sf .s set
cvt in n 2

TABLE 2

LENGTH SERVIE N

Thirty (66%) of the 45 staff are less than 5 years in post
and 12 of these were under one year in the grade However
when these were tabulated again for “length of time in the
training school service” (Table 3) the number with less
than 5 years service was reduced to 23 ie 7 of the staff
had been regraded since commencing in the training schools.
Nevertheless more than 51% of staff covered by the survey
had less than 5 years experience in the training school.
It was significant that brevity of experience was most
acute in the residential social worker grade where staff
have most contact with the boys. Of 23 staff in this grade
17 (74%) had less than 5 years service including 4 who were
less than one year in the work.

2—5 6-9 U)-4

DESjGN1TT21.S

Direc tc
Senior Deputy

Di cctor
Deputy Director
Unit Administrator
Senior Residential
Social Worker

Res idential
Social Worker

Teacher (EPA)
Night Supervisor

1

0
1
B

2

12
1
1

0

B
B
B

2

7
B
3

0
0
0

B

B
1
0

0

B
B
1

0

1
2
1

fl

0

3
1

mEAL

O 1

o 1
o 1
B 2

o 4

o 23
o 5
o 8

0

0
B

B

B
B
B

TOTALS 12 18 1 ¶3 5 B B 45

6
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LEVEL OF QUALIFIED STAFF

3 8 The professional qualifications held by the Lisnevin staff
ar set out in Table 4 below. Nine of those staff covered
by the survey, including the 5 senior managers, had a
Certificate of Education, one senior residential social
worker had the Certificate of Qualification in Social Work
(CQSW) and another had the Certificate for the Residential
Care of Children and Young Persons. However it was
disappointing to find that of the 23 residential social
workers only 8 held a relevant qualification. The point
was made in paragraph 3.7 above that these are a relatively
inexperienced group of staff and it seems that also they
are deficient in terms of their qualifications for the job.

TABLE 4

enior T

D±rc cor
Ceputy IDiC to
Uni drn r sIr 3

senior Rs dent 1
SocJ 1 rkr

Risiienti I
So iii WorI’r

Teacher (FDA)
Night Supervisor

TOTALS

• 1
I

3

a

0
3

7

1

10

I
p

0

0
I

1

QUALIFICATION
DES IGNAT ION

CQSW CSS CRCCYP CERT PCSC
EDUCATI ON

Director 0 0 0 1 0
Senior Deputy
Director 0 0 0 1 0

Deputy Director 0 0 0 1 0
Unit Administrator 0 0 0 2 0
Senior Residential
Social Worker 1 0 0 0 0

Residential
Social Worker 1 2 3 0 1

Teacher (EDA) 0 0 0 4 0

TOTALS 2 2 3 9 1

7
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Prio rtv nuN be gi en to idrer lsing or aN
recrut±ng, all other things being equal, qualifed staff
whenever vacancies arise and this is recoendod,
Management should also make a tra ‘ning ceds asses meet or

1 xis a ar ol r o at o bl
rain g ra

3° The Inspectors were satisfied witn the arrangements for the
induction of new stafL There is a clear policy of
supporting recruits and they are not 1 ft to simpla find
hea O a ay thrugh t iN and e r r IN i duc on

erogramme a comprised f didacti and practical
instruction, written guidance in a procedural manual and
colleague orientation, Full details of the induction
procedures are given n Appendix A.

3.10 Returns from the survey suggest that none of the staff had
attended in—service/short training courses over the 12
months prior to the inspectlon. there may have been
operational reasons for this hut several staff indicated
that they wished to expand their knowledge and repertoire
of skills for dealing with difficult adolescents. The
Inspectors were advised that a psychologist, who serves the
training school, has agreed to provide in—service training
and this will be referred to again later in this report.

311 For staff had undertaken post—qualifying training ie the
director, 2 deputy directors and a teacher, Three of these
courses would normally be taken by teachers intending to
specialise in some aspect of education. However, the
director completed a post—qualifying course in management
at the Social Studies Department of the Queen’s University
of Belfast in 1987.

MALE/FEMALE BALANCE

3.12 None of the management group or the senior residential
social workers are women, Seven of the 23 staff working at
unit level are female but of these only 2 worked in the
Remand Unit, The Inspectors consider that young persons in
residential care should have the opportunity of relating to
mature adults of both sexes and were satisfied, that
despite the male/female imbalance in the totality of the
staff group, that this criterion was being met. It was
interesting to note that 5 of the 8 qualified residential
social workers are women.

POSTS OF SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY

3.13 Three staff at unit level occupy posts of special
responsibility. All 3 are professionally qualified social
workers (CQSW) and although they have special posts their
grading has not altered. One of the senior residential
social workers is known as head of the social work

8
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department, and he has responsibility for all social work
practice within the Special Unit. A residential social
worker in the same unit is designated as courts ad
community officer. She is responsible for the compilation

and presentation of court reports in respect of boys in the

Special Unit and for fulfilling an aftercare and monitoring

role in relation to boys who have left the unit. Her work

also entails liaising with schools, employers and social

work agencies. Another qualified staff member is known as

the Remand Unit social worker. She is the contact point

for referring agencies ie the courts, training schools, etc

and liaises with parents, solicitors, fieldworkers and

clergy. When required she attends court ad provides a

verbal or written report.

3.14 The introduction of the specialist posts of responsibility

has involved some reorganisation in both units. In doing

so management has sought to recognise the competence of

qualified staff and at the same time to use the available

resources effectively and efficiently. Hitherto all staff

in the Special Unit were operating as “keyworkers”, which

involved them in considerable work outside of the training

school, with a consequent reduction in their contact hours

with the boys. This was happening to a more limited extent

in the Remand Unit but management had strong reservations

about the quality of the work being done. The present

system, which had only been in place fot a short time when

the inspection took place, seemed to be working well.

NIGHT SUPERVISORS 1,.

3.15 Eight night supervisors are employed to care for the boys

and to take responsibility for the security of Lisnevin

between 9.30 pin and 7.30 am. They are all men with an

average age of 47 years within a range’of 35 to 60 years.

Pour of them have been at least 13 years in the work while

the others have less than 3 years experience. One of the

group has been designated as senior night supervisor with

responsibility for the others. There are 5 night

supervisors on duty each evening, one of whom tgkes charge

of the secure entrance to the buiLding until au day staff

have gone off duty. The Inspectors were generally

satisfied that the routine followed by the night

supervisors was appropriate, given the secure nature of the

facility and the priority accorded to protecting ad

supervising the residents. None of the residential social

workers are required to sleep on the remises overnight but

one of the senior staff is available on call”. In the

normal course of events the Inspectors would expect

• residential social workers to take part in “sleeping in”

duties. However, because of the nature and function of

Liénevin they consider the present aangements for night

cover are satisfactory.

4.
9.
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T3r ‘r sr- kt re Li n In rip gner sste i
j Di cio h d put it ‘c nr,/Lord r t •irv

C, Unit an n±staLotS Tj’ 1irsct r en abi’ S
the Li cc i sage isn F oard e a ag rcs
of the urarilgscuoo 1, tithin tbo tonstralacs of tee
Boids psi ic v and in accordnce ttL staotor prova s ons
Ha mmage , h ough the dcploynent of ecu ccs, a scnior
staff team, dio are accountable to hut for the social work
aId educatin programrres nd f r ti ada st atior ci 1e
schoei lhc Director has an lategrated stule of managecent
ie he invoies other members of Lhe management team
through frequent mectings and discussions He tnducrs
Sheir commitment to ohiect ives, and no-ordJ rates tile ir
approach to the residential task

3.17 The Director is supported by a deputy director (education),
a deputy direc-tor (care) and the board’s secretary. fire
deputy director (education) has specific responsibility for
the internal organisation, management and control of the
school including the deployment of the teaching staff, In
addition he has oversight of the medical and catering staff
and deputises for the Director in his absence. The deputy
director (care) manages the care provision in both the
Special and Remand Units and is responsible for the
development of the care and social work programmes
followed in the school. He manages the residential social
work staff and the night supervisors to give effect to a
high standard of child care practice.

3.18 Unique to Lisnevin, within the training school system, is
the involvement of the Board’s secretary as a member of the
director’s management team. In terms of the structure the
Board secretary is a second line manager with an equivalent
place in the hierarchy to the deputy directors. He takes
responsibility for the administrative, security,
maintenance and domestic staff and supervises their work.
He participates in the senior management group meetings, is
conversant with all aspects of the school’s operation and
has developed a financial information system which keeps
the director and other senior officers appraised of
spending under different budget headings, He is also
responsible for the financial control of Whitefield House
and the Adolescent Psychology and Research Unit. The
Board’s secretary also supervises works and maintenance
contracts and capital development projects. The Inspectors
were impressed by his involvement in the management of
Lisnevin and commend these arrangements to the other
training schools.

3.19 Two unit administrators, working on opposite shifts, have
day to day responsibility for the operation of the training
school. During “office hours” their work is confined

I
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mainly to a specific unit where they drct rh acti’atiesof saff, ‘rar evaluaion meetaigs aae onferences andrevicws and have general o’ersigIit of rh or and controlof thc Eons. Howeve’, n the arly morninea and ever ingst e mat 3Gministrator on duty as aesponsble ror themta its of the s’hool, includang securi and forliaising wath the night supervsscrs. fcey rarticipate inthc cvernigat ‘cu call arraigements, together with the13 ector oil his 3E.puties

SrFF fr’pgyrgpJ

3.20 1 system f profess4onal staff super ‘ision eas ntroducedby the director in June lE7 It ains to make staffaccountable to their immediate superio’ in the managementtrain, to make them aware of their roles andresponsibilities, to assist them with dveloping new skillsas well as improving existing ones and to promoteharmonious working relationships, Initially the directorheld a series of weekly seminars for middle managers toacquaint them with the concept and the process of staffsuperiision. Following this he began fortnightlysupervision of his second line managers.
3.21 The Inspectors found that staff supervision has notpercolated down as far as the senior residential socialwonker grades. The ditector is satisfied with the progressmade in the 7 months since staff supervision w’as initiatedbut feels that it hill take approximately 24 months beforethis “growing plant” reaches its full potential. TheInspectors commend the progress which has been made buturge the rapid development of professional supervision forall grades.

STAFF MEETINGS

3.22 A number of regular meetings are held within Lisnevin topromulgate decisions made and to foster good communicationsbetween management, staff and the boys who have been placedthere. In recognition of his belief that goodcommunication is a pre—requisite to peaceful co—existence,the Director has drawn up guidelines for the organisationof meetings and listed the type and purpose of those whichare held regularly in the training school.

11
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)CAII N AND PREMISES

Oisnein TrtI cg School iS ocato1 cc os oasi
2o Dosn, 3pproxinnlv 2 rn ins o hi ishs Ore
build ig pr sent or md th raiii g c tsnd
itBi th g ii1ds of S t t a i n
tab she nt at obut In re ily 970s decs on s s

taken to build a socuro provision adiacnt ‘o he opnn
Sorstal The secure unit sas built to Penal ategorv S
standards and the huiidJrig snd the extensi so geunds are
unclosed w bin a mete high pe meter enc Eel owir
a change ‘n oena nol v in th rn ire’and borst 1
raining was dispensed With as sn ptioi o the courts,

with the opening of the Young Offenders Oentre as Hvdebanb
Shortly after this policy change, and as a result oS a
public inquiry, the Lisnevin Ilanagement Board were reqitirth
to vacate the premises occupied by them at Newtownards A
feasibility study group reported ipon the 2 available
buildings at Woburn and they opted for the use of the
vacant secure horstal as the new home for Lisnevin Training
School.

4.2 Because the secure unit was built on penal lines, it was,
in many ways, unsuitable for use as a special unit for
adolescent boys, where the philosnphy was based upon child
care considerations and the environment was not conducive
to the furtherance of those principles. However, a major
programme of refurbishing brought about considerable
improvements to the building, in terms of colour scheme,
use of fabrics, carpeting and the covering in of the heavy
iron doors which were a feature of the original building.
Although the decor has been softened, there is still
problems left with the physical provision.

4.3 Details of the lay out of the building are given in
Appendix B. Pedestrian access to the building is via an
entrance hail which is constantly manned between the hours
of 7.00 am and 10.00 pm. Beyond an electronically A
controlled door is the reception area, dining room and a
suite of offices which includes the offices of the 2 deputy
directors. On the ground floor are 2 wings of sleeping
accommodation, Drumfad and Woburn, which are occupied by
the Remand Unit. Associated with the ground floor
accommodation are 2 common rooms, classrooms, snack kitchen
and other offices. Opening off the main corridor, which
runs from the front to the rear of the main building, are
the medical block and the punishment blocks, These 2 units
are described in detail later in this report. lo the rear
of the building, adjoined by an interior corridor, is the
gymnasium and games area.

4 4 On the first floor are 2 wings of sleeping accommodation
known as Kiltonga and Copeland. These are used by the boys
in the Special Unit. Other accommçdation on the first
floor comprises of office space, living room, hobbies room,
TV room and classroom accommodation.

12
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l e N i. d rn t op n -. ieas rig - iJ line
lrs”tficicr; ‘erreatj’nj cparc within h° air z_:dig.

4 ‘to tie rcxr o. the man milrhng is tEe a...pel. ‘i toderr
hexagonal struct”ro built of utetching r°’I bri it and ‘he
‘it ior ‘s farisied in r e isn in I s s bri&ht a Ipsc’asdnt ‘uLding in which the weakly rid urlier spaciil
surch services are held The ground within the tene a
exteis ye ‘iii a full si’ tootball ci :h I laid nut. The
area prn”i.de .amp.° oppoituni.ties for nerrsa fnT 10th •OS
ard st”ff ilxkc.

4.7 The building, with dll its architectural shortcomings s
in a wry good state of repilr The usc of bright paint,
coloured tiles and fsbri cc does much to soften th°
institutional fool of thc. plac.c. The building is hell
maintained and kept very clean. The boys ire responsible
for keeping their own rooms clean, with assistance, bitt th°
bulk of the cleaning is left to the domestic assistants
Over the years the buildings have suffered from attacks
upon the fabrics during times of conflict. One wing,
Kiltonga, was badly burnt by fire during a disturbance
within the past 2 years. Windows were broken, bedroom
furniture damaged and bedding destroyed. Experiments have
been carried out using new materials, new doors on the
bedrooms, new locks and new furnishings. Following the
last fracas a full security inspectipn took place and as a
result additional resources, including close circuit
television and electronic locking devices are to be
installed.
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z.0 OATLY LIFE

snc in s seur fa’l ty itt’ii s1-’cS tn ‘es’ ‘ts

re scgrga t 0 7 145 1 Sitfl t sr regime nd
staffing It is organised n a mannes whi’h assists the
staff to fulfil trio primary runcticn of supPrvising and
ontioll’ng he boys placel there Altlough they occupy

he same building, boys in on unit adder, meet those trom
the other unit. Some amenities eg: the dining room,
classrooms, recreation areas, are available to both groups
but slight v nations in the duly routine of he units ann
Limetabling arrangements ensure that they are used
separately

5 The nature of the Remand Uiit entails movemen of boys n
seekdays between Lisrievin and courts all over the Province.
Boys who are appearing in court are awakened at 7.35 am and
have their breakfast at 8 00 am The remainder rise at
7.55 am and breakfast at 8 20 am However, in the Special
Unit, where placements are generally for a longer term, the
boys rise at 810 am and have breakfast at 8.50 am. Again
there are 2 sittings for lunch (Remand 12.40 pm, Special
Unit 1 pm) and at tea (Remand 4.40 pm, Special Unit 5 pm)

5.3 The school day commences at 9.30 am for boys in both units
and continues until 3 55 pm. Apart from the lunch hour ie
l2,.40 pm to 1 40 pm, there is also a morning break from the
classroom between 11 am and 11.20 am. During any period,
when the boys are not in the classroom, they are supervised
by the residential social workers. Generally they are
assembled in the units common room prior to dispersal to
school. Each group is “handed over” to their teacher, who
escorts them to the classroom.

5.4 There is a period of organised activities, ie sporting or
recreational, each evening (Remand 6.00 pm to 7.OOpm,
Special Unit 6.30 pm to 7,50 pm). These are supervised by
the residential social workers and volunteers from
community groups come into the training school some
evenings to assist. Supper is prepared in the units by one
of the staff and served about 7,45 pm. Preparations for
bed follow with the Remand Unit boys retiring at 8.30 pm.
In the Special Unit bed times commence at 8,30 pm though
for some boys this may be extended to 9 pm as a privilege.
When the early bedtimes and the locking up periods are
taken into consideration the nett result is a rather short
day for the boys in the Remand Unit, With this in mind it
is recommended that a review of bedtimes be undertaken
by management

5,5 At the weekends there is a later rise (9.00 am in the
Remand and 9,20 am in the Special Unit). As there is no
school the staff on duty organise activity periods in the
mornings and afternoons as well as the evening. Mass is
celebrated in the school chapel for Roman Catholic boys at
a convenient time on Sundays. Authorised visitors may see

14.
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5 6 ‘mcking s5 i ti’ cont oil d aid %Ut. vtsed dthin the

training c.nooI Boys. ha are çermitt6d to smoke by their

oars t ‘an pave b ciger.tr s daily on waelrdays and S on

Sacurday and Sundays. These are spread thrziigbcut the day,

eg one ib allowed afLtr each meal, one after schoel and •na

before bedtima. Staff hold he boys c.igaretts and ssue

them at the times above. Smoking is permitted only in the

common rooms. Staff may not cmoke in front of the boys at

any other time. The Inspectors observed that most of the

boys roll their own cigarettes from loose tobacco bought in

the school tuck shops. It would seem that this is cheaper

than buying brand named cigarettes However, it is also

more unhealthy, is reminiscent of a prison cultaLe and

inappropriate for a child care setting It is

reccended that this practice is discouraged and that

incentives are introduced to encourage young people to give

up the smoking habit.

TUCK SHOP

5.7 There is a shop in each unit where the boys can purchase

cigarettes, tobacco, confectionary and soft drinks. One

staff member in each unit is the “shopkeeper” and boys have

access to this service about 4 times each week. Since they

are not allowed to carry money, all transactions are made

on paper. Further reference will be made to this later in

the Report.

REST PERIODS

5 8 An aspect of the daily routine in Lisnevin which the

Inspectors found disquieting was the use of “rest periods”

These are set times each day when the boys are locked in

their bedrooms, ostensively to allow them to have a break

from the group and to give staff an opportunity for forward

planning There are 4 “rest periods” on weekdays and 3 on

Saturdays and Sundays in the Remand Unit but only one each

day in the Special Unit Each lasts for between 30 and 45

minutes. During these times one member of staff in each

unit is detailed to make regular checks on the boys. In

the Special Unit the rest period follows tea and the boys

can have access to the tuck shop at this time, providing

that the shopkeeper is on duty. The Inspectors take the

view that, as the boys are held within security, there

should be no need to further restrain them during the day

in normal circumstances. The waking day in Lisnevin is

only 12 hours long and much of this is taken up with

15.
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School Branch, vhc reprsena ahV Srcrt try of
State

iii. A Social. Services lnspecto

iv \ Psychologist;

v, flepiitv Director (Carel Tisnevin

Three members of the above group constitute a quorum and,
with the approval of SOS, can effect a transfer to
Lisnevin, When the panel meets to consider applications
for placement cognisance is taken of the following
criteria: —

i. The boy is a danger to himself;

ii. The boy is a danger to others;

iii. The boy is in danger from others;

iv, Absconding is linked with any of 1 to iii above or
serious criminal behaviour;

v, The boy1s level of disturbance makes him
unmanageable in an open training school;

vi. All possible avenues of social, psychological and/or
psychiatric oversight have been pursued in an open
setting.

Exceptional cases, not covered by the above, are
adjudicated upon by the admissions panel. Those admitted
tend to be troubled and troublesome boys with
social/psychological problems and have a history of
delinquent activity.
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il S NT OBJECFIVI S
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1 0 inpi i th toung o son ci ot 5 i

leve opm It t ar at paovii n f i di dcu I
ducitior ad soc onal proga-Inuics

(11) fo encou age and faci iatc the young pcrson s
motional development through

(a) Ihe deselopment of secure clatonships both
individual and group and pa ticularly the use
of the key workers system

(b) The family work

(iv) To cater for the spiritual needs of the young people
in our care.

(v) To integrate the young person into the community
and family group through

(a) Planned home visits on leave and

(h) Family work

The overall ethos of the Special Unit must reflect and
facilitate the achievement of the above objectives

6,4 The Inspectors found that management emphasised a
philosophy for all of Lisnevin of “holding boys securely in
a humane environment” This may have been introduced
mainly for the Remand Unit but it seems to have been
detrimental to the aims and objectives of the Special Unit
Some staff appear to have little knowledge about them and
saw their role as making sure the premises were secure,
supervising the boys, adhering to the rules and regulations
and keeping to the daily routine as set out in the
timetable, it is recommended that steps are taken to
promulgate and give effect to the aims and objectives of
the Special Unit as set out in paragraph 63 above
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A000MNODATION

C 5 Spcial Unit hos are acomrnoated on Lie rs; root oi
ti malt buildiag Th unit is approache f em a staarcace
sr oh I ds o a o Li ading the a idl r hid I e e
a lass led Li c This he ye re c the
caaoi se.urotv system and murt Li m.nnp’i Li tue Li
sidential rocial work staff during choo5 hours and by a
night sunervisor after bedtime To the right and Lift Li
the staircase 2 ings axtend o tward, These contain 15
aid 6 s ngle bedrooms respe t e and e Li ing ias an
bltoi are itT iltandsaoes

c Ihe Special bolt hors sleep the soaller of the wings
When the bedrooms -are occupied the doors are locLid but
staff can keen the boys under observation through viewir.g
panels’ There are narrow slt windows on he exterior
salls of ach room which prc ide daylight and ventilation
All of the rooms have a call button whi:h can he used to
get attentIon from the staff. A recently finished
programme of interior painting leant a pleasant effect to
the rooms The boys are not permitted to keep personal
effects there or to place posters, pictures. etc on the
walls. After careful consideration, and bearing in mind
that Special Unit boys can spend some considerable time in
Lisnevin, the Inspectors concluded that this rule should he
relaxed. Therefore it is recommended that the boys
shobid be allowed, within reason, to personalise their
rooms so as Co improve their living environment.

6 7 The oniy two pieces of furniture in the bedrooms are a
cuboid, which can be used as a chair or table, and a bed.
The latter is a reinforced mattress which rests on the
floor without a supporting frame. Sheets and duvets are
provided. The floor is covered with vinyl tiles. As there
are no wardrobes or cupboards, the boy’s day clothing has
to be placed on the corridor floor, outside of their
bedrooms, during the night. Lisnevin management pointed
out that furniture and fittings were provided but had been
vandaljsed and on some occasions deliberately broken up.
The Inspectors recognise the difficulties but consider that
boys, held in a caring regime, should only be deprived of
normal home comforts in exceptional circumstances and even
then only for a short period of time. Therefore it is
recommended that appropriate furniture and clothing
storage space is provided.

6.8 Across the landing, on the opposite side to the staircase,
access to the day time accommodation is gained from a
rectangular corridor. There are 10 rooms leading off it
but half of these are classrooms and can only be used
during the school day. Another roov is an office used by
the reside tial social workers. This confines the boys to
a living room, a snack kitchen and servery, a small hobbies
room and a TV room during recreation periods. However,
other facilities within the Lisnevin complex ie a sports

19
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RECEVION

6,9 Those boys admi ted o the Special Unit will already have

experience of life in another training school

Nevertheless, staff are aware that transfer to a secure

facility may fill them with apprehension which they

endeavour to allay. A separate suite of rooms on the

ground floor just inside the main entrance to the school,

is used for the reception procedure The receiving staff

see that the boy is showered, given school clothing and

bedding, and prepare him for a brief medical examination by

the nurse on duty. Formal documentation is completed and

arrangements made for the boys parents to be advised about

visiting times and for the appropriate Chaplin to be

informed of the boys arrival, The boy is given an

information sheet ‘(Appendix C) about the Spedial Unit and

of the basic rules and regulations. Afterwards he will be

integrated with the rest of the group at the first

opportunity.

KEY WORKER

6.10 The introduction of the specialist posts of responsibility,

referred to in paragraph 3.13 and 3.14 above, has enabled

the residential social work staff to concentrate on the

supervision and support of the boys within the unit,

Nevertheless a limited key worker system is in operation

Normally a case will be assigned to one of the residential

social workers before the boy comes to Lisnevin. On

arrival the key worker will introduce him to the unit,

explain the routine, identify and try to resolve any

problems arising The key worker also writes to the boyst

parents to advise them of his admission and to invite them

to an assessment meeting. He collates all reports and

information received from other agencies and opens a case

file, the order and maintenance of which is his

responsibility. Personal counselling is another component

of the key workers role and this i available to each boy

as and when the need arises
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REVIEWS

6.11 It is also part of the key worker’s role to co—ordinate an
initial case conference involving representatives of all
relevant agencies within.6 weeks of a boy’s placement in
the Special Unit. The purpose of this meeting is to set
short term goals for the boy and to make plans for his
rehabilitation. These are reviewed every 2 months at a
meeting which focuses on a progress report prepared by the
boy’s key worker. All reviews are chaired by the senior
residential social worker and minutes are taken which,
together with a brief summary of the plans made, are placed
on the relevant files.

6.12 Whenever a boy has spent 6 months in the Special Unit, and
every 3 months thereafter, his cases is considered by tte
Lisnevin Licensing Committee (a statutory sub—committee
which can decide to release the young person from the
training school subject to certain conditions). A report
providing details of the boys career, intellectual level,
educational attainments, home background, progress made
since coming to Lisnevin and a recommendation from his key
worker (personal counsellor) is provided for the
Committee’s consideration. Meetings of the Licensing
Committee are normally attended by the Director or the
deputy director (care) and by the secretary to the
Management Board. However, the Inspectors feel that there
is huch to be gained by the attendance of the key workers,
and indeed the invglvement of the boys themsejyes where
appropriate, at the reviews held by the Licending Committee
and it is recoended that management give this their
fullest considerations. The Inspectors noted that all the
Licensing Committee’s meetings, held lathe 12 months
preceeding the inspection took place’ in Whitefield House.
To facilitate the participation of Lisnevin staff azid
;esidents they shall be held in the Special Unit.

PIlES/RECORDS

6.13 There is a file on each boy and these are held in a steel
cabinet, secured by a combination lock, in the social work
office. The residential social work staff can have access
to the files at any time. These are hard—backed
ring—binders which are divided to hold information in the
following categories:—

i. initial assessments;
ii. information received from previous training school;

iii. reports from other agencies;
iv. current case notes;
v. minutes of reviews; -

vi. notes of case discussions;
vii correspondence;

viii. record of time spent in separation;
ix. occurrences(
x. legal documents (summons, ‘training school orders);
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n.1. Generally tne kay workers ire expected to keep the :iles of
boys for rhom they have special responsibility up—to—date
and to make regular ease recordings. The Inspectora foind
i variable standard of recording on the files bub
recognised that. thic is a deveiop’ng area of ‘cor.c ‘ditch
should JA’prove shen staff supervision is extended to the
residentiC social ‘corkers. Vec,rtheless, as stat’ ‘cork
with all ot the residents, they are atso expected to be
aware of the programmes set for each of them and to keep
abreist ith developments through reading their files.

6 15 A brief wiitten report is made in an “occurrence book” at
the end of each shift by the senior residential social
worker or, in his absence, by one of the team members.
However should there have been a “serious incident”
invo1ring any of the residents, then although this will be
referred to in the occurrence book, a full report is logged
separately in another book maintained for this purpose
There is also a “communications book” into which all
messages, telephone calls, appointments, visits from
professional staff, etc concerning the residents are
recorded. All staff are expected to appraise themselves of
the contents of all 3 “books” at the beginning of each
shift. These records were examined by the Inspectors and
found to be in order.

6.16 A night report book is held in the Special Unit. This is a
hard—backed loose—leaf binder into which a completed
proforma is entered by the unit’s administrator and passed
to the senior night supervisor It contains a plan of the
sleeping arrangements and specific instructions for the
care and attention of the boys during the night The night
report book is passed back to the team leader on the
morning shift with the night supervisor’s comments A
completed index card for each Special Unit boy is held in
the social worker’s office for easy reference when
information is required eg y the RUC.

STAFF MEETUGS

6.17 On weekdays there is a daily “handover” meeting, involving
staff from both shifts, between 1.45 pm and 2.00 pm. This
focuses on the residents, the organisation of the unit and
staffing issues. A record is maintained of the points
discussed Team meetings are also held on a regular basis
and these are taken by the senior residential social
worker. A minute book is kept and all staff share in

22.
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Boys cnn earn 30 marks per week

From 0—l’0 marks boys will get 80p basic p1 is 20p per
day
From 140280 marks boys will get 85p basic, plus 25p per
day”

From 280—420 marks boys will get 85p basic, pIns SOp per
day.

From 420—540 marks boys will get 85p basic, plus 35p per
day

Over 540 marks boys will be credited with 113,25 per week.

PRIVILEGES WHICH CAN BE EARNED

After 6 weeks and minimum marks of 180 — off campus with
staff.

After 10 weeks and minimum marks of 300 accompanied home
visit,

After 11 weeks and minimum marks of 330 unaccompanied
home visit.

After 12 weeks and minimum marks of 360 weekend leave,

After 14 weeks and minimum marks of 420 — weekend leave,

After 16 weeks and minimum marks of 480 — weekend leave.

After 18 weeks and minimum marks of 540 weekend leave.
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it 2t Jtas ic pocket money is credited to a savings account held in
the boy a came lie can have access to it rhen going on
weekend leave or holiday. however a record of daily bonus
payments is held In the aria and boys can spend this money

in the tuck shop. Boys cannot accumulate money in this way
as it is transferred to their savings accounts at the end
of each week.

StNCTIONS

6.21 Staff may deduct marks from boys rho they consider to be
guilty of minor dismeanours. However if a boy fails to
respond further sanctions may be applied. The following
guidelines were drawn up by management to ensure that staff
take a consistent approach to inappropriate behaviour:

LEVEL (1) - MINOR MISDEflANOURS

i. giving cheek to staff;

ii taunting other boys;

iii. non—co—operation

Sanction — loss of marks.

LEVEL (2)

Should reasonable warnings be insufficient to curb the
above misbehaviours then:—

Sanction removal from class/activity resulting in 24
hours in own room or Punishment Block if the boy does not
settle.

LEVEL(3)

i. fighting/bullying in class/activity;

ii. leaving classroom/group/area/activity without
permission;

24,
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ii. attempting t-o start a riot;

,trrrptjnZ to start a F’re;

iv niuse 31 fire alarms/phone system.

Sanction immediate removal to punihment block for 96
hours iunimum

NOTh

i the aformentioned list is by no means a definitive
one,

ii.., all other school rules/regulations/punishments/
privileges apply at all times;

iii. details of all removals will be recorded and left
with staff timetabled to cover duty office.

6.22 Rule 39(d) of the Training School Rules provides that
separation from other pupils shall only be used in
exceptional cases and specifies conditions which snould
pertain when a boy is removed from association with the
group. One of these (para (d)(v)) states that when
separation ‘is to be continued for more than 24 hours, the
written consent of a member of the Board of Management
shall be obtained and the circumstances reported to the
Ministry” The Inspectors found that in drawing up the
behaviourial guidelines set out in paragraph 6.21 above,
the Lisnevin Management appear to have overlooked Rule 39
which, although made in 1952, is still extant Furthermore
from the records held in the Special Unit, it was apparent
that separatior of boys for periods of more than 24 hours
occurs frequenty. For example in one case a boy spent 2
periods in the punishment block ie 82 hours and 72 hours
(l54 hours), which were only separated by a 14 hour span,
most of which he spent locked in his own bedroom.
Therefore it is recounnended that management’s
guidelines to staff are reviewed to take account of the
Training School Rules.

6.23 Presently, outside of the normai bedtime hours, boys can
spend time in separation (a) in the punishment block,
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APPRAISAL OP ThE SPECIAL UNIT

ti 24 To some extant the location oi a busy Remand Unit on the
same campus has influenced the operation of the Special
Tinit Management i° concerned to demonstrate thst ii. tan
contain, within security, the young people referred to the
school by the Courts, while at the same time, keeping good
order and control within the confines of the school The
task of the Remand Unit, fe to hold difficult and serious
offenders until the Courts have passed sentenced, is
sttaightforward compared with the complexity of
rehabilitating boys, most of whom have come to the Special
Unit because they have failed to respond in other settings
including the “other” training schools. The message
clearly given by management to the Special Unit staff is to
provide a regime in which “humane containment” takes
precedence over therapy, treatment or any style of
intervention.

6.25 Consequently the Inspectors would wish to see the Special
Unit getting back on course through the promulgation of its
aims and objectives amongst the staff The recent
reorganisation of staffing ie the introduction of 2
specialist posts, should make the service provided for the
Special Unit boys more professional and efficient.
Priority needs to be given to the recruitment of qualified
staff whenever vacancies arise and to the training of
existing staff members. It is hoped that the
recoamiendation made in paragraph 3.8 will be of assistance
in this matter.

I
I
a
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a. the seriocsiess of the offence

b th frequercy of offending

c the protection of the individual

4. the protection of society and

e. previous history of absconding from other
institutions”. (Staff Handbook)

The- unit also receives, with the approval of the Northern
Ireland Office on behalf of the Secretary of State, boys
from the open schools whose behaviour is cozisidered to be
such as to warrant detention in an secure setting.
Authorisation is limited to a period of 5 weeks after which
the boy is returned to the sending school, unless an
extension, again for 5 weeks, is approved by the Northern
Ireland Office.

Client Group

7.2 Details of the young people in the Remand Unit on the
Census Day are given in Chapter 2 of the Report.

Staffing

7.3 The deputy director (care) has overall responsibility for
the day to day management of the Remand Unit. He is
assisted by one unit administrator (professional), two
senior residential social workers, seven residential social
workers and five part—time care staff. One of the
residential social workers has been designated as the
liaison officer. Her role is to maintain links with other
training schools, families, courts, police and other
referring agencies. She ensures £hat in the case of the
five week placements, regular vititing is maintained by the
referring school, usually the boy’s key worker. The staff
group are divided into two shifts, who operate between the
hours of 7.30 am and 9.30 pm with night cover being
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provided by a teim of night supervisors. As mentioned
elsewhere in this Report the senior management are in the
process of introducing a system of professional
supervision. At present. logistically this is taking place
at senior level and this will be extended to all staff in
due course. The Inspectors commend the system which has
been carefully thought out and welcome its introduction
which will undoubtedly improve professional practice.
However they would stress the necessity of extending this
system quickly to all levels of staff and recommend
that management take steps to extend the concept of
supervision as soon as possible.

Reception Procedures

7.4 A principal feature of the Remand Unit, unlike some other
child care establishments, is that often there are no
planned admissions. Often boys arrive from the courts,
with little prior notice or information and at all times of
the day. For example, boys appearing in a juvenile court
in Fermanagh or Tyrone may not arrive until early evening.
The Inspector had the opportunity of observing one such
admission which took place after 6 pm. The admission was
handled in a caring and sensitive manner. Information
about the boy, his home and parents was gathered with tact
.and thoughtfulness. He was advised of his legal rights and
told something of the basic rules of the Remand Unit. He
was asked to shower and shampoo his hair and was,-seen, as
is the usual procedure, by the nurse on duty. After the
preliminary medical examination had taken place he was
placed in the isolation block and given food.

7.5 A new admission to the unit, after shoeiing and medical
examination, is dressed in pyjamas and dressing gown and
spends the first 24 hours of his stay in the isolation
block. The following 24 hours is spent in his room in
security. It seems that this policy emerged as a means of
settling th€ boy or creating a cooling—off period. It is
accepted that some of the young people coming frito Lisnevin
on remand are unsettled, aggflssive and at times quite
destructive. However, for some, who may be committed
directly from the courts and theoretically may be quite
young, the reality of being locked up and isolated for 48
hours may come as quite a trauma, no matter how well the
actual admission procedures are handled. The Inspectors
can see no good reason for the 48 hour lock—up and for the
somewhat institutional practice of dressing boys in pyjamas
and dressing gowns upon admission. It should be borne in
mind that some of the boys will arrive at the unit, perhaps
by lunchtime, on the day of their %dm$sion. How,does a 16
year-old feel when he is “put to bed7 in the middle of the
day? The Inspectors are aware, that following the initial
feedback meeting wit4 senior staff, when this practice was
discussed, steps have alrdady been taken to bring about
some degree of modification to the policy. It is
recoended that steps be taken, as soon as
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practicable, to dispense with the 48 hour—lock up. Boys
should be allowed to wear school clothes and integrated, as
soon as possible, with the group to which they have been
allocated. If it is not possible to introduce this new
policy in one step, as an interim, the boy should spend a
much reduced period in his own room and be allowed to wear
school clothing.

Care of the Individual

7.6 Basically the boys in the Remand Unit are divided into two
groups, centred on coimnon rooms one and two. As in many
institutions the daily life follows a regular fairly
structured routine. The routine in the Remand Unit has
been described in detail in Chapter 5. The boys in the
Remand Unit are well cared for, there is a good rapport
between staff and boys, although some members of staff seem
to adopt a more formal approach to the residents. As with
any group of young men, physique, temperament, attitude and
behaviour vary greatly. This means that the staff have to
be able to adopt a method of working that ensures
containment, control, management and the ability to relate
in a humane and caring way. Working with remand boys has
been described as “benign containment”. They have been
placed in security because of their behaviour, or the need
to protect them from themselves or the community and, in
thee final analysis, to present them in court. The young
people in the Remand Unit presented as a volatile group,
whose mood is capable-ef extreme swings. At the tJ.me of
the inspection steps were being taken to remove oi[e young
man; charged with attempted murder, to the Young Offenders
Centre, because of the threat that he presented. His
behaviour and demeanour was such that the plychologist
deemed him to be one of the most dangerous juveniles he had
seen in his many years of experience in the juvenile
justice arena.

7.7 The day in the Remand Unit is interspersed, at regular
intervals with periods of “rest” or lock—up. Then the unit
opened initially the policy of lock—up developed,. Some
staff felt this was necessary because of:

1. the need to control the group

2. because of inadequate levels of staffing.

Possibly the absence of Remand Rules ax{d a clear statement

of policy and practice, has resulted in a routine that the

Inspectors would question. To this end it is
recommended that senior management review the present
practice and routine of locking up throughout the day and

determine if, another policy can be I$roduced. See also
paragraph 5.8.

7.8 The Inspector had the’opportunity of having meals with the

young people and seeing them at won and play. Mostly they

were open and communicative and appeared to be well cared
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Accommodation

The hr i.on a omodatior or tie Rem n tnt is catef ii
two wings of the building, on tl,e ground floor known as
Drumf ad and Wobu’n each taving 11 tingle rorms. The
fittings and I ir nishlngs in Lisnevin have preented
problems for some tine .A number of options have been
tried out Beds wardrobes chairs, rail unts etc, have
all been tested. Nlanagement has tried to get away from the
original stark fittings that were in the cells, when the
building was used in its former role. Sadly, despite the
efforts of management to create a warmer environment using
normal furnishings this has not been all that successful
Doors, furniture and fittings have been smashed and often
used as weapons to attack staff or as barricades. At
present the furniture consists of two soft material cubes,
one is used as a bed and the other doubling as a chair and
table. This type of furniture is used in a number of
secure units elsewhere in Great Britain. The absence of
carpets and curtains gives a rather cold and institutional
appearance. The inspectors accept that many problems have
been encountered in trying to create a.more normal
environment in the rooms When the boys go to bed at
night, all of their day clothes are left on the corridor
floor outside their bedrooms. The Inspectors would not
dissent from the policy of boys not having access to
clothing during the night. Unfortunately the little piles
of clothing outside each boys room is unsightly and
institutional There may be no easy solution to this
problem but the inspectors would recomend that
management look again at this aspect of care and see if it
is possible to bring about some improvement in the present
situation.

Sanctions

7.10 A range of sanctions are available to staff in the Remand
Unit as a means of controlling behaviour. They range from
the withdrawal of basic privileges such as TV viewing,
spending time being locked in their own rooms, to in
extreme cases of being removed to the isolation block in
the school The time spent in the ‘block can vary from 24
to 96 hours. It must be stated, for the record, that
periods of 96 hours are not all that common and are only
used in circumstances where behaviour has been exceptional,
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12 Du ing thc I m pent ii isolation the boy i visited o
15 smut s Detailed records are kept vii Th includes
information on the nature of the detention the reasons
eho authorised the placement, the exact duration of the
detention and the time at which it ended The Inspectors
have no concerns about the administration, supervision and
oversight of the usrr of detention

7.13 In a unit such as Remand, rules, regulations and sanctions
ame a necessary part of its operation. lie Inspectors have
no criticisms about the basic concept of the use of
sanctions as a means of exercising control and discipline
But the use of sanctions and lock—ups in what, at times
seems to be excessive, does give some cause for toncern.
In discussion with residential team members the opinions on
sanctions range from “what else can we do” to “sanctions
are used too often”. There is always a potential danger
that staff, for a whole variety of reasons; stress,
fatigue, tolerance, etc, will resort to the use of lock—up
as a first response rather than a final option. Some staff
felt locking up could become a prop for hard—pressed and
harrassed colleagues. Despite good support, induction
training and supervision, there can still be a tendency to
over—react in some situations.

7.14 In Chapter 14 reference is made to the contribution that
the APRU could make to in—service training. Staff must be
prepared and trained to feel more comfortable within
themselves in dealing with confrontation of unacceptable
behaviour. All adolescents must have parameters of
acceptable and unacceptable behaviour clearly set out.
They will always test out staff, seeking to push back the
barriers, trying to see just how far they can go. If staff
react with a lock—up response it may not be the most
appropriate means of dealing with the problem. It will
undoubtedly remove the problem, albeit temporarily, but the
opportunity of tackling the root causes may be missed. It
is recommended that senior management, together with
the APRU and whatever other resources felt appropriate, set
up a programme of in service training that is referred to
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7 16 Because of the transitory naure of the Remand Unit
population, he nature of 1he records kept is quite
different from those of the Special Unit There are no
reviews, programmes of care or targets to attain. ilost rf

the boys records contains basic information; name, address,
age, offence, details of previous placement, Warrant of
Committal to Remand Home or Special Reception Centres,
copies of any letter that may have been exchanged as a
result of his placement in Lisnevin. On a chart in the
residential social worker’s office are details of the boy,
the legislative provisions under which he is being
detained, and the date of his next court appearance All
boys being held in the Remand Unit with court appearances
pending are conveyed to and from the place of hearing by
the police.

Visiting

7.17 Because of the nature of remand in security, boys are not
permitted to be off campus, unless going to court or to a
hospital appointment. Consequently visiting by parents and
friends is important. Details of visiting hours and
procedures are given in Appendix C. The remand boys
receive visitors on Saturday between the hours of 2.30 pm

and 3.45 pm. Although the procedures do seem to be fairly

rigid, in practice no boy is denied a non—professional
visit at any reasonable time by prior arrangement.

Pocket Money

7.18 Each boy in the Remand Unit received £2 05 per week. This

money is placed in his shop account and in most cases it is

used for the purchase of cigarettes, sweets and minerals
The rules on smoking are dealt with in Chapter 6 and

I
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i ‘•.) Sims tha tt sin, ,f th Remand tntt Life has no batn
without it r bLems. Tltstigcbances barricadas lam e
fire, as.aui.ts on staft and acute proolems of cont ol o
ery lift irult beha’ lout have all had o be farad by

management and %Laff It is a consideratte tribute to thc
Director and his senior management team that so much has
a]ready been achieved and that the operation rontinues,
despite all the problems. Lisnevin has oeen the repository
of some of the most difficult young people in the country
The’ staff have had to develop new practice roles and
polices to enable he Remand Unit to function. The
quality of care provided is of a satisfactory standard and
the suggestions, criticisms and recoimnendations, in
relation to staff training and the use of sanctions, are
made in the hope that they will be of assistance to
management and enable them to reflect and improve upon the
already established policy and practice within the Remand
Unit.
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8.0 EDUCATION

8.1 The educational component at Lisnevin comprises of a deputydirector (education), who is also a member of the seniormanagement team, 8 teachers and 2 instructors. A range ofgeneral subjects, art, physical education, craft design andtechnoloü (metal work and woodwork) are provided.

8.2 Because of the nature of the young people in Lisnevin it isnecessary to provide separate education for the 2 units.It is understood that, not only is it necessary to providean educational input to the two separate groups, but indeedtwo quite separate and distinctive styles of teachingskills are called upon. For example, because of the morerapid turnover in the Remand Unit, it is not possible toembark on any element of long term work or study. No
formal examination system is in operation in either unit,except City and Guilds courses can be provided in theSpecial Unit. In addition, if a young person coming intoLisnevin is already pursuing a course of study leading toGCSE, he will receive detailed tuition to enable him.tocontinue with, or complete the course.

8.3 As with education in many settings, the teachers experienceconsiderable difficulty in terms of the management andcontrol of the young people attending classes. Although attiqes the size of the class may be quite small, the youngpeople are amongst thq most difficult in residenØal carein Northern Ireland, and this is reflected in t*ms oftheir behaviour in class and their general attitude towardseducation. A range of incentives and sanctions are used tocontrol behaviour. In the staff booklet, in the section oneducation, due cognizance is given to the problems ofproviding education, management and control in the school.“The educational aim within Lisnevin is primarily topromote learning and to enhance the pupil’s skill andcompetenence. There are many problems to overcome inachieving this, eg:

i. coping in the class group situation with
children/young persona who would normally be
segregated;

ii. behavioural confrontational situations which createstress for both other pupils and teachers;

iii. it is a fact the pupils are a captive audience but
not necessarily a co—operative one;

iv. many clients have a long history of school
absenteeism and consequently ar/educationally
immature and can be very diffidult to motivate.

Applying the philosophy of Lisnevin, the aim is not tobecome a purely punitive institutiot and the goal must be

.4
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and the super isa n of contractors ngaged in on—ampus
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teachers to ‘ictend cace conferences and tins responsibility
s’ asriod out by the deputy duet-tot no bet aus f itlar
commitments, only manages to attend come S fl 3f “a a
conferences.

8 6 The question of teachers attending :ase conferences did not
appear to be a particular problem However, the Inspectors
recheend that the liaison and reporting arrangements
should be kept under review so as to ensure that full
information on the boys’ educational attainments are
always available, and where necessary, attendance by
individual teachers at case conferences should be
formalised.
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-9
9 DO1lS’IIC SUPPONI SERVICES

Kitchen and Diet

9.1 of the fl1*lt meals are cookot e a e1Lr1 kit iei ni’ajoins the I ang room. The meals are so vel soerve y hatch, cith the resi it hot th food i 5: cs on totbles eus.k]v thus nsuring 1 heat loss. ihresidential staff have their mear, Lth the hots, h amember of stafF stting at each table. As ± keepitig :ithconcep al sparrtion eittr the school, tho ThcsdUni base heir meals appoxim teiv 25 snutes a1iead or theSpecial ‘n t

The edic of1icer s avaiiab’e t pro ide dreca pard Ic inspet. the menus and signs them at regularintervals (Appendix D) The c are 2 cooks, one of chom isdesignated as a head cool’ They are asisted by 2 kitchenassistants, 4 part—time kitchen assistants and onetemporary kitchen assistant, Both of the cooks have orkedin Lisnevin for many years and provide an excel lentstandard of fl0d. The menus are prepared by either .uoband these show a good variety of well—balanced nutritionalfood,

9.3 Basically the boys in Lisnevin are not permitted to enterthe main kitchen, This is understandable because of thenature of the client group. If boys wish to have a snack,or try out some simple cooking, they can do so in one ofthe class/instructional rooms within the livingaccommodation, Indeed suppers are prepared in one of theserooms. Usually tea, drinks, biscuits and cake are providedfor supper, which is served at the end of the eveningactivities,

9 4 The kitchen was refurbished when the Special Unit movedfrom Newtownards to Millisle in 1981, Although the kitchenis well equipped the Inspectors understand that some of theequipment, particularly the cookers, are not all thatsatisfactory. They were told, that although the actualvolume of cooking is relativel low, for example,approximately 60 lunches per day are served at times,considerable pressure is placed on the cookers to meet thedemand. It is recommended that management draw this tothe attention of the NI0 to see if it is possible toimprove the situation

9.5 It was noted that a microwave oven has not been provided inthe kitchen. The Inspectors feel that this would be auseful addition to tie kitchen equipment, especially forboys from the Remand Unit, When a boy has a courtappearance, the time of his return to Lisnevin variesgreatly, with the result that it is not always possible toprovide freshly cooked food, if he is unfortunate enough tomiss either lunch or the evening meal, The provision of a
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eski ala aids Wedn siay ‘nd dar pith I ir train

changes n lading hedd’ng, abing claus an hedneis’ Tb’
laundry is call, equipped, it works well, and a under tic’
superui slat, af a dornestac bursar. the 9oitestlc burs-r is
also ‘spot sible or the total domestic element with r th’
school and in adlition to the laundry and purchasing of
clothing, she is esponsible for the 8 domestic assistant
who are responsible for cleaning the school

C lo thing

9 8 Boys in the Remand Unit are provided with clothing for
internal use This clothing is purchased by tender and no
personal clothing is provided. This is understandable and
acoeptable because of the considerable turnover of boys in
the Remand Unit. After a boy has left the Remand Unit his
clothing is laund&red and placed in a central store where
it is reissued to other boys coming into the school.

9.9 In the case of boys in the Special Unit, they are entitled
to a much wider range of personal clothing because their
stay is of a much longer duration. Clothing for Special
Unit boys is provided in conjunction with the boy, the
domestic bursar and the keyworker. The boy is taken to a
local supplier, where he has a considerable degree of
choice in his clothing. A sum of money is allocated for
the purchase of clothing. The allocation is as follows;
jacket £30, shoes £25, pullover £10, shirt £7 and trousers
£18. The purchase of all clothing is subject to approval
to the deputy director (care).

9.10 If a boy deliberately abuses or destroys his clothing and,
seemingly this is not all that unusual, a sanction is
imposed. The domestic bursar advises the keyworker and the
sanction of a fine is applied. There is an agreed rate of
repayment and this is deducted from the boy’s pocket money
The scale of the fines are as follows; PE shorts £2.00,
tee—shirts £2.00, slippers £3.00, pyjamas £4.00, trainers
£5.00, shirt, pullover and jeans £5.00each. If bedclothes
are destroyed they have to be replaced by the boy
responsible, at cost price
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10. me S curses employed in rho school ; one t—IH me
nd cm parttirers The school is covemd berman iae
I u of 10 a 00 a a ekdajs 9 00 a I OC
I oon arm aturdays at I a the morning or afternoon on
Sundays. A local general proc Lit ioner Dr Parke,
Newtowna ds Health Cenrre, has been appointed as ‘ledical
Officer to the school His duties are precrtbod by
Section 50 of ala’ Trjriana School Ruies uhacli ancludes
making:

i a thorough examination of each boy on admission md
before leaving the school,

ii a quarterly inspection of each boy;

iii. a quarterly general inspection of the school from the
hygiene point of view and advice as to dietary and
general hygiene;

iv. the examination of all sick and ailing boys:

v. the keeping of medical records;

vi. the making of reports/certificates as required by the
Board.

10.3 Dr Parke is available on Tuesday and Thursday aiornings and
will also attend by arrangement at other times, should any
of the boys require medical attention. In addition
Dr Parke sees all the boys within a few days of admission.
All boys, on admission, are examined, in the first
instance, by the member of nursing staff on duty. If she
has any undue concerns, the boy will be seen immediately by
the medical officer, In the event of serious illness or
accident, requiring more extensive treatment, the boys are
taken to the Out-patients Department at Ards Hospital.
Mrs Boucher, the full—time nurse has a liaison function
with most outpatient clinics and attends with the boys if
circumstances demand. However, boys from the Special Unit
are accompanied by residential social workers and the
police provide the escort for remand boys. A comprehensive
system of medical records is maintained by the nursing
staff.
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II 2 t pres nt the school has the sex i-os a Chaplanr in
Reverend gnns lc.thod s lather Sheehii oman Gathol c
‘-he Reverend II”ien dt on Pr°sbytex ian and thc. Reverend
P’atterson Chin ii oC Leland. An tnt-etuenominational
service is held ..n the rhipel on the rampu., each Friday
morning All of the Chaplains partictpice and the service
lasts for approximately 20 minutes. The aenice takes the
form of 2 hymns a reading, often by one of rhe boFs and e
short address Music is provided by a visiting organist.
The. Inspectors had the opportunity of attending the weekly
service and were impressed by the .-ontent, presentation and
relevance of this method of worship

11 3 In addition to the weekly service, on one Friday per month
each Chaplain has the opportunity of seeing the members of
his own denomination, for individual and group counselling.
This is seen to be the most appropriate and acceptable
means of providing individual and group instructions on the
particular philosophy and theology of the 4 main
denominations Much has been achieved over the years by
the school in promoting the interdenominational nature of
the client group, through the present structure of
religious education. The Inspectors commend the approach
and, although not strictly in accordance with the Training
School rules, feel that this is the most appropriate model
for Lisnevin.
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10.4 Drugs held in the school are only those prescibed for
individual boys. Apart from analgesics and first aid boxes
held throughout the school, there is no stockpile of any
other drugs. Although residential social workers do not
keep analgesics, night supervisors do have access to the
painkillers for the relief of minor ailments.

SEX EDUCATION

10.5 A programme of health education, including sex education
was in operation up to 2 years ago. This programme was
carried out in conjunction with a senior residential social
worker. The question of sex education and the potential
health hazards associated with smoking was discussed with
Dr Parke. Hi agreed that the latter was a problem,
especially as many of the boys arriving in the school had
long histories of smoking. The doctor and the nurse are
agreed that a programme of health education should be
re—introduced within the school. Having regard to the
question of AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in
general, it is important that the hazards associated with
indiscriminate sexual activity be explained to the boys.
To this end it is recommended that a programme of
health education, especially focussed on smoking and sex
education be introduced within the school. Advice on sex
education can be obtained from the Health Education Officer
of the Eastern Area Board and a number of video’s and other
health education material is available through the Health
Education Council or the National Youth Bureau.

DENTAL CARE

10.6 Mr Erskine, a retired dental surgeon has been appointed by
the Management Board to examine and pxovide treatment for
boys in the school. The dental service is available in the
school from 10.00 am — 1.00 pm on Wednesdays. All the boys
receive a routine dental examination every 6 months.
Emergency treatment is also available to the boys.
Mr Erskine,has been providing an excellent service to the
school for many years and his contribution to the general
health care of the boys is much appreciated bS’ the senior
staff.

-f
S
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Rule (3) equn s tha ‘he ixool be r a. ed at St
once a month b) at leas one member of Axe Board of
ianagement who shall satisfy himself reg0rting ‘he are o
the boys and the state of the school and shall catisfy
himself that ‘xis dut) ts filfilled 4 crutiny ,f the
records shot that this duty as performed on 6 occasions
during the past 32 months. A two forms Is u’wd to record
the vi sits which concentrate on comments on ‘areas” visited
with a small section for general comments The Inspectors
accept that, because of the composition of the present
Bond, difficulty has been experienced in carrying out the
monthly visits without placing undue demands on a small
section of the Board. Nevertheless it is recommended
that the frequency of visiting be increased to comply with
Rule 10(3) and that management address the problems of
compiling a rota that will spread the visiting more equally
amongst Board Members

12 ‘3 In October 1983 the Department of Health and Social
Services issued a circular on the monitoring of residential
homes for children provided by Health and Social Services
Boards and Voluntary Organisations. Management within each
Unit was requested to introduce procedures for the regular
and ongoing scrutiny of the range and quality of the
service which it provided. Thereafter Boards and Voluntary
Organisations were expected “to introduce Annual Monitoring
Statements outlining the elements monitored, the methods
used, the trends observed, the areas of concern identified
and the action taken to remedy deficiencies”.

12 4 The persons involved in monitoring includes members of
Management Boards as well as senior members of staff.
Within the training schools there is already a system of
reporting to Board Members and a scrutiny by them of
statutory records However, the Inspectors perceive a need
for a formal system of monitoring to be adopted akin to
that which is used within the Health and Social Services
Boards in respect of their residential child care services
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and this is recommended. A copy of Circular HSS(CC)6/83is attached at Appendix E.

12.5 In order to assist Board Members with their regular visitsand the structure of monitoring reports, the SocialServices Inspectorate would be prepared to make guidelinesavailable to the Management Board and, if requested, wouldbe available to meet with the Board to discuss therecommendation(s) in the proceeding paragraph(s) in moredetail.

I

I
a

I
• I

I

I
•

• I
• I

I I
• I

I
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1St OFFICIAL RECORDS

3 Rule 53 of ‘ae TraIning School Ru1s 3RD °51 N is:
states that ‘The Management Roaril should arang tor ode
keeping of ali registers and rcorJs :eu lied 3’
:‘linistr\ our shall ause to be sent to th- Mm4 :rv as
returns, a aoments and other 1:itormstlin as ra
retljired oo.e to tine”

3DMTSSIONS bD N Sli3RGES REGISTER

An Adi’]ss Discharge Regisuer for alt ‘‘jc r’ng
and 1ea 1 hool is maintained in the ma r office
Two a pa a gi t as ire kept, one for the S mand sit
aid ci S Spe ra Unit. The member (f f ro 1

esponsiblo tr rtenance of record or hat
inform ti or au boy ovements is oval bl t orpl t

daily and s euly staLement . The Inspectors win to
ommend the keeping f hese records, ahich were lear
comprehensive and kept n a neat legible fa’hion this
reflects most favourably on the member of staff
responsible

MAJOR INCIDENT BOOK

13 3 Rule 19(2) requires the Manager (Director) to maintain,
inter alia a log book in which sha]l be entered every
event of importance connected with the school Although
this record is not maintained, per se, a record of all
incidents is contained in the Directors report which is
submitted to the Management Board monthly for scrutiny.
Details of this report are inc’uded in tire Board minutes,
It is recommended that a loose leaf binder be kept to
file the Directors reports separately from the Board
records,

PUNISHMENT BOOK

13,4 The last occasion on which the corporal punishment was
administered to a boy in Lisnevin was in October 1981. The
record was produced for inspection but, as such punishments
are not now imposed, the keeping of this record has been
discontinued.

RECORD OF FIRE DRILLS

13.5 The last fire inspection of the school was carried out by
the Northern Ireland Fire Authority on 18 April 1988. Fire
drills are carried out monthly at varying times of the day.
There are 2 fire assembly points ie. the gymnasium and the
dining room. There is no external fire assembly point
because of the secure nature of the building. The fire
alarm system is activated by a number of press button
points throughout the building. These buttons are also
used to sound a genral alarm in the event of an outbreak
of violence or if staff require. assistance. All new staff
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and this i.s recceended. A copy of Circular HSS(CC)6/83
is attached at Appendix E.

12.5 In order to assist Board Members with their regular visits
and the structure of monitoring reports, the Social
Services Inspectorate would be prepared to make guidelines
available to the Management Board and, if requested, would
be available to meet with the Board to discuss the
recommendation(s) in the proceeding paragraph(s) in more
detail.

a

.4.
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13.0 OFFICIAL RECORDS

13.1 Rule 53 of the Training School Rules (SRO) 1951 No. 132
states that “The Management Board should arrange for the
keeping of all registers and records required by the
Ministry and shall cause to be sent to the Ministry such as
returns, statements and other information as may be
required from time to time”.

ADMISSIONS AND DISCHARGES REGISTER

13.2 An Admission and Discharge Register for all boys entering
and leaving the school is maintained in the main office.
Two separate registers are kept, one for the Remand Unit
and one for the Special Unit. The member of staff, who is
responsible for the maintenance of records, ensures that
information on all boy movements is available to complete
daily and weekly statements. The Inspectors wish to
commend the keeping of these records, which were clear,
comprehensive and kept in a neat legible fashion. This
reflects most favourably on the member of staff
responsible.

MAJOR INCIDENT BOOK

13.3 Rule 19(2) requires the Manager (Director) to maintain,
inter alia, a log book in which shall be entered every
event of importance connected with the school. Although
this record is not maintained, per se, a record of all
incidents is contained in the Directors report ,thich is
submitted to the Management Board monthly for scrutiny.
Details of this report are included in the Board minutes.
It is recoended that a loose leaf binder be kept to
file the Directors reports separately from the Board
records.

PUNISHMENT BOOK

13.4 The last occasion on which the corporal punishment was
administered to a boy in Lisnevin was in October 1981. The
record was produced for inspection but, as sudh punishments
are not now imposed, the keeing of this record has been
discontinued.

RECORD OF FIRE DRILLS

13.5 The last fire inspection of the school was carried out by
the Northern Ireland Fire Authority on 18 April 1988. Fire
drills are carried out monthly at varying times of the day.
There are 2 fire assembly points ie. the gymnasium and the
dining room. There is no external fire assembly point
because of the secure nature of the 9iiilding. fle fire
alarm system is activated by a number of press button
points throughout the building. These buttons are also
used to sound a genal alarm in the event of an outbreak
of violence.or if staff require assistance. All new staff
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14.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL/PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES

Psychological Service

14.1 The Adolescent Psychological and Research Unit provides anindependent psychological service under the Lisnevin
Management Board. It receives referrals from training
schools, remand homes, juvenile courts and the Whitefield
House Day Assessment Centre. The psychologists provide adiver4e range of forensic, educational and èlinical skills
in the assessment of the child and his family as to
(1) assessment of optimal placement; and (2) treatment orintervention. The psychologists also perform roles in
research, training, management cousultancy and staff
support/development. In the context of the particular
function of Lisnevin current emphasis is being given to
various aspects of staff training and development and
assessment.

14.2 At present the school has the services of one psychologist
on four days per week. In addition the head of the APRU, asanior psychologist, is a frequent visitor to the school.
The latter is also a member of the Inter—disciplinary
Admissions Panel, referred to earlier in this report.
Mr Swainston, the psychologist allocated to the school,
also provides assessment reports to the Admissions Panel
wheh there has been no previous psychological intervention
and when the Panel. deems that such a report i€ould be
helpful to them in their deliberations. Mr Swainston also
chairs the case conferences in the Special Unit and is
presently attempting to introduce a structure and format
based on Problem Profiling, a method used increasingly
throughout the training school systhm. The Inspectors feel
the introduction of Problem Profiling has much to commend
it as many of the young people arriving in the school,
especially from Rathgael, have already been the subject of
such assessment. The introduction of Problem Profiling in
the Special Unit is recommended.

14.3 In relation to staff traind.ng the Inspectors found that the
APRU has much to contribute. Already some training has
conmienced and this should be extended. Reference has been
made in Chapter 7 to the excessive, and at times
inappropriate, use of remand lock—up. There is a need to
enable staff to develop confrontational skills and to
acquire style and confidence in dealing with disordered and
violent behaviour. To this end it is recommended that
management, in concert with the APRU, develop a programmed
training module for all staff in the school. There are
other skills that may be purchased)ut any trai,ning should
be timetabled as part of the resi4éntial social worker’s
job.

14.4 Mr Swainston and the Head of the APRU are also involved in
a number of research projects troughout the training
school system and Lisnevin is included in these exercises.

I,
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4Psychaatric Services

C 5 Or Ocbcen Cons iltant tn Adolest ent Psychi acrl isavailabl to see young p000ic in Lasnevin if :nquestedThere is no sanding arrangment fc isits D IcEwenbut apprmalare referrals are acccped either from serm-rs0ement or :nembers of the \PRU Seemi agly in he pa15 nonths, the number of re’e rals bars apered off buta snagornent ar’ aonfid’nt hat the s vl e is available tothe school r requred
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C. USE 0 VOWNTEERS

15.1 There is no formal prc’graimne ‘or the use of voluntners 4r 1
quasi—counsellin ‘-apacit in Han yin H” evr . n*e..
of groups Sc it t e. e s hol )fl a f i. i r° ii ) s s
Luc 1 south sub f m I. ngo md )ongnad ia oi
members af the Boys Brig-ide •ue regusai. visitors -r”i
particirata in a number ot tein gettac, jlart2..:dzrL.
La. —a side iootb II id aim rtoi 7c1 ‘ni. crs I

; sating ycu h uy r ii s kde ‘tcrc a .c. uiglj
tIic boy’ in thø chool toak fn...wazd to he trga...sed
competitions.

15 Tie Pol e I • ri’,n B aich ii ak’ ret, a is
tc the s.hoo ,an the mph bib ‘S n re ii
wnight—training etc. fln . more tormal Sasic. a1ti’Ef tn”
the J’wenil Lia son nnch also conduct grcnp vnr
sessions 3nd ‘,rovi.de a forts] input to he s ho
progranmic.. r t%to p’ziods per month classes cn I oh 1
abuse, druga °tc are -onductnd by pol.Lce ntficnr

15 3 Regular visits to the school are made by members of the
Prison Fellowship This group of Christian men mosti
ex—offøndets themsealtes, engage the boys in a tirinty of
craft, including leather work and model making, the main
emphasis of the visit is to provide company and concern fnr
the young p°ople in security. The members of the Prison
Fellowship feel that they have a unique contribution to
make, as they themselves have experienced the criminal
Justice/penal system at first hand.
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is U CONCLUSIONS

76 1 Lisnevir Training school or as it is more ccmmon7v snownthe Special Unit, is unique in that at ‘s the oiintar—fenori rational tralning school facility ad he diVnac tha” provades treatment in total security Ait. olgnts operation and palosomhy ‘as or irall bas’i anspecra ciii.. in Erglanl it ha over the veacs abangedits role and nnction quite substantralia in 97, thethen residentaal Assessment Team rhich shir 6 he prcairesth he Special Unit morec to %hitefleid House ardostahlshad dLd deueiopea the concept uf day oruon—residental asessment Wher the Public Sn u a io rdagainst 160 Mrnager ent Boa ‘d t become necssari to oovfrom Neetonaids to the present location later the staffand to adjust to the integration of the the Scuie Remandhi] t con:et which enabled a] I jut ennies in Northern1 reland to hr remanded iutside of the penal system ‘lhi sstrategl is unique in that, in other parts of Great‘iritain, secure remand is provided by the prison service.

16. Ihe Director and senior management team have developed assLem which provides an effective use of resources.Operational procedures are clearly set out in writing, thusensuring that all staff are in no doubt as to their role,function and accountability. The Inspectors are satisfiedwith the standards of care being provided in Lisnevin butwould highlight the need for management to be aware of thepossibility of institutional practices creeping in. Forexample the policy of lock—ups or rest periods during theday was probably introduced as a control mechanism in theearly stages of the Remand Unit, when desirable staffinglevels had not been achieved. The absence of Remand HomeRules and clear policy directives may have compounded thesituation. The Inspectors were impressed by a number offeatures at the school especially the development of theAdmissions Panel and welcome the gate keeping functionperformed by this group.

16,3 In general terms residential child care staff are in apowerful position vis—a—vis the children in their care.Although not the case in Lisnevin, there have beenoccasions in the past when some residential social workershave misused the trust and authority vested in them. TheDepartment of Health and Social Services promulgateddiscussion on how to prevent this arising and concludedthat children coming into residential care and theirparents were entitled to have explained to them what typeof environment the children were being brought into and thepurpose and role of the staff caring for them, They werealso to be made aware of the types of treatment, whichunder any circumstances, would not be acceptable and whichwould give grounds for making a complaint. Channels formaking complaints and procedures for recording andinvestigating them were set out in a Circular on 30 April
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1935 Tha rrov4son ot ‘‘v’ip1ifnt-s prc.’eduro ‘is i’ac.

m4versa1ay ac.eptet it. rL:lcipin and ;ith ar ‘rtaptatoa
cnuld be ‘M:tendpd to rae i i: Liç 3chor1r 1-ie’ i.W,g

Lisneviri.

In.4 The :specrs asJr. a f rcornt’end4t4tl; .a,
is hoped w±.. r ü’oiit a .thing” !a emph2.t% -r

t .( and teid o an anhlanc,tment of t-:s .ai.

of care “iR rridad at tsnevi’i Some nf thn

reccmm°n2°r’ -in tpb’mentd tit1i 1itto a1frj,
white -ome equire more tin.. Whtn iha fl% cVI
l.g’’sLx h. ns ,peraticna] I, ‘he next d’ it. th
r.1. f i ia.n Ij change agiin Th° nxtalt o tl
cling’ it 1 ne of wrtting. an Ilnknn%x is i.

¼’ sa a’ r latvcsen •ioc ‘nd tha i”t it

net’ 1 g ala o hoild bccome i • me nf haig 1
smptov led. h’r naiagsnent ctrtv to ri a h a andard
cf aodsoc lworkprzt e.

.7
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A RECOMMENDAT1ONS

1’l solcnng a u5 aOcJty ‘f plo. rs r iJLs,1ol — e .taf a r ricd ‘p1 S maenjpd

71 ‘pc- jrd to a Ito’ c’szr rr is’. sr ta trto1e te k
t5 hays api Ci ;I I (5 ‘1 tiC ‘‘.01 Tcpa .e

s rrcp IEISCI utiat jp-i rit. hr yiien to a;toi rtou’ay oa[id aratr .ipr, 5J( s r 5

$1 s A crabs of brdtimes t t•lto boys h an] ri taken bynoagrmeui Ps to A ‘tee als

17 a It i re ,.rpdrd that the ml tiny iga I to should hrlisco i aged a 1 a progr anne of incen ices hr inti oducrd toencourage oung people o ‘ti’e up tk smotiag aihit(Para -

17 6 Thc rcgnlar use of lock—ups or rest periods’ honld beresiewed hr management. (Pacas 5.8, 771

17.7 It is recommended that steps are taken to promulgate andgive effect to the aims and objectives of the Special (Init,as set out in paragraph 6.3 of the report (Para 6,4).
l7./ It is recommended that the boys should he allowed, withinreason, to personalise their rooms so as to improve theirliving environment. (Para 6.6).

l7. Appropriate furniture and cothing storage space should heprovided for the boys. (Para 6.7, 7.9),

17,10 Management should review the use of accommodation in theSpecial Unit with a view to releasing some of the classroomspace for use by the residents. (Para 6.8).

17.11 It is recommended that keyworkers and where possible boys,should attend reviews held by the Licensing Committee.(Para 6.12).

17.12 It is recommended that the dates of all case conferencesand reviews be noted on files and less prominence given tothe list of charges and court appearances. (Para 6.13). m17.13 Management guidelines to all staff should be reviewed totake account of Rule 39(d) of the Training School Rules,dealing with separation from other pup4Js. (Para 6.22).
17 14 The system of recording confinements should be reviewed sothat all hours spent in confinement can be easilycalculated. (Para 6.23).
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It is r ‘nnend d rhat no y un e son honid spad sorethan an aggrgate of 72 honr thin a 73 day period lockud
n tic pn si ient block o n Ls fedro m ei tiOD the

period h’’eo budtim soul iu ooroal rise Pr

Prafrss &na nprvis:or shoHt Or :Lr.dsd o 1 embof stif a soon s ‘ossibr a

.l7 It is roconrended that the e8 tour iodeup pe ir)
admi sion uS the kemal d Una sjould be H oontieueri.
°ara 5)

7 15 It is recommendel thal senior orisagernent, together with ureAPRI and uhaev othsr is o r cc are L It appropriitc, soup a programme of in-service training that is rterred tc
n paragr ph Ia 3 as a iiatte or irgeLc Para

7 19 Th ii ison and reporting arrangements betseen Ic chers andresidential social workers should be kept under review, soas to ensure that full infortiation on the boys educationalattainments is always available and where necessary,
attendance by individual teachers at case conferences
should be formalised. (Pir 8 6)

17.20 Management should draw to the attention of the Northern
Ireland Office some of the difficulties the cooks are
experlenLing with the cookers. (Para 9..4)

17,21 A microwave oven should be provided for the purpose of
ensuring that boys returning late from courts are provided
with a warm, tastefully presented meal. (Para 9.5).

17.22 It is recommended that a programme of health education,
especially focussed on smoking and sex education, should beintroduced within the school. (Para 10.5).

17.23 It is recommended that the frequency of visiting by Board
Members be increased to comply with Rule 10(3) of the
Training School Rules. (Para 12.2).

17,24 A formal system of monitoring, akin to that which is usedwithin the Health and Social Services Boards should be
introduced. (Para 12.4).

17.25 The directors reports should be kept separately from the
Board minutes. (Para 13.3).

17.26 It is recommended that Problem Profiling should be
introduced in the Special Unit. (Para 14.2).

17.27 Management and the APRU should develop a training module
for all staff in the school. j’ara Zl4 already refers.
(Para 14.3).
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APPENDIX A

new ‘thvt o ta take p thea apoaJnted oi_ttcn n nevn, Lt
Ls ntta that they ae tozaZy au a--t th a& apeet3 eonee-rnq the noa

flCtong o th 3Choo1 on a day t day be

oz aeoepted hat new menbvt6 aC avowed to ee the’t y’
on a caa and v7.to’. To Cnw’te that zh aoe not bapoen

new rerbet o3 wd nLtdzLy undei’to a eo’rrpAenen ye tnauctLon naocedwe,
a a o ihe ow 9 dene

Ca) :nducton.
b) Pec-t,<4aL Zndctton.
() te ta PtoCedia1?. i tua’
Cd) C teae Ottenta-ton.

ORAL INVUCTIOt4:

U take the 6on’n o z nwrbe o tatk detlveAed by etectea mben.o

aa de9natCd ow the Sn-U.& “i•ernbe c ta eponbU ok Znduett,.on Pkocedwe,
LLnde -tkiC iOUOW’Lfl9:

7 LLnev-Ln PoUcw & Ph-Uoophy
2. The Sta6 (a)Setio; (b)Teah.&zg; Ce) RSCU; Cd) AnciUay
3. The CUent Gkou.p (a) Remand unLt (6) Specia. unit

Pont. to tke: Catehment Akea-; Oenc4; 8ehav,ow’La
PkobU,rns, ReUgLon. Soc.a Pkobem, Home Bac.kgkou.nd, Retuitn
to Long/ShokZ Team lncakCViat.Lon.

4. The VaAiy Rou.tine Incokpokate Routine4 vh-Leh eke Jneokpo’tated
theen v.z; Re and 8edtâiie; PLnA..ng; Chapee; Genvr,a1?.

CAiLcui.atLon; EvenJ.ng Ree.ea.t.on; LJbkan.y e-tc.
5. The wee o the Teache
6. The RoU o the RSW
. Leg eatAon 9ovv’Ln.Jng Remand and Specae Unh...-t
g• AneLUaky ta and 8ath up SvtvA.ees/MedJ..cae Mattvz4/

KLt ehen
Laundky/8oy ‘cI_o.th..Lng
Pome.Ue Matte

9. Saa’r_U, AdmLnL.VLat)on, Leave, Si,.ekneo e-tc,
10. Heatth and Sae.tg at Wo’tk
11. Rue f Ge.nvtoi Gu..4eUne boyd
12. Ru.e S GenvLae Gu)4e2.Lne o’ Sta
7 3, Rewa’ and PunJhment6 IoI_at..on 8Iock Routine

14. VJ..i..tJng (a) Genen.ae; (b) Pkoe Lona.; (e) Boys.
15. The Roee o the MLgh..t SupVLv6ok

PRACTiCAL INVUCTION

in some cae A.t w.U be nece6aky to augment okae Induc.t.Lon wiLth that o a r7loke

pacti.cat natulLe. ThJ wcU be beneci.ae .in the oUow.ng:

1. SeewtLty
2. Ft’Le - Pkeeau.Uon and Pkoced.wLe6 (Aea’un Sytern)
3. Laurtdn.y Rowt<.ne
4. PAnng Pkocedu.’te
5. Med.ea Matte
6. Sepa’LatLon Seock Pkocedwe
. Spec.Je akea- nvoeved 4:.n the da.2y outJne
. The SehooI Layout

STAFF
VL’te-to ‘t

Pep. Vijtec.,tok
Un-at 4d.m-/nVtazot

Sen. RSW.

Su/Ru
Pep . P.. Edueaton
Pep. PL.Cake
PAAec,tok
SJ..6tQJi. -cn Chag
Cook cn Chakge

Vome.Ue 8u.’.6an.
See. Man. 8oan.cL
H S S 06ceA
Uni_t Ad&n.
Pep. O.kectok
Sen. RSW
Sen. R..SW

Sec.. QcvL
FA.,’t.e 066.UVL
Sen. P.5W
Sen. P.5W
SLte’t .i..n Chakge
Sen. P.5W
Sen. P.5W
uni..t Ad&n.
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THE STAFF PRXEVURAL MARtIAL
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Ac from Mon th A at 1 86 th, following proo.dc re Viciting will

apply L.a. Nonprofescional visiting)

1. Visiting Pimea will be as fo1low and WILL EN SPRIThT AIE!D TO.

(a) Special Unit Sunday 2 30 pm 3 43 pm

(b) Remand Unit Sunday 2 30 pm 3 45 pm

tiociceervieitsd withmior

authorLation by Senior Staff, 10 30 am - 12 Noon and 2 30 pm 3 45 pm

Monday to 1iday.

2. eh bay, irepeotive of Oait, will be allocated two flatting Cards,

each card to admit OffN P20N, These cards will be forwarded to

parents/guardians on a boy’s admission, ONLY PBONS ROLDIW1 VlStTG

CARL WILL BR AüTT,

3, Two people will be admitted to any visit at sa van time noted above,

4, An visits will be located in the Dining Room and, ithec appropriate,

in the Boy Reception Area, Visiting will be permitted in any

other School Area,

5, An member of staff will supervise the scrutiny and

e4mission ot all. ‘visitors at the in School Door during Sunday

visiting.

, Visits in the Dfnlr’g Room will be supervised ky an appop4ate

number of staff.

7, VIsitors are not per7nitted to oke in the Dining Room.

8, Visitors to Retndees may bring confectionery, fruit, cigarettes,

tobacco, and/or momy.

Visitors to Special unit clients may bring fruit or money.

3pjey eite4 d,o4gdin thø usual

‘tiU kept.

9. A “flrd Viait!’ Log will be kept for each mit, and will be

coxpleted after each visit.

10, Visitors will use toilet facilities in the Visiting Waiting Area,
Should Remand Unit or Special Unit boys require toilet facilities

they will use those in their respective units,

(ii, iLL BOYS WILL EN IZ{DIVIDUALLY AND TEOROtLT SJAR EEFVRN

LEAVING 3 VISITING AREA,

12. Liievin School accepts no responsibility fo the transporting

of visitors,
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FPENr:

BaEAKPAST

Week].

Nonday ‘ Fry
Tuesday Sorebled Egg end Tomato

Wednesday Poached Egg aiid Sausage

Thursday Fry
Friday Boiled Egg
Saturday Fry
Sunday Boiled Egg

2

Monday Fry
Tuosday Poached Egg and Bacon

Wednesday Porridge and Toast

Thursday Sorsmblad Egg

Friday Sausage and Bacon

Saturday Boiled Egg
Sunday Fry

Monday Poached Egg and Sausages

Tuesday Scrambled Egg end Bacon

Wednesday Fry
Thuradar Sausage, Bacon and Tofflato

Friday Cereal and Toast

Saturday Fry
Sunday Boiled gg

Dl1JNKL $

Savoury Mince, Potato end Tu.ip

Apple cxumbl• and custard

Esoalope of Pork, Potatoes end cabbage

Jelly- and Ic. Cream

Chickn Supreme, Rice and Saute potatoes, Cauliflower

Fresh Fruit Salad and Cream

Poached Fish, Peas and Potatoes

Coconut sponge and custard

Drown Stew, Carrot and Potatoes

Trifle

Braised Steak, Onions and Rice

Fruit

Roast Chicken, Boast Potatoes, Cauliflower

Lemon Marina

,
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• 2

Liver, done, Potato and Tuip

Ice ar.em Chocolate Sauce

Chicken Pie, Cabbage and Potatoes

Apple Tart and Qua tare

Pork Steak, Sa.ut Potatoes, Cat and Parip

Bread and Butter Padding

Breadoribed Fish, Peas, and Potatoes

Banana Frittra

Soup, Sausages, Beans and Potatoes

Artia Roll

Steak Pi., Chips and Paa

S trawb Nousse

Gaon Pork, Carrot and Cauliflower

Apple meringue

Steak & Kidney Pie, Potato and Tuiip

Chqrrj Pie

Sweet and aur Pork, Bloc, Potato and axrot

Upside Doim. Pudding

Spaietti Boloziis,, Potato, and Cabbage

Fruit flan

Battered Fish, Peas and Chips

Fruit Jelly and Ice Cream

Chicken flsxyland, Potato and mixed Veg,

Piece of Pruit

Irish Stew
Jaa Puffs

Roast Beef, Potatoes and Cauliflower and Carrot

Paviova

TEA

Comiish Pasties end Beans

Grilled Earn, Pin.apple and Tomatoes

Chi.oken Volivents and Croquetts

Fish Fingers and Chips

Eeef Cux’ and Rice

Tr%lit, Cheese or Salad

Bambxgere

I
• •
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DEPARTMENT OF HEAL’I1 AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Dundonald House Upper Newtownards Road Belfast BT4 3SF

Tpho Beifm) 650trx t

Pia,s reply o Z7 Srta

Ohief ustrative tficer f eacn
eai:h and Social Services 3oard
and the Central Services ency

Thie tor, NI Staffs Council
October 9S

ear Sr

ONITORIIG OF RISTTL4L CLD CASE S1ICE5

Introduction

1, ifl November 1982 the Deoartment of Health and Social Services issued the

Report on Homes and Hostels for Children and Young People which was

prepared by a team from the Department of Health and Social Security in

London. The Report contained recoendations designed to achieve a
rcgressive raising of standards in residential child care practice in
Northern Ireland.

2. The main theme of the Report was the need for a clear understanding of the

extent of Board and Departmental responsibility in the management,
supervision, monitoring and inspection of childxen’ s homes. The Report
:ighlighted the need for effective management and monitoring of residential

child care services by Boards and complementary action by the Department
to monitor Board procedures in this respect — “monitoring the monitors”,
to use the terms of the Report. The Report recognised the continuing need

for the additional. safeguard of selective Departmental inspection of the
services provided by Boards.

3. In resrond.ing to the Report, Boards recorded their understanding of their

anagement, supervisory and. monitoring responsibilities in respect of
children in residential care and. their views on the role of the Department
in the monitoring process and in the inspection of childrens homes.

4. The purpose of this Circular therefore is to clarify formally responsibilities

in the management, supervision, monitoring and. inspection of residential

child care services and. to identify the action to be taken by Boards and

by the Department in fulfilment of their obligations in this regard.

empnt and uperv1.sp

. tnement and. supervision have much in coon. Both imply oversight or
control, with the right of direction and. gidaze. Both activities, unless

specifically qualified also imply steady, continuing involvement, The

management and supervision of residential child care services is clearly
a Board responsibility and Boards should continue to ensure that their
ra.nagement structu.res and operational procedures allow these functions to
be carried out effectively.
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ansceotions

2 aice te 0 +inuou olo!utorlng ndertaJcen b Boas inspection is essentialli

a periodic a selecti activioy Boarts are aware e’r,of’ ohe inseCtji

rogrwme being carried ut by the Social 4ork dvisory roun of the Departmet—

which Will provide a oprehensive hase of infotion about children’s es

1. NorThe Ireland. This prooe is approaching completion. SNAG will

continue to carry out inspections, out these will be more seiecti and less

requant in future

The existing inspection prograrne has already heightened awareness among

Boards’ and voluntary crganisations’ staff of the professional and

enviroental factors which the Department considers to be essent good

residential child care. Therefore, the Department is of the view that joint

inspections by the Social Wort Advisory Group and the Assistant Directors of

Social Services (Child Care), as suggested n the eport on Hces and. Hostels,

would not be necessary or appropriate.

rdiofSensitjveInioatjon

14 The sport on Homes and Hostels referred to the need for sensitive inionoatioi

arising from SWAG’s inspections of children’s homes to be recorded. in the

Department and passed to the relevant Board or voluntary organisation for

further investigation as necessary. The reports on inspections sent to Boards

and voluntary organisations contain all the cments that advisers wish to take

about the home r hostel and will continue to be as full as possible, The

number of occasions on which infotation is regarded as sensitive and hence

unsuitable for inclusion in a. report which will receive wide circulation is

likely to be very rare. ;ere this happens, however, the infoination will be

passed to the Director of Social Services for action within the normal

prccedures of the Board, or to -the Chairman of the Voluntary tanagement Coitt

for action within the management arrangements of the voluntary body concerned.

Training in Monitoring

15. In order to ensu that Boards’ monitoring arrangements operate effectively,

training may be required for those Board officers and members involved in the

process. This training could be provided through the Boards’ own in—service

training resources and. through the Depat-trnent’s Short Course Programme. In

order to determiz how this need should be met, Boards are asked to indicate,

in the statement of monitoring arrangements requested at paragraph 9, the

training needs of those staff and members involved in the monitoring process,

bearing in mind, any differences in their roles in this respect; the extent

to which training will be undertaken by their own in—service training

personnel; and any training which might best be provided on a regional besis.

16. As an interim measure the Department will mount a. mall number of sersinars/

courses on monitoring through its Short Course Progra.=e. The personnel at wh

these will be directed and the content of the courses will be the sub,ect of

discussion,

Monitoring of Voluntary Children’s Hcnes

17. The terms of this Circular apply to the Boards’ monitoring of statutory

hes, Boards also place children in voluntary hes and retain

responsibility in law for the care of such children. Hence Boards must satisf,

themselves about the standards of care being provided for each child placed

in a voluntary home. Boards are riot involved in monitoring the overall
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McnItorr may be defined as keepi track of activities and awi

attention to those of paicular interest, to the effectiveness of present

colicies and practices and to actvites which do not ccn!oz to agreed

policies, standards or nos8 Mohitoring is obviously feate of plarr,

C the ertent to whien declared strategic objectives are being achieved

The present circular, however, is conceed with monitoring the lity of

serizce crovzscn and te extent to dracn nis as s a frc:io : Boards

and/or the Deoartment.

7, iven the legislative responsibility on the Department and the ie1egated

responsibility on Boards for the provision of health and personal social

services, there is a clean duty on each to assess and review not only the

range of services provided but also the qua1ty. Monitoring, however,

implies regular and ongoing scrtiny and the likelihood is that such

scrutiny will be more effective the closer it is carried out to the point

of delivery of services. Inevitably this means that the primary responsjbjj

for monitoring the delivery of services provided by the aealth and Social

Services Boards must rest with Boards, Boards are responsible for ensuring

that services at local level are being developed in a coherent way in

accordance with agreed policy and objectives and are operating in an

efficient, effective and. acceptable manner,

Monitoring by the Department

S. As agents of the Department for the provision of services, ,Boards are

accountable to the Department for the way in which they d.ischarge their

responsibilities in teis of quality, range and availability of services.

It is not feasible, however, for the Department to mon.itor services directly,

nor would it wish to cut across Boardst responsibilities in this respect,

The Department must, however, be satisfied that each Board has in operation

adequate monitoring arrangements of its own, and receive periodic reports

from Boards in respect of residential chi care services. The Department

will join the Boards in agreeing acceptable standards against which the

services provided will be measured.

Action by Boards

9, The Department now wishes Boards to submit to the Department a detailed

statement of their monitoring arrangements as endorsed by the Board.

Monitoring is an essential feature of management and any refinements which

Boards might wish to make to their existing arrangements must be

achieved within existing resources.

10, The statements should be submitted to the Department by 30 December 1983.

The Department will then hold discussions with Boards as necessary.

11, Thereafter, Boards will be expected to produce .nmial monitoring statements,

outlining the elements monitored, the methods ised, the trWnds observed,

the areof concern identified and the action taken to remedy deficiencies.

A joint review will be held between each Board and the Department to discuss

the operation of the monitoring systems and the information provided by

those systems.
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standards, &ther professional or naterial, of voluntary ces. However

Bcards need to iceive infozation aut the professional standa5 f

and the quality of the facilities in voluntary hes th order to

helo them assess the suitability of a he as a placement for a child i

ca This infotatiOn is obtained in a nr of wa;e, including the

iispection of voluntary hnes carried out by the pardnent’s Social Work

Advisory Group, and discussions will be held wtth the voluntary organisatjon,

o deermine how the iniormation igh bes+ ade avalable to

The partment is requesting voluntary bodies to review and, where necessary,

streben the monitoring arrangements which they perate in respect of the

hes and to suit to the partment a statement cf their arrangements a

endorsed by the managing body The Department, as the registerir

authority for voluntary ehildrens hes will underdake f’her

discussions wjb Mar4ament Cittees as necessary, with a view t :riv’ng

at an acceptable a consiste scrutiny of residential child care servicc

rrovided by voluntary organisations

19 The question uf uonituring arrangements fr vcLuntary hces will be

considered further in the context of a discussion docuent on relaticnsbios

between the statutory and voluntary sectors in the provision of residential

child cares

foars faithfully
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SOCIAL SERVICES INSPECTORATE REPORT
ON LISNEVIN INSPECTION 1993
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Mr W Donnell,
So ial Services InsRector,
Department of Health & Social Services,
Dundonald House,
Upper Newtownards Road,
BELFAST
BT4 3SU

Dear Wesley,

21st June 1993

Re REGuLATORYINSPEcnETLININ)
25T1{/26Th FEBRUARY 1993:

The Board of Management discussed your Regulatory Inspection Reportat its meeting of 14th June 1993 and the members shared your concernabout staffing and about Senior Management cover during the extendedsickness absence of the Director,

Consequently I have been directed to arrange a meeting between theBoard Chairman and yourself to discuss these matters in greaterdetail. If you are happy with the arrangement I would be gratefulif you could advise of dates (after the 20th July) and a venue whichwould suit you.

Yours sincerely

GORDON
retary to the Board
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34 Upper Queen Street,
F, Northern Ireland Office 5th Floor Royston House

Criminal Justice Services Division Belfast ST1 6FD

Te’ephone (0232) 311735

Fax323187

Mr Doial Gordon
B ar e retar
Lisnevlfl Training School our Ret: W 127f93
2 Drumf ad Rd
MILLISLE
Co DOWn May 199

Dear Donal

REPORT OF REGULATING INSPECTION OP LISNEVIN TRAINING SCHOOL,
MILLISLE, Co DOWN, 2526 FEBRUARY 1993

Please find enclosed 3 copies of the Report Would you be
good enough to pass a copy to Michael and to your Board
members as appropriate We can discuss the report at one of
our future monthly meeting.

Yours sincerely

‘1
‘1

W GALLAGHER
Training Schools

.

ID AG953
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SSI/197/92

DRAFT BRIE? FOR REGULATORY INSPECTIONS OF TRAINING SCHOOLS

Inspection Specification: —

To carry out regulatory inspections annually as part of the 551

integrated programme of Training Schools Inspections.

Timescale

Regulatory inspections of each school which is not subject to General

Inspection will be conducted during the course of the calendar year.

Regulatory inspections will be conducted during the course of one day

and may include evening activities. In the case of the larger schools

it

may be necessary to exten the pçi4. pønt on. .c..inspection.

Terms of Reference

The operation of the school and the care of the young people will be

measured against the standards set by:—

i. The Training School Rules SRO No 132 1952.

ii. Procedures that have been determined by management in Guidance

or other formal statements. 7
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iii, General guidance from NIO,

In the case of the secure units the general framework of

practice as suggested by the Secure Accorrsnodation Regulations

The inspection will be conducted in two par:s: (i) an

examination of the records required by regulations and (ii)

interviews with senior managers, staff on duty and general

observation, Directors should have all records available for

scrutiny on the day of the inspection,

Areas to be examined

i. The numbers of children on the roll and details of the group eg

on campus, on leave, in other establishments, on licence etc.

ii. Numbers of staff on duty including senior staff cover and

support.

iii. The state of the premises and the grounds.

iv, Meeting with children and providing the opportunity to raise

issues or complaints with SSI,
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Records

Regulation lOc3 examine the records of monthly visits by Board

members.

Regulation 14(b) and (c) examine details of recent fire inspections

and details of fire drills carried out,

Regulation 19(2) examine records to be held by the Director eg

admission and discharge register, log book and daily rolL

Regulation 25(1) and (2) menus and display of menus in dining room.

Regulation 26 details of the daily routineS.

Regulation 31(1) arrangements for religious instruction and visits

by clergy.

Regulation 32—33 — recreation visits and letters.

Regulation 36 - present pocket money allowances.

Regulation 38—39 - discipline and control and use of sanctions.

Regulation 46 — arrangements for aftercare. Organisation of aftercare
S

department, staff numbers, deployment etc,
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Regulation 46(4) — records of activity of the licensing coimnittee.

Regulation 50 - medical arrangements, medical officer, nursing cover,

visits to hospitals etc.

Regulation 51(1) — dental arrangements.

Secure Accoemnodation

— visit unit

- minutes of admissions panel

- numbers of children In the unit by age and sex

— staff on duty and senior staff cover available

— use of separation

— record of separation and supervision by staff
0

— arrangements for recreation

— safety checks, alarm panel, push bells, Maiers, doors etc

— sample of case files

— record of reviews.
‘A
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Sunmary

I. At the end of the visit a verbal feedback will be given to the

Director or the senior member ofhtaff on duty. The Inspector

will give his general impressions of the visit and will also

raise any issues of particular importance regarding the welfare

of the child.

2. After the inspection a brief report will be prepared for the

CISSI, the Northern Ireland Office, Probation and Training

Schools Division who should also send a copy of the report in

full to the relevant training school.
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SSI-16&93

REPORT OF A REGULATORY INSPECTION OF LISNEVEN TRAINING SCHOOL.

MILLISLE, CO DOWN 2526 FEBRUARY 1993

INTRODUCTION

I This regulatory inspection of Lisnevin Training School was carried out by

C W Donnell as part of the integrated programme of inspections of training schools

conducted by the Social Services Inspectorate. Regulatory inspections are conducted

on an annual basis in schools which are not subject to General Inspection during the

course of that calendar year. This inspection was carried out on 25-26 February

1993. On 25 February the inspection continued until 1900 hrs to enable the young

people to be observed and spoken with during the course of the evening activity

programme.

Terms of Reference

2, The inspection was conducted in 3 main parts:

i, an examination of the records required by regulation:

ii. interviews with senior management, staff on duty and informal discussions

with some of the young people on campus; and
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iii. information was gathered to form a response, as a followup to a Thematic

Inspection which was carried out in January 1992.

The operation of the school and the care of the young people was measured against

selected requirements of the Training School Rules, SRO 132, 1952. guidance from

the Northern Ireland Office and policies developed by the Management Board of the

school. The selected areas of the Training School. Rules used were directed mai.niy

towards practice issues and on requirements that focused more closely on the lives of

the young people, rather than on legal requirements such as staffmg, appointments,

stores etc.

The Young People

3. On the day of the inspection there were 33 young people in residence. There were,

in addition 4 on leave, supervision or licence and one absconder, The distribution

of the young people was as fo1lows:

Remand Unit

Court Remands 16 (4 Training School

Orders)

5 week Remands (all from Rathgael

Training School)
- All TSOs

TOTAL 19
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Special Unit

On campus 14)

On licence 1)

Extended leave
- 1) All TSOs

Absconder 1)

Supervision 2 )

Remand Unit 19

Special Unit

Total on Roll 38

On Campus 33

Staffmg

4. Staff cover in the units is organised in a tripartite shift pattern, 8.00 am-2.00 pm,

2.00-10.00 pm and night cover is provided by a team of night supervisors. The

regular night cover consists of one senior night supervisor and 4 night supervisors.

The night staffmg complement consists of one senior night supervisor and 7 night

supervisors, one of whom is a woman. There are 5 on duty each night. Of the total

of 5 on night duty 2 are allocated to the Special unit, 2 to the Remand unit and one

is peripatetic. All of the staff are interchangeable depending on the needs of the

units, PACE requirements etc.
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I e cia s all mplen e it i a loll

Permanent St if

ii M’ iae

Seititi Rtsidentiai Soiai

Reilenral Sttal \Vc.rkei toll ilme ,
3L1 hooi

csidential So iai Workers p ttimc (3 hiurs pci wefk)

ion C imInunIt Officer I I time

fempora Staff (Fixed Term 6 month contracts)

Residential Social Workers 2 full-time

Residential Social Workers $ - part-time

TOTAL WHOLE TIME EQUIVALENTS - 3083

iii. Casual Staff - A panel of 10-14 people

Staff Qualification

Only 7 staff hold qualifications recogmsed as appropriate for residential social

work, A further 3 staff are currently attending courses on secondment.

CQSW 2

CSS -

CRCCYP -

CSS - 2 on course

DipSW - I on course
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TIe situation has not improvea with the finanial cuts imposed for the year l93-94

wtage pe mare It s f ultii fw r he Ia 1 o f ii’ nees aid illness and

egIia1 uc of casual staff to ensul e basw cox er gix rise to polentnWy cerious

ns on 1w q dl ty ot ri in w act at t sc. 0 )l

0 eeause of the number of casua stiff I cine used theie are tune n Ii n the numhei

asual tad on outy exceu s riwilbe ui p i’m cient aafi C sual staff ‘ire

untrained and are limited ill the contribution they can make to the process Ot

stipeivising the young people This situatio ‘s more apparent in th Remand Unit

than in the Special Unit. The absence of the Director and the additional duties that

his Deputy has had to assume has led to a situation where the level of monitoring of

practice by senior management has considerably reduced. The lack of supervision has

also contributed to the present situation where residential social workers are required

to undertake difficult work without adequate oversight and guidance. The young

people in the school in general and in the Remand Unit in particular are considered

to be the most difficult group in the Training School population in Northern lrelaid,

This being the situation the Unit is staffed as far as possible with experienced and

competent staff employed on a permanent basis. The occasional use of casual staff

may be necessary but should be kept to a minimum. These issues require to be

addressed urgently. There needs to be a redirection of resources away from overtime

payments: and payments to casual staff towards the recruitment of a suitable core of

permanent staff, Arrangements also need to be made to provide, on an interim basis,

extra support for senior management until such times as the Director returns In the

longer term the issue of appointing a core of suitable permanent staff affied to agreed

numbers of young people to be accommodated, must be addressed. It is recognised
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ha t[ population of young people in the Remand U lit fluctuates considerably from

time to time as the numbers are, mainly at the discretion of the courts. The approved

Rema d Uni number at present s 25 but here have be i times whe this figure h

e\ceded 30

10, t is ecommended tha the issues refe red t abo e b a Idressed as a matte 0

urgency by the MO as the present situation if allowed to continue indefinitely has the

potential to undermine the possibilities that Lisnevin presents for exetcising positive

influence on its residents.

Physical Resources

11, The physical resources in the school remain largely unaltered since the thematic

inspection of January 1992. A crazy golf course and barbecue area has been

constructed within the grounds of the school. One of the rooms, previously used to

cook snacks, has been converted into a coffee bar type facility Redecoration,

furniture and fittings has created a pleasant environment and the facility is popular

and much used by the young people. Generally the decor of the school is in a good

state of repair. Following recommendations made by the Social Services Inspectorate

in relation to bedroom furniture in the Remand Unit, desks and chairs were bought

for all of the bedrooms at a cost of £900 Of the onginal 20 sets of desks and chairs

only 3 now remain as the rest have been vandalised and were often used as weapons

by the young people. This has happened despite staff supervision and is a further

indication of the degree of difficulty in dealing with the level of aggression amongst

some remandees.
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( asr ms are used m the evenings to supplemert the range rea available to

staff to provide recreation, art and craft, computer games etL A isit to the various

as na urir t e eve ing w re ii axir r of 3 ho ear oom v crc

i. vivcd n the range f actslties on offer. The gym as also eing fully utilised

uith aside fothali taking place. T nfortunateiv because or insurance difficulties.

o ha am m he oca omn Wi K ng sit th sch ol fl con ‘pt of

eeam.s coming into the schooi from outside was beneficial to the boys in terms of

oinmunity conta t However the insuranc risks were such that management had no

alternatise hut to discontinue the practice

Compliance with Training School Rules

13 Rule 10(3) At least monthly visits by a member of the Management Board

This function is carried out by Board Members on a rota basis. The visits are carried

out regularly and the records were scrutinised by the Inspector. The last visit took

place on 2 February 1993. Consistently references are made in monthly reports to

the impact of fmancial cuts on services and provisions. They refer specifically to

staffing. cleaning, catering etc.

14 Rule 14(b) and (c) Fire Precautions

The last fire drifi was carried out on 28 December 1992. The Fire Protection

Agency. D B McLarnon last visited the premises on 9 July 1992. Minor faults were

detected in the system and these have since been repaired The FPA visited the
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school on 4 occasions during the past 2 years. Records of faults, tests and alarms

(accidental) were presented for scruriny. All were found to have been dea]t with

satisfactorily.

15. Rule 19(2) Keeping of Records

An Admission and Discharge Register is kept in the school, The keeping of this

record is of a very high standard, Unit records and daily log books have been

regularly scrutinised by the acting Director and the last visiting Board Member also

countersigned these records. The record of time-out or removal from the group will

be referred to later in the report.

16. Rule 25(1) and (2) Keeping of a Record of Menus

A record of menus is displayed in the kitchen and in the reception area in compliance

with this requirement. A Food Committee, on which boys from both the Remand and

Special Unit are represented meets regularly: the last meeting took place on 18

February 1993. The kitchen was visited by the Inspector and was found to be in a

spotless condition as was the dining room. Regular monitoring visits to these

facilities are made by the Board Secretary. The cook referred to the impact of the

financial cuts on the provision of meals and references were also made in the minutes

of the Food Committee to this problem. No direct complaints were made about the

quantities or quality of the food, However the cook felt that the catering department,

who always produce meals of a very high quality and variety were being constrained

in meeting their usual high standards.
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17, Ru’e 26 Details of the school routine

A copy of the educational programme is available in each classroom. In addition

both units have a dai.ly routine posted in the staff office. Basically boys rise at

8.30 am and bedtime is now 10.00 pm. During the course of the day the boys have

the opportunity for periodic breaks in the routine which are referred to as smoke

breaks. These breaks are taken in the lounges which are controlled areas for smoking

in the school

1 8. Rule 31(1) Religious Instruction

Because of the inter-denominational nature of the client group in Lisnevin, 4

chaplains, representing the main denominations visit the school. The Inspector met

with all 4 chaplains on the Friday morning visit. An inter-denominational service is

held in the chapel monthly. On the other weekly visits denominational meetings take

place. The situation is presently under review with a view to reinstating the inter

denominational concept fully. No Sunday services are held in the school.

19. Rule 3233 - Recreational Visits and Letters

In the information pack given to each boy on admission to the school details of

visiting procedures. and information for visitors is included. The normal hours of

visiting are between 2.30-4.00 pm on Sunday, although parents are facilitated to see

their sons by pre-arrangement at any reasonable time up to 9.00 pm. Boys may wear

their own clothing when out visiting, on Christmas Day, birthdays and other special
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occisions TIn change has been approved as a result of the mtervention of a local

ouncilior and agreed to by the Northern Ireland Office. Letters are still opened upon

arriai at the school, Any money enclosed in letters is removed In the main office

nd odged 1 i t ie boy pe sonal savings 2ccount, Th Ic ters are then pa sed to the

key vo ker in the Special Unit and the Unit Managers in the Remand Unit who read

them before they are given to the boys.

20. In the thematic inspection report of January 1992 SSI e’ommended that alternative

methods of screening incoming mail for illicit enclosures should be examined

Management reviewed the policy but felt, because of the nature of the client group

and the possible dangers to the young persons themselves of drugs or damaging

written material reaching them, the policy could not be changed. The rationale

behind this recommendation stemmed from the need, whilst being alert to the

potential dangers of illicit enclosures in letters, to implement a less rigid approach to

censorship. For example letting the young person open his own mail in the presence

of a member of staff, The same arrangements for censorship of letters operate in all

of the Secure Units within the training school system. There is a need to review this

practice generally in all of the schools. The Social Services Inspectorate in England

are about to produce new guidelines for the operation of secure units, The policy of

intercepting letters is addressed. In that document a more flexible approach is

encouraged. SSI (NI) feel that when the document becomes available it should form

the basis for examining practice in the training school secure units here, MO in

conjunction with 551 should take the lead in setting up an interschool group to

consider the implications of the document in due course
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21 Rule 38-39 Discipline and Punishment

I March 1 92 th Senior Managern i C I he school su irectic n or control nd

discipline and the sanctions that ought o be applied should any boy bchaviou fall

beloss an acceptable standard. A tariff system of standard sanctions was suggested.

This set out fixed periods of removal fioni the group or oth r sanctions such as loss

o’ marks ot eariy nedtimes wmch coula ne applied for vanous types oi misbehaviour

The result was that various breaches of discipline could lead to a boy being removed

from the group for up to a maximum of 4 hours and in cases of severe misconduct

for up to 24 hours Rule 39(d)(v), of the Training School Rules provides for

separation to be used for up to 24 hours without the written consent of a member of

the Management Board being sought. The introduction of the tariff system in the

school represents a considerable departure from practice that prevailed when the

school was inspected in January 1992.

22. The sanctions are applied differently in each of the 2 units. In the Special Unit some

of the boys there are younger and longer-term. In this unit group controls by staff

can be more easily applied. Staff in the Remand Unit are dealing with a very

difficult group of young people some of whom, physically are quite adult and who

react to their placement in Lisnevin quite differently. Some of the young people

charged with serious offences adopt a couldn’t care less11 attitude and they do present

problems of control.

23, Although the present arrangements for control and discipline operate within the letter

of the Training School Rules the SSI consider that some of the rules are not 111
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keeping with current thinking on discipline Although no boy is left alone for lengthy

ods and counselling i pro ided du ing he period f removaJ tfe use of standard

s t i whi h at be auto natically applied at Urn I I possibly or h

it e idation I nexpe ienced stat wo ying 1ev 1 pmen Th shortage

it afting and the u e of asuaI staff highlighted earlier in this report mean that

i up rtan de isions about disciphne and ontro are be ng taker by inexperienced anc

nquah ice staff without aciequat’ supe visio r Tile Managers are aware o tile

hortcommgs of using standard sanctions and would welcome the opportunity to

discuss the question of control, discipline and staffmg jointly with MO and SSI It

is recommended that an early opportunity be found to discuss these issues.

24 Rule 46 Arrangements for Aftercare

At the time of the inspection the aftercare arrangements for the school were being

provided by 1½ social workers, These included a full-time Courts Community Care

Officer and one of the residential social workers who was working half-time in the

aftercare department. Before this inspection the Deputy Director had requested an

evaluation of the work of the aftercare department to be undertaken by SSI

Discussions with the Deputy Director revealed that, because of the present critical

staffmg situation he proposed to withdraw the part-time residential social worker from

aftercare and allocate her fully to residential care, In the circumstances the case for

the additional aftercare officer was deferred as, irrespective of the outcome of any

evaluation, the fmancial position would not permit the appointment of additional staff

It was agreed that the Courts Community Officer would keep a detailed record of her

workload, court appearances, travelling time etc for the next 3 months with a view
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to re-examining the situation should the fmancial climate improve.

25. Rule 46(4) Record of Activity of the Licensing Committee

The Licensing/Review Committee meets quarterly under the Chairmanship of the

Rev Father Peter McCann. The Committee last met on ii January 1993. The

records of the activities of the Committee were scrntinised. They give a clear

indication of the activities of the Committee, discussions that took place and decisions

taken in respect of the boys and are regarded by the Inspector as excellent records.

26. Rule 50 Medical Arrangements

Medical cover for the school is provided by the appointed Medical Officer, a local

general practitioner Dr Park. The school also has the services of one full-time and

2 part-time nurses. The combined service of the medical officer and the nurses

provide comprehensive medical cover for the young people. Each young person in

the Special Unit is the subject of six monthly medical checks. The medical officer

attends the school twice weekly and he also provides an emergency on-call service

should circumstances dictate.

27. Rule 51(1) - Dental Arrangements

Arrangements for dental care of the young people in the school remain unchanged

since the last inspection. Dental treatment is provided in a fully equipped on-site

dental surgery. The dental officer visits fortnightly on alternative Wednesday
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nornings Bach session lasts for 3 hours. All of the boys in the Special Unit receive

eg’a 6ri-nthly dental cherk up Boys in the Remand Unit also attend the dentist
‘I th y require treatment

2$ Conclusions

During the course of this 2 day visit to Lisnevin the Inspector had the opportunity to
meet with the staff on duty, and mingle freely with the young people The
classrooms, gym. lounges, kitchen and some bedrooms were visited. The young
people were observed in a variety of situations including evening activities, having
meals and relaxing, playing games etc. The young people interviewed by the
Inspector fully realised the purpose of the visit and although provided with the
opportunity to do so no complaints were raised about their care in Lisnevin.

29. The physical fabric of the building is in good condition. However, despite the efforts
of staff in supplying bedroom furniture for the Remand Unit, most of this has been
vandalised with the result that the rooms still have an institutional feel to them, The
situation in the Special Unit is somewhat better where efforts have been made to

provide a more personailsed approach to the boy’s rooms, However even in the
Special Unit some of the rooms have suffered at the hands of the young people.

30. Staff morale varied considerably from one Unit to the other, Some staff felt there
I

were insufficient opportunities for training and staff development. The number of

extra hours of overtime to be worked, albeit voluntarily, were also raised as an issue

by some staff. SSI consider that too much use is being made of casual staff and there
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REPORT OF A REGULATORY INSPECTION OF LISNEVIN TRAINING SCHOOL,
DRUMFAD ROAD, MThLISLE, CO DOWN 1849 JANUARY 1994

Introduction

I. This regulatory inspection of Lisnevin Training School was carried out by
C W Donnell as part of the integrated programme of inspections conducted by the
Social Services Inspectorate. The inspection took place on 1849 January 1994.Terms of Reference

2. The inspection was carried out in accordance with the agreed terms of reference: -i. an examination of records required by the Training School Rules, guidance
issued by the Northern Ireland Office and policies developed by the
Management Board; and

ii. interviews with senior staff, staff on duty and informal discussions with some
of the young people in the school.

The Young People in the School

3. On Tuesday 18 January the distribution of the young people in the Remand and
Special Units was as follows.

The Remand Unit had a total of 25 boys, 2 of whom were the subject of 5-Week
Orders, one from Rathgael and the other from St Patrick’s Training School. There
were 6 young people in the Special Unit and a further 13 on roll giving an overall
total of 19. Of the 13 young people on roll but absent, 4 were on Extended Leave,
6 were under Supervision and 3 on Licence. One boy on licence was readmitted on
the 19th on a remand warrant for alleged disorderly behaviour. On the second day
of the inspection (19 January) a further 4 young people were admitted to the Remand
Unit bringing the population to 29. During the week immediately prior to the
inspection the Remand Unit also accommodated 12 young people under PACE
requirements.

4. In the Remand Unit the ages of the young people ranged from 14-17 years. The
longest placement in the unit dated back to 13 November 1993. Injhe Special Unit
the ages ranged from 13 to 16 years.

Staff on Duty

5. The Acting Director, Mr Logue, was on duty throughout the inspection. He was
available to provide support until 5.00 pm each day. Thereafter one of the Team
Leaders on the afternoon/evening shift was on call until 8.00 am the following

1
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morning. One of the 4 Team Leaders was absent on sick leave on both days of the
inspection

6. Staff cover in the Remand Unit was being provided by a Team Leader, 3 full-time
and 2 permanent part-time members of staff. Cover in the Special Unit was being
provided by a Team Leader and 3 staff (one full-time and 2 on one-year contracts).7. The use of casual staff on evenings and at weekend continues. Concerns were
expressed by some of the Team Leaders about the disproportionate number of casual
staff who are on duty at weekends. The situation was highlighted in the minutes ofthe Remand Unit staff meeting held on 17 January 1994 when reference was madeto a disturbance in the dining room, 4Too many casual staff on duty together do not
seem to be aware of what is expected of them’.

8. The need to develop a core of permanent, experienced staff in Lisnevin has been
highlighted in successive SSI reports but to date the situation remaihs unchanged.
Senior Management and the Board are aware of the shortcomings of the present
staffing situation but little action has been taken to change it. Financial constraintshave been advanced as the main problem which prevents appropriate levels of trained
and experienced staff being appointed. Despite the efforts of management to bringabout improvements in practice within the school, in relation to removals, sanctionsetc unless the fundamental problem of staffing is tackled such efforts are likely tohave limited success.

Remand Unit

9. The unit is experiencing a particularly busy time at present with a total of 29 youngpeople on roll on the second day of the inspection. According to the Team Leader,despite the number of remandees and staffing levels, behaviour on the unit is good.There have been no changes in the daily routine from previous inspections. Recordsare maintained in a satisfactory manner and the log book and separation sheets are
examined daily by the Acting Director, The separation records showed that 4 boysspent time in separation on 18 January. The reasons given for removal were as
follows: -

(i) remained in own room because of a headache;
(ii) refused to rise for school after being called on 3 occasions; and
(iii) 2 boys had to remain in their rooms for three quarters of an hour followingreturn from court until they were seen by nursing staff.

10. Since 7 January 1994, 70 removals have taken place in the unit. This number maybe inflated because all absences from the group are recorded as removals, eventhough a considerable number of them are of a voluntary nature. There is a need toreview the present practice of recording voluntary removals in the school. Adequate
supervision arrangements will have to continue but thought should be given to
differentiating between voluntary and compulsory removals from the group, otherwise

2
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the real picture of compulsory removals will be masked,11. The delays in boys being screened by medical staff, which results in their isolation
from the rest of the group continues. This practice was highlighted in the report of
an unannounced visit recently. The situation is under review as alterations in nursing
cover requires changes in their conditions of working. A scrutiny of the records on
the 18th shows that 2 PACE boys, 1019/1014 were admitted at 6.45 pm and remained
locked up until seen by nursing staff at 10,50 am the following morning. This issue
was drawn to the attention of management at the end of the inspection. Immediate
steps were taken and the problem has been resolved by nursing staff now operating
an oncall arrangement at weekends.

12. Physical conditions in the Remand Unit remain unchanged. The accommodation was
clean and tidy and in a good state of repair. Physical checks in bedrooms on alarms
and lighting continues on a regular basis. The boy’s bedrooms were tidy and clean
but sparingly furnished. The attempts of management to improve the physical
provision in the bedrooms and the subsequent damage to the furniture by the young
people are well documented in successive inspection reports. The situation remains
unchanged.

13. The Inspector’s attention was drawn to the ablution area in the Remand Unit. There
is a shower area in each wing in the unit. There are 3 cubicles in the shower area
but only 2 have doors. It was reported that boys, quite understandably, are reluctant
to use the open cubicle, thus effectively reducing the showering cubicles to 2. When
numbers are high this increases the time spent in the showers. The situation has been
referred to management and it is recommended that urgent steps be taken to improve
the showering area. It is unacceptable that young people would have to stand in open
cubicles while showering.

Special Unit

14. There were 6 boys in the unit and 4 members of staff including the Team leader on
duty when the unit was visited All of the boys were seen as a group and one
requested a separate interview with the Inspector. The boy in question has requested
a meeting with SSI on a previous inspection. The topics discussed with the group
were of a very general nature. They asked for later bed times and wanted to lie in
longer in the morning. They said the food served was good but they would like more
“also Pot Noodles for supper”. They asked about the Working Group which had been
discontinued. Reference will be made to the Working Group laterin this report.
They had no specific complaints to make about their care. Some, however said the
bedrooms were draughty due to ill fitting window frames. It is recommended that
this matter be checked by the maintenance staff.

15, The boy seen individually made complaints of a very general nature such as, people
did not like him, he wanted to go home, he was removed to separation too often and
the Independent Representative would not listen to him. This particular young man
is possibly one of the most disturbed residents in the Special Unit. He receives a
considerable input in terms of staff time and social work intervention and a wide

3
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range of options and strategies have been tried, His comments were conveyed to the
Acting Director but there is no evidence to support any suggestion that this young
person is being treated unfairly or lacks the attention of staff in the Special Unit.16. The standard records of the Special Unit were examined together with a selection of
case files. The keeping of records in the unit is of a high standard. All of the case
files were up-todate and appropriate documents, such as minutes of case conferences
and Admission Panel minutes were all present in the boy’s files. The separation
record showed that since 1 January 1994 there had been42 removals. Thirty two of
these were attributable to 2 boys. The boy who was seen individually by the
Inspector accounted for 20 of the recorded removals, It is worth noting that most of
the removals in the Special Unit were for relatively short periods.

Physical Provision

. 17. The physical resources of the Special Unit remain unchanged. The area of the school
occupied by the unit was clean and tidy and in a reasonable state of repair. Bedrooms
were visited and attempts have been made to personalise the decor in the boy’s
accommodation. The rooms differ considerably from those in the Remand Unit
where the population tends to be more transitory and the longer term nature of the
Special Unit clientele enables more constructive work to be achieved.

Education/Vocational Provision

18. Discussions with the Teacher Leader focused mainly on the interface between
education and residential social work m terms of commumcation, rapport and support
He reported favourably on liaison with the residential staff and the support,
particularly in terms of dealing with problem behaviour in the classroom setting.
There are, seemingly, problems in trying to follow the National Curriculum in a
setting such as Lisnevin with (1) the constant turnover in young people in Remand,
(2) teaching the young people in the Special Unit because of their behaviour problems
and limited ability and (3) providing vocational opportunities for the over 16 age
group.

19. Much emphasis is placed on developing social and life skills for the young people.
The Working Group which operated in the past was seen as a very successful project
in providing, not only practical training for the young people in a variety of tasks, but
it also provided a low level maintenance function to the school. When the subject of
the Working Party was discussed with the Assistant Director he said that plans were
well advanced to start the Group. In fact Mr Logue issued instructions at the end of
the inspection to reactivate the Working Group with effect from 25 January.

Compliance with the Training School Rules
Monthly Visits by a Member of the Management Board
20. Visits are being carried out in accordance with this requirement. The visits are

carried out on a monthly basis, the last was done by Canon McCann on 8 January
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1994. The reports are of a satisfactory standard. During Canon McCanns recentvisits some boys requested larger helpings of food.
Fire Precautions

21. Fire drills and tests of the system are carried out regularly. The last drill took placeon 17 November 1993 and the system was tested on ii January 1994. In addition tothe oversight of the fire alann system, the staff member concerned also carries outquarterly Health and Safety checks, Reports on such checks are discussed at theHealth and Safety Committee. Recently Expelair fans have been fitted in the smokingareas (mainly the lounges) to reduce the problem of passive smoking. Safety checkson all bedroom, equipment such as doors, locks, lights and alarms are carried outnightly. The fire, health and safety requirements are being well supervised.
Keeping of Records

22. The Admission and Discharge records are kept centrally, together with the Log Bookand Daily Register. The records are clear and concise and are maintained at a highstandard,

Food and Menus

23. A copy of the current menu was on display in the kilchen. On the first day of theinspection lunch consisted of sausages, beans, potatoes, ice cream and fruit. Thestandard of food in Lisnevin is good and when lunch was observed it was evident thatlittle food was being sent back. Boys felt that although the food was good there wasnot enough of it. This issue was also raised with Canon McCann in his last monthlyvisit to the school. Food plays an important part in the life of all institutions and itcan often be a source of complaint. It is recommended that management examinethe complaints raised and closely monitor the quantities of food, Nursing staffreported that the Medical Officer regularly examines the menus and is satisfied withthe content and variety of the meals.

Details of Daily Routine

24. Details of the social/daily activities in the school are prominently displayedthroughout the building.

Religious Instruction

25. The inter-denominational service continues to be held weekly op Fridays. Onoccasions Mass is said for Roman Catholic boys and the other Chapi.ins see membersof their own denominations in small groups. However, the Friday service tends tobe the main focus of worship in the school.

5
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Recreational Visits and Letters

26. The arrangements for visits by parents and friends remains unchanged with Sundayafternoon being the main visiting time Mail for the young people is still censored.Occasionally boys in the Special Unit are taken on off-campus trips and recently theyhave spent tune at the Runkerry Centre. No such arrangements are possible forremandees.

Disdpline and Punishment

27. There have been no changes in the arrangements for disciphne and punishment.Sanctions, such as removal from the group seem to be used as the main means ofcontrolling unacceptable behaviour. Included in the separation are early bed times,when a boy accumulates a fixed number of zeros ie he has not been able to achievea desired level of marks throughout the day No corporal punishment is or has beenused in the school for many years.

Arrangements for After Care

28. The aftercare arrangements at the school, tend to concentrate mainly 3n the needs ofthe boys in the Special Unit. However, should social work issues arise in relation toremandees. the Community/Court Officer will attend to these. In addition thisOfficer attends the court if Special Unit boys are due to appear there. TheCourt/Community Officer, who works full time in this role, is assisted by anotherresidential social worker whose time is split divided between fieldwork and residentialrequirements. The Court/Community Officer, who co-ordinates the aftercarearrangements is due to go on maternity leave soon and will not resume until later thisyear. Plans are in hand to provide a substitute during her absence.
Activities of the Licensing Committee

29. The Licensing Committee continues to meet under the Chairmanship ofCanon McCann. The last meeting took place on 8 November 1993 and the minuteswere signed by the Chairman on 10 January. At the November meeting the cases of18 boys were reviewed. The Secretary to the Management Board maintains a clearand comprehensive minute of the activities of this Committee.

Medical, Nursing and Dental Arrangements

30. Medical cover at the school remains unchanged. Dr Park, in addition to attending theschool regularly, carries out his full range of duties as Medical Officer. The dentist,Mrs McCullough, attends fortnightly seeing the Special Unit boys on a 6 monthlybasis. The Remand Unit boys are seen as and when neceisary during their time inLisnevin, The dentist is available to provide emergency treatment.
31. The nursing staff remain the focal point for regular treatment and arrangingexaminations, They also see all boys on admission including examination upon theirreturn from court appearances. Nursing cover at the weekends in relation to
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examining boys on admission to the school is now available,
Conclusions

32. It has been a time of uncertainty for the school, associated with the former Director’slengthy illness. was appointed Acting Director and in practice this meantthat the senior management personnel at the school was reduced to 2 The situationplaced considerable strain on the already depleted management team and the on-callsituation was only sustained by bringing the Team Leaders on to the after-hours rota.
33 Other aspects of the functioning of the school were affected by the uncertainty thatwas associated with the Director’s illness. It was difficult for to makemajor policy changes whilst carrying out a caretaker role. The situation ought to beresolved in the near future with the appointment of the new Director.
34. Despite the reduction in the number of senior staff, and the continuing use of casualstaff the school has continued to function well. The use of casual staff and thequestion of sanction still needs to be addressed, The Independent RepresentationScheme continues to function well in the Special Unit and efforts are being made toextend this service to the Remand Unit in the near future. According to the ActingDirector the service being provided by the MACRO Co-ordinator is of a highstandard and the only impediment to the extension of the Remand Unit is a matter offinding suitable volunteers and having them trained. Board and Comm.ittees meetingsand regular visiting by members are all taking place in accordance with the TrainingSchool Rules. The keeping of the central records of the Admission and DischargeRegister and the Licensing Committee is of a high standard and makes for easyscrutiny.

Recommendations

35. The following recommendations are drawn to the attention of the Board forappropriate action: -

i. The open shower cubicles in the Remand Unit should have doors fitted assoon as possible. (Para 12)

ii. The quantities of food being served to boys should be reviewed. (Para 19 and22).

iii. The complaint made by some of the boys about ill fitting windows frames intheir bedrooms should be examined.
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UNANNOUNCED SOCIAL SERVICES

INSPECTORATE VISIT TO LISNEVIN
2 MARCH 1993
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OCzAL SERYICE INSPECTORATE

REPORT OP tNAI OtCID VISIT TO:

DATE:

____

NAME OP UNIT:

TIME OP NRXVAL: ___ TIME OP DEPM1VRE

iNSPECTOR(S):

YOTJG PEOPLE IN RESIDENCE

Total numbers present
in the un.t ( 23 _J
On Leave

LEZZ1
In other establishments

Ab conders

Others (please specify>

1o of males/females F N
23

TOTAL
23

STAFFING

No on duty

[]
Team Leader
SRSW

Y/N
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NAME OF SENIOR
MMAOEMENT ON SITE/OR ON CALL:

ACOOODATION

ZPATRIOK

GERSU,

Qivs a brief description of accommodation including communalareas and young poplee bedrooms if viied.
Give a brIef description of accommodation including communal areas. generalareas end young peoples bedrooms if visited.
The communal areas were in a generally good state of repair. They wereclean and tidy particularly considering that 23 adolescents were in thecommunal areas participating in a range of activities,
Thedrooms were not vIsited but in conversation with the SRSW on duty it wasascertained that bedrooms still only contain a mattress and a cube.

I1’TSPECTD DA tAST SXGND Y
SENIOR STAP?

i. 1993_

NOT AIIJELE —

unit. Instead there is a menu sheet which

The fire officer is sick and the SRSW thought the fire record book might belocked in the administration building.

For details of separation see the comment under general paragraph 4.

EXAMINATION OF RECORDS

Diary

Menu Sook

Fire Records

Details of Separation
(Secure units only)

COZ4ENT:

A menu book is not keep in the
covers a 3 week repeating cycle.
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S’-E EELERST UNIT 2247B61923 1993 322 14:43

NtITRITIONAL TIME OP TAST TI1E O AVMLABXUTY OP)EEDS MEAL NEXT MEAL SNACKS

Sandwicbes, scones and fresh fruit were available fortaken at 2D3O hours, The SRSW indicated that accesstimes during- a 2 week period.

GENERAL

a snack supper to be
to the tuck shop is S

Did the Inspector speak with any of the young people? How many wereseen, what was discussed?

I spoke in private with the young- person most recently arrived in theremand unit. He had been in the unit for 2 days having been releasedon bail after spending 2 days in the unit during February. At 16 hehas no previous experience of the criminal juetice system. I got aclear impression that he is likely to behave himself because of thesanctions presently applied to misbehaviour. Nevertheless lie had nocomplaint to make about his personal treatment in the unit.
General conversation with 3 other young people in the same area gavethe impression that they accept the limitation of life in the unit asthe inevitable result of getting into trouble with the law,

2. Were any oomplaints made by yaung people to the Inspector?
The majority of young people were aware of who I was and generallywhy t was there They knew that they could choose to speak with mebut none took the opportunity to complain about anything.

3,. Comment on the atmophare in the unit and the lsvelfquality ointeraction between staff and the young people.
Throughout the time I was in the unit all young people were engagedin some form of leisure activity. There was a healthy buzz ofconversation arid no obvious wall flowers. Staff were involved withsmall groups of young people and most members of staff at some stagewere actively participating in the activities.

4. Did anything untoward coma to notice during the visit? What actionwas taken?

The one issue of concern which come to light during the visit was theintroduction of standard sanctions related to separation from thegroup. These standard sanctions allow for automatic removal from thegroup with specific transgressions equalling so many hours separationfrom the group. The notion that removal from the group should be theexception and even then for the shortest possible periods seems tohave been replaced with removals which can in some instances be thelongest allowed under the Training School Rules dating back to 1952.It is of interest that the standard sanctions applied in the RemandUnit are much heavier than those applied in the Special Unit. Thesanctioning of separation from the group now seems to rest at SRSWlevel whereas formerly anything but short separations requiredconsideration by and the signature of a member of senior management.
I brought the issue f standard sanctions to the attention of thesenior member of staff on duty and indicated that I would be making aconsidered conmient about this in the report of the viSit,
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FROM: 6÷6 BELF6T UNtT TO: 0247661923 1993 322 14:50

5. the case of secure accommodation were any young people boing hsldin separation at the time of the viait?

No young person was in separation at the time of my vi5±t. it wasnoted that some record sheets of separations during the past monthwere for up to 12 hours none of which had been signed by a member ofsenior management,

6 CONCLUXONS/RECONDATXONS

Whilst members of staff on duty were adequate 4 of the 7 staff onduty in the Remand Unit were relatively inexperienced casual staffSThe staffing position in the Special Unit was similar. Casual staffco not have keys to enable them to access as keynsn which is adistraction from the important task of managing the Unit at itsbusiest time Nigh proportions of casual staff can also limit therange of activities available and therefore the choices of hw youngpeople will occupy themselves during long periods of aasociation
it is recognised that senior management has been depleted and hasbeen under pressure because of the prolonged absence of the Director,
Less that the desired strength of staffing in the units together withmanagement under pressure must make the task of applying modernstandards of care very difficult particularly in the Remand Unitwhere numbers are high. It is understandable that a depletedmanagement which does not have the kind of staffing to manage thebehaviour of a large group of delinquent youth responds by allowingthe use of standard sanctions as a means of control. Howeverincreased sanctions in the hands of unskilled staff does not seem tobe the best recipe for ensuring the best possible care of youngpeople who quite naturally do not want to be where they are and whowill misbehave from time to time.

SSI is willing to offer assistance to the management of I4snevin infinding solutions to control problems which do not undermine thestandards of care to which Iisnevin has aspired,

SXGNATUR

___________________

cc C(SSt)
ACX (SsI)
C3SD
Director of Facility
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Dundonald House Upper Newtownards Road Belfast BT4 3SF

1 7478 Telephone O23 (Belfast>

P ase rep1 a Th Sec e ar

Y urrelerencL

Chairman of the Board
Lisnevin Training School reference

March 1993

Dear (L

REPORT OF AN UNANNOUNCED VISIT BY SSI TO LISNEVIN ON 2 MARCH 1993

You will recall that under inspection arrangements agreed with MO each Training School
is to receive 2 unannounced visits by an inspector each year. I enclose a brief report
prepared after the first such visit to Lisnevin.

I would draw your attention particularly to the concerns expressed in the report in relation
to:

• the introduction of a system of standard sanctions applied to separating a
young person form the group. This seems to undermine the principle of the
separation of a young person from the group being dealt with on the basis of
“each case on its merits”. The use of standard sanctions also has the effect
of distancing senior managers from decision making in this important area of
practice.

• the dependency on relatively inexperienced casual staff and the limitations this
brings to managing the unit.

SSI recognises the difficult circumstances created by the prolonged absence of the Director
and would wish to be of assistance in seeking solutions to present problems.

Yours sincerely

-1

H V McELFATRICK
Assistant Chief Inspector
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Northern Ireland Office

Criminal Justice Services Division

Lisnevin School
2 Drumf ad Road
MILLISLE
Co Down
BT22 2JQ

Dear /

UNANNOUNCED VISIT TO THE SPECIAL UNIT

5th Floor, Royston House,
34 Upper Queen Street,
Belfast BT1 6FD
Te’ephone (0232) 311735
Fax 323187

7 September 1993

The Social Services Inspectorate has copied to me the report
of the unannounced visit which was made to the School on 28
August 1993. 1 have enclosed a copy for your information,

Yours sincerely

/ / //

......

1IJOHN STEEN

CP13 13
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UNANNOUNCED SOCIAL SERVICES

INSPECTORATE VISIT TO LISNEVIN
16th June 1994
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SOCIAL SERVICES INSPECTORTE

REPORT OF UNANNOUNCED VISIT TO:

DATED 16.6,94 NAME OF UNIT: SPECIAL UNIT

TINE OF ARRIVAL: 18.30 HOURS TINE OF DEPARTURE:20,20 HOURS

INSPECTOR(S)

C W Donnell. C C Walker

YOUNG PEOPLE IN RESIDENCE

Total numbers present
in the unit

On Leave
4 - 3 Extended Leave

____________

- 1 Permitted Leave

In other establishments
1 - Young Offenders Centre

bsconders

10 I
Others (please specify)

9 - 3 License

___________

- 6 Supervision

No of males/females F M101 181

TOTAL
18

STAFFING

No on duty
4 - all full time permanent staff

Team Leader
SRSW Yes

Y/N
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NAME OF SENIOR
MANAGEMENT ON SITE:-

DESIGNATION: -.

ACCOMMODATION

Give a brief description of accommodation including communal areas, general
areas and young peoples bedrooms if visited,

The communal areas of the Special Unit, lounges, craft rooms, some of the
4Iboys’ bedrooms, the dining-room, kitchen and playing fields were visited.

The decor of the building is now in very good condition. The refurbishment
programme is a mixture of a major painting and carpeting programme and
repairs to those parts of the building which were damaged during the recent
disturbances. Most of the floor areas have been re-carpeted, curtains have
been hung in the corridors and the erection of pictures and prints will
follow soon. The boys’ rooms visited were clean and mostly very tidy.
Staff have embarked on a daily/weekly competition for the best kept room,
which appears to be having very positive results. The boys have been
encouraged to decorate their own rooms. The safety equipment, lights,
dimmers and alarms were also checked in some of the bedrooms during the
visit

EXAMINATION OF RECORDS

INSPECTED DATE LAST SIGNED BY
SENIOR STAFF

Diary

Menu Book

Fire Records

Details of Separation
(Secure units only)

COMMENT:

Hi

15.6.94

Three weekly cycle

11.44 am 3/6/94

No one in senaration

The records examined were well completed and up to date. The diary
(Occurrence Book) shows regular signs of monitoring by senior staff. The
last fire drill was held at 11.44 am on 3/6/94. The drill was described in
the records as satisfactory.
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NUTRITIONAL TIME OF LAST TIME OF AVAILABILITY OFNEEDS MEAL NEXT MEAL SNACKS

GENERAL

No,

[J

6. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

CO4ENT:
No meals were served during the time of the visit, The menu for the day,as part of the 3-weekly cycle was produced for examination. The menureflects a good balance and variety of food. No complaints about food weremade to the Inspectors during the course of the visit.

1. Did the Inspector speak with any of the young people? How many wereseen, what wae discussed?

The 4 boys in the Special Unit were out on the playing fields with2 members of staff. The Inspectors spoke with all of the youngpeople during a kick about football session. Conversation,understandably was very general. One of the boys had just returnedfrom the Out-patients Clinic at the Ards Hospital where he had afractured thumb attended to and had a plaster applied. The plasterdid not seem to inhibit his ability to run around and take part inthe football.

2. Ware any complaints made by young people to the Inspector?
No complaints were made to Inspectors during the course of the visit.

3. Comment on the atmosphere in the unit and the level/quality ofinteraction between staff and the young people.

Although there are presently only 4 boys in the Special Unit, theInspectors perceived a relaxed attitude between them and the staff.From our discussion8 with the Senior Residential Social Worker wesensed a very positive attitude towards the Unit, with new ideas andstrategies being considered. It was said some staff feel a littleapprehensive at times (following the Easter disturbances) butgenerally staff morale is steadily improving and staff are reactingwell to the leadership qualities of the new Director.

4. Did anything untoward come to notice during the visit? What actionwas taken?

5. In the case of secure accommodation were any young people being heldin separation at the time of the visit?

None of the young people were being held in separation during thecourse of the visit. The records show that some had been removed forshort periods early in the day but the Senior Residential SocialWorker, Mrs Doudican, reported that separation appeared to be lessused now as a sanction.

This was Mr Walker’s first visit to Lisnevin. Throughout the visitwe were accompanied by Mrs Doudican, who was most helpful inassisting us with making records available, answering our queries andconducting us through the building. We also spoke with the UnitManager, Mr Wright.

We visited the dining-room and kitchen, in which much of thedisturbances took place over the Easter period. The damage has beenrepaired and this area of the school is almost fully operational.
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New electric shutters have been installed to seal off the kitchen
servery, which was the route taken by some of the absconders during
the disturbances. The shutters are not fully operational yet dueto
some installation problems but it is hoped that these will be working
in the very near future.

The new carpet. curtains and redecoration has contributed much to a
pleasant feeling within the school. Staff appeared to us to be well
settled and content and we noted a very positive response amongst the
staff in general.

The Independent Representation scheme is working well and has now
been extended to cover the Remand Unit. Staff reported that the boys
are much more comfortable with the Independent Representatives now,
Thought has been given to slight reorganisation of the present key
worker/care system so as to bring the care staff (generally
unqualified) into a more participatory role within the school, We
also noted, in examining the records, supportive and helpful comments
to staff from the Director in appreciation of their contribution to
the work of the school.

This was a satisfactory visit and it is hoped that progress will
continue.

S IGNATURE

June 1994

cc CI(SSI)
ACI (SSI)
CJSD
Director of Facility
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Lisnevin Special Unit

Off Campus

Name: EZ
4son_Tz

[ObtainedLast Week:

___

marks

Reason for Request:

Date of Outing: Da Mnth Year

Projected Duration of Outing: Depart

Staff Accompanying:

Request Verified by Middle Manager:

Authorised by Senior Manager:

Return

Date:

ActualDuration ofOuting:

T Activity Used: I

Please outline behaviour of boy or boys whilst out on Off Campus:

Date:

continue over1eaL.,,,

Middle Manager Ratification:
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Day 142 HIA Inquiry 21 September 2015
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1     engaged with you, but that didn't happen.  I am not

2     going to go through the rest of it, but you can see that

3     that's what they were suggesting in the last -- and you

4     actually mentioned the name of the person who was your

5     key worker in Lisnevin.

6 A.  I think I remember I had a .  You

7     were appointed to certain members of staff who looked

8     after ...

9 Q.  You will see that's the person who actually signed this

10     document trying to keep you in Lisnevin at that time.

11 A.  Sorry.  I was under the impression you went to Lisnevin

12     for so long and then you were sent back to St. Pat's.

13     I thought you went there for like a -- it was a secure

14     unit.  They tried to, you know, make better of you and

15     then you went back to St. Pat's or whatever.  I wasn't

16     sure at the time, like, whether you actually finished

17     the one to three years there.  I wasn't sure.

18 Q.  Well, I think that the reality in your case -- it would

19     have maybe depended on different boys -- but the reality

20     in your case was that because you had been absconding so

21     much, St. Pat's felt that they could not keep you in

22     St. Pat's and therefore that's why you went to the more

23     secure unit.

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  It was also a training school.  So you would have spent

LN 42
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1     protect your identity.  Can I just ask you to confirm

2     that this is the witness statement that you provided for

3     the Inquiry and that you signed that on 19th April 2015?

4 A.  Yes, that's it.

5 Q.  And this is the evidence that you want the Inquiry to

6     have regard to together with anything else you say this

7     afternoon?

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  Well, parts -- paragraphs 1 and 2 here, as I said,

10     explain how you came to be subject to -- the subject of

11     a Training School Order and ended up, first of all, in

12     Lisnevin Assessment Unit, where -- you say here in

13     paragraph 3 that:

14         "Apart from being hit around the head a few times,

15     I have no complaints to make about Lisnevin.  It was

16     a reasonable place with good staff, who for the most

17     part were caring and compassionate."

18         When we were speaking earlier, I was asking you if

19     you could expand a little about what you meant by being

20     hit around the head a few times.

21 A.  Okay.  Just there were certain codes of behaviour.  If

22     you were to step outside that, some -- a minority of the

23     staff would become aggressive, shout at you, sometimes

24     slap you on the ears, sometimes hit you over the head

25     with their knuckles.
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1 Q.  I think you described it as being fairly minor compared

2     to what you subsequently experienced.  Is that correct?

3 A.  Yes.  It didn't feel significant in any way.  It was

4     expected.

5 Q.  You said that -- I was asking what type of behaviour

6     would have led to them doing this to you.  You were

7     relating an incident about looking down a corridor that

8     you weren't supposed to go down.  Is that correct?

9 A.  Yes.  That incident was very simple.  There was a line

10     of -- we were in lines of twos and walking along

11     corridors and we stopped for a minute for whatever

12     reason and I sort of seen a corridor I hadn't seen

13     before and sort of looked down it a bit, and one member

14     of staff came over and wrapped me over the head with his

15     knuckles.

16 Q.  Well, paragraph 4 here you talk about you were actually

17     released from Lisnevin on probation and then you became

18     involved in crime and the Training School Order was then

19     made.  You went to Rathgael in October 1976.  We are

20     still having some problems with our technology today.

21     If we can scroll on down, please, to paragraph 5 where

22     you say that you had a terrible experience in Rathgael

23     at the hands of the other boys.

24         "I was a small, skinny child, who was vulnerable and

25     weak, so I would have been a target for bullies.



20/08/1 975 - 23/08/1 975 Attended Camping Trip
26/08/1975 Transferred to Armagh Borstal following
serious incidents in Lisnevin
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1 Q.  -- in respect of your time in Lisnevin.

2         So, HIA94, what we will try to do is find the

3     individuals that you explain beat you.  Can you tell the

4     Panel where those beatings would have happened in

5     Lisnevin?

6 A.  Either in the showers, living room or in the cells.

7 Q.  So in the cell area --

8 A.  Oh, aye, in the cell.

9 Q.  -- or the showers or the living room?

10 A.  That's right.

11 Q.  And was it more the use of fists and feet or --

12 A.  Anything at all.  Anything.

13 Q.  Anything?

14 A.  They just couldn't control me.

15 Q.  Okay.  Well, if we can find those individuals, we'll

16     seek --

17 A.  Thank you.

18 Q.  -- a response from them in relation to those matters?

19 A.  All right.

20 Q.  HIA94, is there anything else we haven't covered about

21     Lisnevin that you want me to touch on?

22 A.  Lisnevin?  Just that I was locked up for twenty months

23     in the cells, at least twenty months, you know.  I am

24     not talking about during the day when I misbehaved.

25     I am talking about night.  So why was I treated like
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management advice stemming from such “assessments”. It is highly likely that he 
was put on medication when there to “supress” him. 

72.  HIA 94 alleges that he was beaten in the cells by housemasters called  
 and   In a supplementary statement (dated 12/3/14) the 

complainant acknowledges that  and  were in fact 
residents in Lisnevin and not staff. This is correct. Both boys would have been of 
similar age to the complainant. It is difficult to see how he could have made this 
mistake, unless it was a mistake when the statement was being written down. I 
believe that this person’s key worker was  who was then a teacher 
in Lisnevin.  

I believe that she is still alive and would 
have a good knowledge of what happened to this person in Lisnevin.  

73.  I believe that the statements about moving to borstal and prisons are correct. I 
met HIA 94 on at least a couple of occasions after Lisnevin and confirm that he 
lived a very difficult life in and out of prison and various institutions. The last time I 
met him he told me that he had five children.  He came to Lisnevin a much 
damaged person and was one of the most disturbed and violent young people I 
have known. 

HIA94: Addendum statement (dated 12/3/14) 

74. HIA94 explained that  and  were in fact residents and 
not house masters as stated in previous statement. As noted above, this is 
correct. He says that he witnessed both boys getting beaten by various 
housemasters. I have no comment to make concerning the veracity of this 
statement. 

75. He says that he remembers the names of three housemasters who would have 
beaten and kicked residents. One was called  who he believed, became 
a police officer. There was a housemaster by the name of  I do not 
believe that he stayed on the staff of Lisnevin for very long. There was also a 
housemaster called McCoy (or very similar name) who did play football for Ards, 
who again did not stay on the staff for long. The third was actually a craft teacher 
named  He was a rugby player and very well built and strong. He 
was one of the few people who could handle the complainant when he became 
aggressive. He actually seemed to have quite a good relationship with the 
complainant. He stayed on the staff of Lisnevin for many years but retired early. 
There was an art teacher named  who certainly remained on the staff 
until the move to Millisle. I have no evidence that his accusations of assault are 
true, but I do remember  telling me that he had the permission of 
the Principal,  to use as much force as necessary to control the 
complainant’s behaviour. 

76. Peter McLaughlin was an MP and head of Bryson House for many years. He is 
since deceased. He did go on weekend leave to McLaughlin’s House on many 
occasions. Eventually the leave had to be stopped because of the complainant’s 
behaviour. This included the use of alcohol and violence. 
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1     respect of SPT3 there is a solicitor, Mr Burke, from

2     MacElhattons who is present today, Chairman.  I think

3     there are various matters connected to that individual

4     that has not been resolved as yet --

5 CHAIRMAN:  Yes.

6 MR AIKEN:  -- but he is here in a watching brief capacity.

7         So in respect of Lisnevin, HIA94, we looked at some

8     records in respect of your time there and I am not going

9     to open those.  You and I discussed what they contain

10     and the Panel are aware of what they contain, and I was

11     explaining to you that in the management board minutes

12     of Lisnevin, which are available to the Inquiry, you had

13     a specific section where you were being discussed at

14     each management board meeting to see what could be done,

15     and I was pointing out to you that there's a record of

16     you having broken a member of staff's nose and various

17     assaults occurring that made it in the view of Lisnevin

18     impossible for them to keep you and that's why you were

19     moved to the borstal.  You don't yourself remember those

20     incidents --

21 A.  No.

22 Q.  -- from you and I speaking.  You do remember LN3?

23 A.  Oh, I remember LN3.

24 Q.  And you remember and have a positive view of her working

25     with you?
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1 Q.  -- in respect of your time in Lisnevin.

2         So, HIA94, what we will try to do is find the

3     individuals that you explain beat you.  Can you tell the

4     Panel where those beatings would have happened in

5     Lisnevin?

6 A.  Either in the showers, living room or in the cells.

7 Q.  So in the cell area --

8 A.  Oh, aye, in the cell.

9 Q.  -- or the showers or the living room?

10 A.  That's right.

11 Q.  And was it more the use of fists and feet or --

12 A.  Anything at all.  Anything.

13 Q.  Anything?

14 A.  They just couldn't control me.

15 Q.  Okay.  Well, if we can find those individuals, we'll

16     seek --

17 A.  Thank you.

18 Q.  -- a response from them in relation to those matters?

19 A.  All right.

20 Q.  HIA94, is there anything else we haven't covered about

21     Lisnevin that you want me to touch on?

22 A.  Lisnevin?  Just that I was locked up for twenty months

23     in the cells, at least twenty months, you know.  I am

24     not talking about during the day when I misbehaved.

25     I am talking about night.  So why was I treated like
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1     because it's affected them.  My life has affected other

2     people.

3         A memorial, no, I wouldn't -- I wouldn't even go and

4     look at it.  So it's pointless.

5 Q.  HIA374, the last question that we ask each witness is

6     whether there's anything else about their time in the

7     place --

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  -- that we're looking at that they have come to speak to

10     us about today, so anything to do with Lisnevin or

11     St. Patrick's, that I haven't covered.

12 A.  Right.

13 Q.  I think you were saying to me that other than those two

14     incidents, one of which you don't think was sexual, and

15     the other you don't know who that was --

16 A.  No.  The incident in Lisnevin as far as I -- my

17     recollection is it was just like man to man.  You know,

18     you are in the adult world now, and it wasn't -- I still

19     to this day don't class it as being sexual.  I don't

20     think the man was getting gratification out of it, but

21     St. Pat's was a different story and borstal was

22     a different story, but Lisnevin, no, I can't -- I didn't

23     witness anybody else in Lisnevin getting abused, hurt,

24     harmed, shouted at, nothing.

25         St. Pat's, I never seen the staff lift their hand to
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1     talking about.  I am not going to open those to the

2     Panel.  The Panel are aware --

3 A.  Uh-huh.

4 Q.  -- of them.  I was showing you a particular entry.  If

5     we look at 27th April at 21446, I was hoping this would

6     help you remember who  was, but this is where

7     on 27th April it's being recorded:

8         "I" -- and it seemed to be signed by possibly

9     an , if that's a correct interpretation of the

10     signature -- "I spoke with  and HIA138 this

11     morning re placing -- explaining to them that the staff

12     were prepared to give them a chance in the same common

13     room together and we expected their behaviour to match

14     our faith in them."

15         So it seems that from the records you and he were

16     running mates at times, but also there's reports of you

17     being told off for slapping each other and so on and so

18     forth.  So it may have been when you were together it

19     got out of hand or more out of hand, and this seems to

20     be the staff, presumably already having not allowed you

21     to be in the common room together, then being prepared

22     to let you be in the common room together, but telling

23     you that they expected you to behave properly,

24     reflecting the faith they were showing in you --

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1 Q.  -- to let you do that.  You don't have a memory of that

2     type of thing yourself, HIA138?

3 A.  No.  I can't remember that being said to me, no.

4 Q.  Okay, and there are various other records of you and

5     other boys being removed from each other's rooms and

6     barricading type scenario.  You were saying to me that

7     would have been how the boys carried on, that these

8     things would have escalated and --

9 A.  Well, see, I don't really know.  It's hard to answer.

10 Q.  And the -- there are references -- for instance, if

11     I show the Panel an example on 5th May, if we look at

12     21448, there is one of a number of entries we looked at,

13     HIA138, which shows:

14         "HIA138 and  early to bed."

15         You were explaining to me that that meant

16     effectively you were separated from the group, put into

17     your room --

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  -- and that's where you had to stay.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  There is a particular incident that -- in May of '90.

22     I am not going to bring up the records for it.  I think

23     you do remember it to some degree, you hitting another

24     boy.

25 A.  Yes.

LN 75
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1     For instance, there is one --

2 A.  Uh-huh.

3 Q.  -- on 26th March where the two of were you warned about

4     slapping each other.  You don't have any memory of any

5     of this.

6 A.  No, no.

7 Q.  There's a reference to -- I am not sure we discussed

8     this one -- there is a reference to you threatening a

9      with a piece of wood.  You don't have any

10     memory of that.

11 A.  No.

12 Q.  But what you were saying to me in the round, as you

13     reflected on these things, you with others --

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  -- and everybody on that justice side --

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  -- at that time would have been difficult enough boys --

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  -- to look after.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  I think you used "wild" boys --

22 A.  Yes, yes.

23 Q.  -- as it were, from wherever parts you came from --

24 A.  Uh-huh.

25 Q.  -- to be there, and it would have been difficult enough

LN 76
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1 A.   yes.

2 Q.  That was the name you couldn't remember when we were

3     talking earlier.

4 A.  I couldn't get it into my head this morning.  Yes.

5 Q.  Because one of the things -- just pausing there -- we

6     were talking about whether Board members came and

7     visited Lisnevin.

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  You remember them doing that.

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  This is one of the people you remember.  You also

12     remember Wesley Hugh coming to visit.

13 A.  Wesley Pugh.

14 Q.  Pugh.  Sorry.

15 A.  Yes.

16 Q.  But this -- I mean, I was asking you what you recalled

17     about all of this, LN25, and please correct if I have

18     got what you told me wrong, but you said that this boy

19     had made an allegation to somebody else about you.  You

20     thought it had gone to court.  You were asked by your

21     manager what had happened.  You told him what had

22     happened, and then the next you heard about it was that

23     the manager said it had gone to court and you had no

24     case to answer.

25 A.  That's exactly right.

LN 40



VISITING:

When you are idxnitted to the Unit your parents or guardian(s) will be told

that you ar hre. They will also be told of Visiting arrangements. You

will he allowed 2 Visiting Cards each card to admit one person. Only

persons holding visiting cards will be admitted, Visitors are allowed

to bring you confectionery, fruit, and/or money. Any money brought for

you will be lodged in your Account.

Normal Visiting time is as follows:— Sunday 2 30 pm 3 45 pm

In exceptional cases visits may be arranged at other tfmes.

flTh’QRTANT:

While at Lisnevin you may feel that you are being treated unjustly or that

your rights are not being protected. Should you feel this to be the case

you should bring your complaint to your Keyworker who will discuss it with

you. Should such discussions fail to resolve the matter to your satisfaction,

you may then ask to see the person in charge of the Unit. Your final appeal

may be to Dep. Director (Care) or Dep. Direotor (auc.). Should this contact

fail to satisfy you, you may then refer the matter to the Management Board,

through the Director.

Dep. Director (Care)

13.10.86
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ALLEGED ASSAULTS

3. Mr Gordon reported that in the thr° 3ases of alleged

gssault upon boys in Lisnevn 1 boy had withdrawn his

allegation. Notwithstanding senior nanagement of the

School had continued with in’:estigations and had found

no substance in the original allegation. In the second

case the RUC had found that there aas no case to

answer. In the third case the RUC could find no turther

evidence but had decided to refer the papers to the DPP

for an independent assessment.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE MEDIA

4. indicated that senior management and staff at

the School are concerned ibout the adverse publicity

:hich the school has received in recent weeks. He

suggested that the NIO should seek to promote a more

positive image for Lisnevin. suggested that

oerhaps Lisnevin School should hold open days and invite

:embers of the judiciary? police orricers and media

representatives to inspect the premises.

‘Ir Johnston suggested that such an exercise could be

l..nKed to the provision of facilities for girls.
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milk about, took a fire extinguisher from its
wall mounting and proceeded to smash several
panels of reinforced glass in the upstairs
modular office and the stairhead glass
screens. Ihe boy was removed to his bedroom,

(k) On 4th April another Special Unit boy smashed
more sections of the reinforced glass with a
croquet mallet

(1) On the evening of 4th April four Remand Unit
boys on the way to bed, broke away from staff
and barricaded themselves in the T,V room in
the Woburn corridor, At the same time two
other boys barricaded themselves in a
bedroom. Both groups attempted to gain extra
cigarettes in return for their co—operation.
Again staff resisted attempts to barter and
the two groups of boys came out of their own
accord and returned to their own rooms at 1 00
a.m, and 2 00 a,m, respectively.

(m) The afternoon shift on 5th April commenced
with a severely understaffed situation, At
7 30 p.m. the general alarm sounded and
several boys barricaded themselves in the
Remand Unit Servery. The boys were beligerent
and resisted encouragement to come out.

A fire was started in the servery and as a
consequence all other boys were evacuated to
the dining hail. As the last boy entered the
dining room the phone was ripped out and staff
had chairs and tables thrown at them. The
boys then proceeded to wreck the dining hail
and areas of the main kitchen. Eventually a
number of them broke out through a skylight in
the kitchen and escaped using stolen knives to
help scale the security sence. One boy
sustained multiple fractures to his leg as a
result of jumping from the top of the fence.
No member of staff was injured.

The R.U,C. had to be called in to help restore
order in the Centre.

Fifteen Remand Unit boys and two Special Unit
boys were removed to the Y.O.C, on 6th April
1994 under Schedule 5 paragraph 10 (1) of the
Children and Young Persons Act (N.I.) 1968.

With NI.O. help steps have been taken to get
the damage repaired and to have the Centre
fully operational as soon as possible.
It was noted that an internal investigation
involving N.I.O., D.H.S.S.(S.S.I.) and
Lisnevin Board, would be carried out and a
comprehensive report submitted to all agencies
concerned directly with Lisnevin,
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490. In his statement to the Inquiry LN 25 addressed HIA 418’s allegation (at paragraph 

7 of his statement) that he was bound to have been aware that staff behaved in a 

physically abusive or intimidatory manner: 

“…during my time in the Centre I occupied a general supervisory role over different 

units and can attest that I never witnessed nor was party to any instance or culture 

of bullying or intimidation within the Centre created or carried out by either myself or 

other members of staff.” (LSN - 1224, at para 3). 

491. Elsewhere in these submissions a number of violent assaults on Lisnevin staff have 

been recorded and referenced. It is reasonable to infer that staff were bound to 

resort to physical intervention to defend themselves or to protect others from 

physical harm in those situations.  

492. Likewise it is probably reasonable to assume that aggressive boys who were 

determined to barricade themselves in a room and to destroy the contents of that 

room, or to burn it or flood it, were unlikely to react peaceably when directed to 

desist. It is inevitable that staff in situations such as this would have had to respond 

with physical intervention.   

493. However, staff were expected to treat every situation on its merits and to react 

appropriately to the given situation. It is clear that staff did not automatically 

respond to unruly or aggressive conduct on the part of children by taking an 

aggressive approach.  

494. In his oral evidence LN 25 acknowledged that he developed a rapport with the boys 

he had contact with, and while he had occasion to have resort to restraint 

techniques to calm or control a situation, he was often able to use that rapport to 

talk the child back into line (see transcript, day 162 at page 98). He accepted that 

other members of staff may not have had that rapport with the children and may 

have had their own techniques for dealing with situations, but he emphatically 

denied the accusation that restraint techniques were used to intimidate, bully or 

assault residents. 

495. The Board of Management minutes for 28 February 1983 refer to a serious incident 

in the school when five boys barricaded themselves into a common room and 

caused considerable damage. The initial strategy was to adopt “a watching brief” 

and to endeavour to talk to the boys using the internal telephone system. It was 
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“CONFIDENTIAL” Appendix 4A
Investigation into an incident on Saturday7 May 1994

1 This was an incident in which a Remand Unit boy sustained a broken collar bone and
a member of staff sustained an injury to his chest resulting in him being unfit for
work for a period of 4 weeks.

2. Circumstances: a Remand Unit boy was singing and whistling
loyalist songs in a Common Room, He ignored staff requests to stop and when
asked to go to his room it is reported that he refused and became aggressive.

3. I am in receipt of reports from Mrs Doudican, Miss McAlister, Mr
Duffy, and Mr McAvoy. I interviewed each of these six members of staff
who were either directly involved in, or witnessed, some part of the incident.

declined to make a statement, but subsequently his Solicitor
indicated that he would be pursuing a claim for injury.

4. When it became evident that was not going to comply with staff
efforts to quieten him down other boys in the room were led to another area. Mr

y and remained with attempting to quieten him down and
subsequently inviting him to go to his room. In the event they were unsuccessful and
had to restrain him when he became aggressive. By this time they had been joined by
Mr Duffy who had been attracted by aggressive shouting. In the process
of restraining , received a blow to the chest from a flailing elbow
and fell or was brought to the ground where he was held for a time until he
agreed to walk to his room. Whilst moving to his room he was difficult but fairly
controlled until reaching the vicinity of his room, where he again became physically
aggressive and had to be restrained. This point of the proceedings was witnessed by
Mr McAvoy. When he had calmed down again was placed in his room
where he complained of pain in his shoulder.

5. Both and were examined by the nurse who recommended that
both attend a casualty department. This was quickly arranged and where both
examined, X rayed and treated.

6. The point that sustained his injury can be pin-pointed. It is less certain at
what point was injured hut it would seem most likely that it
occurred when he was restrained br a second time outside his room in Copeland
corridor.

7, Observalions:

(a) is a tall, heavily built and somewhat ungainly youth. His
behaviour swings from being placid and amiable to being overtly aggressive.

(b) That the current means of restraint is to use the body weight of the largest
members of staff.
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3

5. Following on from the previous decision, it was agreed that in order tominimise the risk of injury to staff it would be advisable to haveavailable FOR ISSUE ONLY ON THE ORDERS OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT defensiveprotective equipment such as shields, helmets and gauntlets.

6 An examination of the schools fire instructions convinced the Group thatthey should be rewritten, A copy of the detailed manual on issue to NIPrisons was obtained and Senior School Management agreed to draw up newinstructions for the school, This has now been done and the newinstructions are to be considered by professional advisers,

7. Staffing Levels

An examination of the history of trouble in the school indicated thatserious disturbance usually occurred at night and it was agreed that inconjunction with the clarification of procedures - see para 4 above - anincrease in the number of night staff on duty was required — 6 instead of4 as at present. In order to maintain this level of staffing on a rotabasis, the staff complement would have to be increased from 6 to 9.Either the Senior Night Supervisor or his deputy would have to be on dutyat all times,

8. Staff Training

It emerged that no formal training had been given to staff in the matterof physically controlling difficult boys. Mr Ireland informed the Groupthat Prison Officers underwent a course on this subject, the object ofwhich was to regain physical control of violent prisoners without seriousphysical damage to either the prisoner or officers involved. It wasagreed that NIO (Prisons Department) be asked to undertake the trainingof staff in this skill and in the use of protective equipment.

AMcC/TSchools 62
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undoubtedly an aggressive and disruptive presence in Lisnevin during his short time 

there and caused many difficulties for staff. 

500. HIA 138 has also complained that the method used to restrain him, involving the 

bending of his limbs, caused pain and distress. He also claims to have been beaten 

when under restraint (para 7). The Department has acknowledged elsewhere in 

these submissions that formal training for staff in the application of appropriate 

restraint measures was too long delayed. It is accepted that inappropriate 

techniques could have been used by some staff. However, even in the absence of 

such training, staff would have been well aware that to beat a boy when taking him 

to the punishment block was unacceptable and would have resulted in disciplinary 

action had any such abuse been detected. 

Separation Unit (“Punishment Block”) 

501. A number of complainants have told the Inquiry that whilst resident at Lisnevin they 

were abusively treated in connection with the use of the separation unit, or 

punishment block as it was known. 

502. The SSI referred to the use of the “punishment block” in their 1988 inspection 

report. They noted that placing boys in the punishment block was integral to the 

sanctions policy of the school. Sanctions were set at 4 levels, the most severe 

being level 4. A boy who incurred a level 4 sanction, which was applicable to 

serious offences such as attempting to start a riot or a fire, or assaults on staff, 

could be removed to the punishment block for a minimum period of 96 hours (LSN - 

13739, para 6.21).  

503. However, they also found that while minor misdemeanours such as giving cheek to 

staff and non-co-operation would attract a loss of marks, the failure to comply with 

warnings leading to a repeat of such behaviour could lead to 24 hours separation in 

the child’s own room, or the use of the punishment block if he failed to settle. Level 

3 offences, such as fighting or bullying, leaving a classroom or activity without 

permission, attempted theft or destruction of property, possession of 

cigarettes/matches and excessive bad language, cheek or bullying, would lead to 

immediate removal to a child’s own room for up to 48 hours. 

504. The SSI Inspectors expressed concern about the use of the punishment block 

particularly in the Special Unit at Lisnevin and suggested that in drawing up the 
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undoubtedly an aggressive and disruptive presence in Lisnevin during his short time 

there and caused many difficulties for staff. 
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being level 4. A boy who incurred a level 4 sanction, which was applicable to 

serious offences such as attempting to start a riot or a fire, or assaults on staff, 

could be removed to the punishment block for a minimum period of 96 hours (LSN - 

13739, para 6.21).  

503. However, they also found that while minor misdemeanours such as giving cheek to 

staff and non-co-operation would attract a loss of marks, the failure to comply with 

warnings leading to a repeat of such behaviour could lead to 24 hours separation in 

the child’s own room, or the use of the punishment block if he failed to settle. Level 

3 offences, such as fighting or bullying, leaving a classroom or activity without 

permission, attempted theft or destruction of property, possession of 

cigarettes/matches and excessive bad language, cheek or bullying, would lead to 

immediate removal to a child’s own room for up to 48 hours. 

504. The SSI Inspectors expressed concern about the use of the punishment block 
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1         "... was bullying him.  I would ask staff to keep

2     an eye on this situation."

3         Then you go on to talk about somebody going to the

4     doctor, the dentist visiting and two Rathgael staff

5     visiting --

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  -- and then:

8         "Lunch, followed by smoking, activities, boys to

9     class, staff off duty as per rota."

10         Can you -- I mean, I know it's difficult, but can

11     you remember did HIA418 -- did he get moved class?

12 A.  I couldn't tell you.

13 Q.  But this --

14 A.  What I -- what I would have had to have done there was

15     consulted with the -- maybe the Deputy Director of

16     Education or his next in line and just explained the

17     situation to him.

18 Q.  And then it would have been up to them to take steps.

19 A.  I couldn't -- I couldn't move boys from class to class

20     --

21 Q.  That wasn't your job.

22 A.  -- because I was a care worker or a care manager.  It

23     was -- the call was from the Education Department.

24 Q.  But you are certainly recording then you are asking

25     staff to keep an eye on the situation.
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1 A.  Yes.

2 Q.  In paragraph 2 of your statement, if we look, please, at

3     119, you describe this incident where a man -- you don't

4     remember who it was --

5 A.  No.

6 Q.  -- you can't identify him -- comes into the shower area

7     where you were showering, puts his hand on your private

8     part and tells you not to be masturbating?

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  When you were speaking to the police about that in

11     February of 2014, you said to them you weren't sure if

12     there was anything sexual about it, and that's at 25566.

13     You were saying to me this morning more it was -- as you

14     think back on it now, it was just an inappropriate thing

15     for someone to do?

16 A.  Yes.

17 Q.  But you don't think there was anything sexual to it?

18 A.  No, I don't, no.

19 Q.  But nothing like that ever happened again in Lisnevin?

20 A.  No.  I didn't witness anything happening in Lisnevin.

21     I didn't -- nothing else happened to me there at all.

22 Q.  And then you come out of Lisnevin and you go back home

23     and you are doing  --

24 A.  Yes.

25 Q.  -- , but unfortunately on 24th July 1976,
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1 A.  No, definitely they didn't.  To me I had never seen the

2     staff at all whether you want to call it sectarian or

3     you want to call them being bullies or anything like

4     that there.  The staff were very, very fair and very,

5     very good, so they were.

6 Q.  You go on to describe the furniture in the cells in

7     Lisnevin being basic.

8 A.  Uh-huh.

9 Q.  Plastic foam mattress similar to a gymnastic mattress.

10     This was used as a bed base.  There were another 3"

11     mattress which you slept on.  There was also a sheet,

12     a continental quilt, but you say there was no central

13     heating.  Instead there were two 6" heating pipes and

14     the rooms were so cold that you slept right beside those

15     heating pipes because they were boiling hot, and I just

16     wanted --

17 A.  Yes.

18 Q.  -- to confirm with you in 1989 when you were in

19     Lisnevin, this was at Millisle, and it was --

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  -- a large old building -- is that correct -- a large

22     old house?

23 A.  Well, it was -- it is hard to know the age of it, but it

24     was a large building, so it was, but, as I say, I don't

25     know whether you would call it old or know, because it
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1     I cannot, like, say, "This is a day I absconded over

2     this reason" or -- but I know, like, if you look at the

3     record there, I just -- you say I am actually out more

4     than I was in, which is how much I wanted to be near the

5     place, like, and ...

6 Q.  Okay.  Well, you were -- because of the absconding, then

7     you were transferred to Lisnevin --

8 A.  Yes.

9 Q.  -- in Millisle.  You talk about that in paragraph 12 of

10     your statement at SPT174.  Essentially you have no

11     complaint to make about your time in Lisnevin.  That is

12     correct, isn't it, HIA253?

13 A.  Yes.  I seen a big difference in Lisnevin when I went

14     there.  It was just all staff and education.  I can't

15     remember what sort of education I got in St. Pat's,

16     maybe because of the short time I was there, and, you

17     know, for all the times I absconded, but Lisnevin was

18     a secure unit and I remember it was good.  I had

19     woodwork.  I took up woodwork and there was like cookery

20     classes and stuff.  I just remember the difference in

21     the staff and all.  Well, there was good staff in

22     St. Pat's too, like, but I just didn't see any --

23     I think I read something about sectarian stuff and all,

24     but I never seen anything, to be honest, and I got on

25     well with people from the other side of the divide,
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1 A.  Yes.

2 Q.  Basically to keep an eye out for HIA418 --

3 A.  Yes.

4 Q.  -- and, you know, whether there's going to be any

5     bullying of him by anybody.

6 A.  That's right, yes.

7 Q.  So, I mean, that's an example of you having dealt with

8     an issue that is being brought to your attention by

9     a child.

10 A.  Yes, yes.

11 Q.  You go on in your statement, and we can go back to it,

12     but you say there were never any sectarian remarks made

13     in your hearing by either staff or by other boys,

14     although whenever I was talking to you, you said, yes,

15     there could have been other boys making sectarian

16     remarks, because boys called each other names.  That was

17     part and parcel of that.

18 A.  Well, obviously I wasn't there all the time and it could

19     have been happening when I wasn't there, but I certainly

20     made it quite clear that I would not tolerate that sort

21     of behaviour.

22 Q.  I mean, just to be clear, we looked at an incident

23     yesterday and I will call it up so you can see it, LN25,

24     at 1538, which is an incident from 1994.  I was

25     explaining to you that this an incident where a boy



“CONFIDENTIAL” Appendix 4A
Investigation into an incident on Saturday7 May 1994

1 This was an incident in which a Remand Unit boy sustained a broken collar bone and
a member of staff sustained an injury to his chest resulting in him being unfit for
work for a period of 4 weeks.

2. Circumstances: a Remand Unit boy was singing and whistling
loyalist songs in a Common Room, He ignored staff requests to stop and when
asked to go to his room it is reported that he refused and became aggressive.

3.
y, and I interviewed each of these six members of staff

who were either directly involved in, or witnessed, some part of the incident.
declined to make a statement, but subsequently his Solicitor

indicated that he would be pursuing a claim for injury.

4. When it became evident that was not going to comply with staff
efforts to quieten him down other boys in the room were led to another area. Mr

and remained with attempting to quieten him down and
subsequently inviting him to go to his room. In the event they were unsuccessful and
had to restrain him when he became aggressive. By this time they had been joined by

who had been attracted by s aggressive shouting. In the process
of restraining , received a blow to the chest from a flailing elbow
and fell or was brought to the ground where he was held for a time until he
agreed to walk to his room. Whilst moving to his room he was difficult but fairly
controlled until reaching the vicinity of his room, where he again became physically
aggressive and had to be restrained. This point of the proceedings was witnessed by

When he had calmed down again was placed in his room
where he complained of pain in his shoulder.

5. Both and were examined by the nurse who recommended that
both attend a casualty department. This was quickly arranged and where both
examined, X rayed and treated.

6. The point that sustained his injury can be pin-pointed. It is less certain at
what point William Turkinglon was injured hut it would seem most likely that it
occurred when he was restrained br a second time outside his room in Copeland
corridor.

7, Observalions:

(a) is a tall, heavily built and somewhat ungainly youth. His
behaviour swings from being placid and amiable to being overtly aggressive.

(b) That the current means of restraint is to use the body weight of the largest
members of staff.
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then referred to Darren Leckeys long history
of violence and destruction stating that the boy seems
to have reached the stage where he thinks he can
vandalise with impunity.

The Board agreed that every effort thust be made to bring
a halt to the sequence of destruction and gave its full
support to the Director’s recommendation that the two
boys concerned be placed in the Y.O.C. on 5 Week Orders.

Regarding was emphatic that he
would be seeking a case conference at the Y.O.C. to
determine the future for this most unfortunate boy.

9. Snsitive Issues

(a) A Remand Unit boy aLLeged that a member of staff Th’(

made sectarian comments to him

The Director asked to carry out appropriate

enquiries and interviews and provide reports.

informed the Board that the boy had later

withdrawn the allegation. The Director went on to

state that he was concerned about the sudden

retraction and the reason for it.

The Board agreed that the situation would have to

monitored very closely.

(b) On the afternoon of Saturday 7th May 1994

, a young person remanded on a murder

charge was injured whilst being removed, having

refused to stop singing loyalist songs.

The duty nurse was called and advised hospital

treatment which diagnosed a broken collar bone, The

boy’s father who was notified of the incident

visited his son late on the evening of 7th May and

again on 8th May.

The Secretary reported that the boy’s legal

representatives had since written asking the Board

to accept liability for the personal injuries loss 5(<

and damage and to furnish substantial proposals in

respect of compensation. It was noted that the

matter had been handedover to N.I.O. (C.J.S.D.) and

the Crown Solicitor’s Office.

It was also noted that as a result of the same

incident Care Worker, was suffering

chest pains He had been accompanied to the

hospital that day by the duty nurse and is currently 3
off on sick leave.

informed the Board that the matter is

being investigated and it was noted that the Board

would be advised of the findings.
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1     seemed to have a -- it was like whether children's

2     community holidays in Northern Ireland work.  We were

3     saying actually bringing young offenders together for

4     five weeks did make a difference.  They began to see

5     each other as more alike than different.

6 Q.  Uh-huh.  Well, this -- the document that's on the

7     screen, now again it is long after your time and

8     involvement with Lisnevin, Dr Lockhart, but it

9     highlights an incident where a boy -- a remand unit boy

10     was singing and whistling loyalist songs in a common

11     room and ignored staff requests to stop.  So it is clear

12     that the staff were not tolerating any sort of --

13 A.  Uh-huh.

14 Q.  -- sectarian behaviour in Lisnevin in '94.  When asked

15     to go to his room, it is recorded that he refused and

16     became aggressive.  This report recognised that -- it

17     has got reports from various members of staff who were

18     interviewed, who were either directly involved in or

19     witnessed some part of the incident.

20         "The child himself declined to make a statement, but

21     subsequently his solicitor indicated that he would be

22     pursuing a claim for injury.  When it became evident

23     that he was not going to comply with staff efforts to

24     quieten him down, other boys in the room were led to

25     another area.  Two members of staff remained with him
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1 Q.  You were explaining to me that LN29, when he was on, he

2     was just one of those people that -- perhaps I describe

3     them as low on the ground.  He created a nice

4     atmosphere.  I was a guy that was trusted and was able

5     to talk to you --

6 A.  Yes.

7 Q.  -- and find ways to solve issues before they got out of

8     hand.

9 A.  Uh-huh.  Yes.  That would be exactly right.  He -- in

10     comparison to other staff where the other staff would

11     have been kind of goading us and making fun of us and

12     stuff like that there, he wouldn't.  He was very easy to

13     get along with, and if any issues did arise, he kind of

14     just had a way of sorting them out very quickly and

15     calmly and easily.

16 Q.  What happens then is you are taken to the police station

17     and interviewed about it and then --

18 A.  Uh-huh.

19 Q.  -- you are taken to court and you are remanded to the

20     YOC.  Just so I give the Panel -- if we look at 21415,

21     I was saying to you that there's a Board of Management

22     for Lisnevin.  It would receive information and consider

23     particular matters.  So this particular incident is

24     recorded in -- being looked at by the Board of

25     Management.  The Panel have the record and can see what
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(12) a former pupil died on Januarl 1990 H’ han
been watiro fo a heart and lurs transpant. The norhei of

died dirirs ore roath.
WLIefio1d taf attended the funera a.

PUPIo
,0

rafon doyle, a toy n the Special nit nas direcred fZs acliitorto ace the toaro for personal injuries uata1ned icr g eiyht trairir
A sum f 2(500 has been paid to an a pupil, Norsar, ]liott, trwrcngfo detention Habeas Corpus)

3. Ju3,aLuii leia.L Cult) soi c±to’. requested a nedi al reportfollowing allegations by tte bo that he nad been assaultec by astaff neaber in July L990.

riot’ PPTT

/

B. WHITEFIELD SOUSE

1. ‘CIDEST TM CDT WOBKShOP

I On 11 October 1990. Ciaran Dunlop, pupil, fractured his arm on a lathe

The Board heard that Ciaran, the only pupil in the workshop at the tis,
switched on a lathe without permission while the teacher was behind a
windowed partition cutting wood on a circular saw.
Safety Procedures in the CDT Workshop have since been reviewed.

C)

c. Three members of staff were issued with “Verbal Warnings” for Poor

Conduct as outlined in the Board’s DiscipilnarY Procedures. o

appeals were lodged.

d An investigation was carried out in response to allegations of

physical assault, by a member of staff, on a boy. Reports had

indicated that the allegations were uniounded.

1
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ACCOMMODATION

6.5 Special Unit boys are accommodated on the first floor of
the main building. The unit is approached from a staircase
which leads on to a landing in the middle of which there is
a glasssided office. This is the nerve centre for the
school security system and must be manned by one of the
residential social work staff during school hours and by a
night supervisor after bedtime, To the right and left of
the staircase 2 wings extend outwards. These contain 15
and 16 single bedrooms respectively and each wing has an
ablutions area with toilet and showers,

6.6 The Special Unit boys sleep in the smaller of the 2 wings.
When the bedrooms are occupied the doors are locked but
staff can keep the boys under observation through “viewing
panels’. There are narrow slit windows on the exterior
walls of each room which provide daylight and ventilation.
All of the rooms have a call button which can he used to
get attention from the staff. A recently finished
programme of interior painting leant a pleasant effect to
the rooms. The boys are not permitted to keep personal
effects there or to place posters, pictures, etc on the
walls, After careful consideration, and bearing in mind
that Special Unit boys can spend some considerable time in
Lisnevin, the Inspectors concluded that this rule should be
relaxed. Therefore it is recommended that the boys
should be allowed, within reason, to personalise their
rooms so as to improve their living environment.

6.7 The only two pieces of furniture in the bedrooms are a
cuboid, which can be used as a chair or table, and a bed.
The latter is a reinforced mattress which rests on the
floor without a supporting frame. Sheets and duvets are
provided. The floor is covered with vinyl tiles. As there
are no wardrobes or cupboards, the boy’s day clothing has
to be placed on the corridor floor, outside of their
bedrooms, during the night. Lisnevin management pointed
out that furniture and fittings were provided but had been
vandalised and on some occasions deliberately broken up.
The Inspectors recognise th difficulties but consider that
boys, held in a caring regire, should only be deprived of
normal home comforts in exceptional circumstances and even
then only for a short period of time. Therefore it is
recommended that appropriate furniture and clothing
storage space is provided.

6.8 Across the landing, on the opposite side to the staircase,
access to the day time accommodation is gained from a
rectangular corridor. There are 10 rooms leading off it
but half of these are classrooms and can only be used
during the school day. Another roorp is an office used by
the residectial social workers. This confines the boys to
a living room, a snack kitchen and servery, a small hobbies
room and a TV room during recreation periods. However,
other facilities within the Lisnevin complex ie a sports

19.
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“CONFIDENTIAL” Appendix 4A
Investigation into an incident on Saturday7 May 1994

1 This was an incident in which a Remand Unit boy sustained a broken collar bone and
a member of staff sustained an injury to his chest resulting in him being unfit for
work for a period of 4 weeks.

2. Circumstances: a Remand Unit boy was singing and whistling
loyalist songs in a Common Room, He ignored staff requests to stop and when
asked to go to his room it is reported that he refused and became aggressive.

3. I am in receipt of reports Mr
, and I interviewed each of these six members of staff

who were either directly involved in, or witnessed, some part of the incident.
declined to make a statement, but subsequently his Solicitor

indicated that he would be pursuing a claim for injury.

4. When it became evident that was not going to comply with staff
efforts to quieten him down other boys in the room were led to another area. Mr

and remained with attempting to quieten him down and
subsequently inviting him to go to his room. In the event they were unsuccessful and
had to restrain him when he became aggressive. By this time they had been joined by

who had been attracted by aggressive shouting. In the process
of restraining received a blow to the chest from a flailing elbow
and fell or was brought to the ground where he was held for a time until he
agreed to walk to his room. Whilst moving to his room he was difficult but fairly
controlled until reaching the vicinity of his room, where he again became physically
aggressive and had to be restrained. This point of the proceedings was witnessed by

When he had calmed down again was placed in his room
where he complained of pain in his shoulder.

5. Both and were examined by the nurse who recommended that
both attend a casualty department. This was quickly arranged and where both
examined, X rayed and treated.

6. The point that sustained his injury can be pin-pointed. It is less certain at
what point was injured hut it would seem most likely that it
occurred when he was restrained br a second time outside his room in Copeland
corridor.

7, Observalions:

(a) is a tall, heavily built and somewhat ungainly youth. His
behaviour swings from being placid and amiable to being overtly aggressive.

(b) That the current means of restraint is to use the body weight of the largest
members of staff.
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Assessment on arrival 

19. On arrival, a fairly comprehensive assessment process began. This included 
developing a social profile of the young person and their family. The main 
responsibility for this fell to a senior social worker, seconded from one of the local 
Health and Social Services Boards. There was then an educational assessment 
carried out by the teachers and a fairly detailed psychological assessment carried 
out by the psychologists. These various reports were then collated and discussed 
at a multi-disciplinary case conference. From this a final recommendation was 
made to the courts. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the courts found these 
reports very helpful. One finding to emerge was that after several years of 
operation, the Assessment Unit at Lisnevin was recommending that some 80 
percent of the boys should receive a community disposal on return to court. This 
was in stark contrast to the reception units at both Rathgael and St Patrick’s who, 
after conducting their assessments, recommended that around 80 per cent of 
boys should receive a Training School Order. This finding ultimately led the NIO 
to close the Assessment Unit at Lisnevin and set up a day assessment unit at 
Whitefield House in Belfast. The Assessment Unit staff at Lisnevin moved to 
Whitefield, leaving Lisnevin operating for a period as solely a Special Unit for 
approximately two years. 

 
Medical and dental care 

20. Lisnevin had a fully equipped medical room of three nurses, and usually at least 
one was on duty between the hours of 9am and 9pm each day. They could deal 
with minor medical complaints and ailments. They would have also inspected all 
boys on arrival and after they returned from weekend or other leave. They would 
have noted any bruises or other evidence of injury on any part of the body. In 
addition, a local GP acted as medical officer. He would have visited at least once 
per week or otherwise on demand. Boys would have had full medicals, especially 
on arrival. In emergency situations, boys would have been taken to the Accident 
and Emergency Unit in Ards Hospital12. 

21. There was also a full dental room. An outside dentist visited on a weekly basis 13. 
All boys admitted to Lisnevin would have a dental inspection and were given 
treatment, as required, when there. I remember it being noted that many boys’ 
teeth were in a poor state when they arrived but in a much better state when they 
left. 

Food and clothing 

22. All boys were provided with clothing on arrival by the institution. This was of quite 
good quality. It consisted of jeans, checked shirt, pullover, suede boots, etc. and 

                                                 
12

 Exhibit 9 - Incident report -  taken to hospital for an x-ray on 1974 
13

 Exhibit 10 - Examples of  Medical & Psychiatric Care 
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1     Northern Ireland Executive about -- or Government about

2     three areas: an apology, a memorial or some other means

3     of redress.  We ask each witness whether there is

4     anything they want to say to assist the Panel's thinking

5     about those issues.  Some people do; some people don't.

6     Is there anything you would like to say to the Panel

7     about that?

8 A.  No, I have nothing to add.

9 Q.  You leave it up to them to sort out?

10 A.  Yes.  Thank you.

11 Q.  Then the last question, HIA138, that we ask each witness

12     is whether there is anything else -- we are looking at

13     your time in Lisnevin -- if there is anything else about

14     Lisnevin that maybe I have not covered accurately --

15 A.  Uh-huh.

16 Q.  -- or have not summarised correctly or we haven't

17     touched on that you want to bring to the Panel's

18     attention.  Is there anything else that you want to

19     mention?

20 A.  No.  There is just one thing is that how accurately all

21     the small issues in relation to my healthcare with the

22     acne and the upset stomach, but there is nothing to any

23     of the injuries to my face when I was taken to the

24     segregation unit, you know, because there always was,

25     like.  There was always blood, you know.
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1     would have been refurbished over the years.

2 Q.  Yes.  Well, one night anyway you sustained a burn on the

3     back of your arm, because you were sleeping right up

4     against the heating pipes.

5 A.  Yes.

6 Q.  You still have a scar you say as a result of that.

7 A.  Yes.

8 Q.  Now you say you remember pointing it out to the staff at

9     the time, but they just laughed it off and you didn't

10     get any medical treatment.

11 A.  Yes.  I think -- I think it wasn't until the changeover

12     of staff later on that day before they actually took it

13     serious.  It actually -- it was actually weeping and my

14     tee shirt at the time was actually sticking to it, so it

15     was.

16 Q.  So you then did get some medical treatment later on?

17 A.  Yes.  Later on -- later on that day, yes.

18 Q.  And you say you were only allowed to shower every two

19     days.  You were told to strip in your room and:

20         "The only towel we were given was a hand towel.  We

21     were required to walk from our room to the shower with

22     only this small towel while passing female members of

23     staff and we had to hold our hand out to ask for a small

24     amount of shampoo, which was dispensed straight into our

25     hand.  Once we were finished we had to use the hand
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like, although most of these corridor doors remained unlocked when Lisnevin 
took the building over. It was still a very secure building. Most windows were 
narrow slits with bars and very few of the windows looked out to the outside 
world. Most, in my memory, looked into internal courtyards. Toilets and ablutions 
were very Spartan. They afforded little privacy, with toilet doors being only half 
the normal height. The boys had separate single rooms in wings off the main 
floors. At first Lisnevin used only the top floor of the building for sleeping, 
education and recreational purposes. They did eat downstairs, where the kitchen 
and main dining room was. There was a punishment block (sometimes referred 
to as “Scrabo"), with, in my memory, 6 single cells and a small office. It was in a 
very isolated part of the building on the ground floor. I choose to locate my office 
in the punishment block because it was quiet. At first the punishment cells were 
used solely for storage purposes. But within a year all the cells were brought 
back into use for punishment and isolation purposes. 

 
Staffing issues at Millisle 

56. The bulk of the staff working in Newtownards made the move to Millisle. The 
staffing complement remained much the same. One unusual feature of Lisnevin 
was that each summer the bulk of the staff went on annual summer leave – this 
applied particularly to the teachers who wanted normal teaching holidays. School 
was thus suspended during July and August. Care staff also went on leave during 
this period. This meant that instead of a staff of 8 care and teaching staff (plus 
senior assistant in charge of team) only around two of the permanent staff were 
on duty on each shift. The rest of the team was made up of temporary staff 
employed for the summer. Most of these were students on holiday from their 
courses but some were local people. They received no induction training. This 
caused incredible disruption and could be a very unsettled period. Temporary 
staff were expected to look after and amuse some of the most disturbed children 
in Northern Ireland. It is my view that it did not work. 

57. I remember one summer, soon after Lisnevin moved to Millisle, some of the boys 
persuaded a young female student to take them out to play within the secure 
grounds. They suggested playing hide and seek and she agreed. Within a few 
minutes they had disappeared. They had climbed on to the roof of the main 
building. They then made their way to the roof above the gatehouse. Fortunately, 
the gate man heard noises on the roof and raised the alarm. The boys then 
refused to come down. The Millisle site was shared with prison officers’ families. 
They came over and became taunting observers. Some of them alerted 
Downtown Radio as to what was going on. They sent a reporter and the whole 
event started to have live radio coverage. The Principal, Dermot Purdy, tried to 
coax the boys down. Eventually he put a ladder against the wall and tried to climb 
up to them. They let him get near the top and then pushed out the ladder – 
leaving him stranded in a precarious position. The incident ended when the boys 
became bored and agreed to come down.  
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in the tuck shop. Boys cannot accumulate money in this way
as it is transferred to their savings accounts at the end
of each week.

StNCTIONS

6.21 Staff may deduct marks from boys rho they consider to be
guilty of minor dismeanours. However if a boy fails to
respond further sanctions may be applied. The following
guidelines were drawn up by management to ensure that staff
take a consistent approach to inappropriate behaviour:

LEVEL (1) - MINOR MISDEflANOURS

i. giving cheek to staff;

ii taunting other boys;

iii. non—co—operation

Sanction — loss of marks.

LEVEL (2)

Should reasonable warnings be insufficient to curb the
above misbehaviours then:—

Sanction removal from class/activity resulting in 24
hours in own room or Punishment Block if the boy does not
settle.

LEVEL(3)

i. fighting/bullying in class/activity;

ii. leaving classroom/group/area/activity without
permission;

24,
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1 Q.  So it was senior management approving what happened

2     after it had happened.  Is that right?

3 A.  Well, in my view yes, because those people who removed

4     him were actually at the scene whereas the senior

5     management probably was not at the scene before the

6     incident happened.

7 Q.  Was it any different in your time in Kiltonga?  Did the

8     same thing happen?

9 A.  Well, Kiltonga -- Kiltonga was unique, because

10     separations -- I can't hardly remember a separation in

11     my four years there.

12 Q.  Do I take from that that there were more separations in

13     Millisle --

14 A.  Yes.

15 Q.  -- than there were in Kiltonga?

16 A.  That's right, sir, yes.

17 Q.  And the length of time the boys would stay in the

18     separation unit in Millisle, you said that, if

19     I remember correctly, it would never have been as long

20     four days; at the very most two days.

21 A.  Not -- that's what I can remember about it.

22 Q.  But were there boys in there for short periods of time,

23     let's say fifteen minutes, an hour, something like that?

24 A.  Without any doubt, yes.  If the calming down happened

25     within that time, they were reintegrated in with the
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1     group again.

2 Q.  I know it's a long time ago and it's probably not

3     entirely a fair question to ask, but can you give us

4     an impression of the balance between short periods of

5     time in the separation unit in Millisle compared to

6     longer periods of up to a couple of days?  Would the

7     couple of days have happened as often as the short

8     periods or what way would it have -- would it have been

9     in terms of numbers?

10 A.  I would have said it was probably quite equal, because

11     the long-term two days or so would have been for a very,

12     very serious incident.  The other time might have been

13     for a calming down for fifteen, twenty minutes, half

14     an hour, just for a calming down to take him away from

15     the group in case there was other incidents happened.

16 Q.  Yes.  I just want to make sure there is no

17     misunderstanding here.  If we look at the total number

18     of times boys went into the separation unit, are you

19     saying that roughly half of them would have been for

20     long periods of up to two days --

21 A.  No, I wouldn't say that, no.

22 Q.  -- and half just for a few minutes at a time?

23 A.  No.  I wouldn't have said it was 50:50.

24 Q.  Can you give us an idea of the breakdown?

25 A.  I would have said it would have been the other way, more
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1     the other way, sort of maybe 70:30 short term.

2 Q.  Yes.  So definitely more admissions to the separation

3     unit in Millisle were for short periods of -- what are

4     we talking about -- up to an hour on average or less

5     than that?

6 A.  Well, it could be up to an hour or maybe slightly less.

7 Q.  Yes, and then maybe 30% would be for quite long periods.

8 A.  Well, quite long in my estimation would have been two

9     days.

10 Q.  And would the longer spells in that unit have generally

11     been two days or would they have been, let's say,

12     a morning or overnight or what?

13 A.  Yes.  It could have been either morning, afternoon,

14     evening, just overnight.  It could have been either or

15     both or whatever, just -- sometimes when they went to

16     the separation unit, they were quite rowdy and they

17     didn't want to come out sometimes, and that's where

18     I felt when I said in my statement they saw it as

19     a badge of honour.  "Oh, I was in the separation unit

20     for a day.  I was in -- you were only in it ten minutes.

21     I was down there for a day or a day and a half" or

22     whatever.  So in that case I would say they wore it as

23     a badge of honour being there more than their friends.

24 Q.  To show that they were a hard man sort of thing?

25 A.  Exactly right, yes.
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1     problem coming and defending my response to you today.

2 Q.  Thank you very much, LN25.  The Panel may have some

3     questions for you.

4 A.  Okay.

5                   Questions from THE PANEL

6 CHAIRMAN:  LN25, can I just ask you about the way in which

7     the young people were put in the block or the separation

8     unit in Millisle, not in Kiltonga but in Millisle?

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  As I understand what you have described to us, the

11     decision, if it was made, would always have to be

12     approved by senior management.  Is that right?

13 A.  Yes.  If two care staff or teaching staff, whatever, had

14     to remove a young person at a particular point when he

15     was out of control, they would have completed the

16     removal, but they would have had to inform senior staff

17     immediately of what had happened, and then the senior

18     staff would have appointed somebody to be present in the

19     office in that particular unit to look after the young

20     person's needs.

21 Q.  But was it the position that decisions were taken by

22     senior management that a young boy would have to be put

23     in the separation unit and then he was physically moved

24     into it afterwards?

25 A.  Not that I can recall, no.
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might have been left unmonitored, and might have had to continually press a buzzer 

to summon assistance to get to the toilet, for example, or could be ignored. That 

was not his experience, although it is fair to point out that LN 25 and Dr. Lockhart 

would have not worked for very long together at the Millisle site. Instead, LN 25 

recalled that, “…whoever was manager on the shift at the time had to allocate a 

member of staff to sit in the office, which was at the end of that separation unit.” 

(transcript day 162, at page 91, line 12).  

535. LN 25 was invited through questions by the Chairman to expand upon his 

recollection of the procedures applicable to the use of the separation unit at Millisle: 

“If two care staff or teaching staff, whatever, had to remove a young person at a 

particular point when he was out of control, they would have completed the 

removal, but they would have had to inform senior staff immediately of what had 

happened, and then the senior staff would have appointed somebody to be present 

in the office in that particular unit to look after the young person's needs.” (Day 162, 

page 113, line 113). 

536. LN 25 was not specifically asked to address the concerns raised by SSI in relation 

to the use of a tariff approach to separation in or about 1993. 

537. LN 25 could not recall senior staff approving the use of the separation unit for a boy 

in advance of his removal there; the tendency was for a volatile incident to happen, 

leading care staff or teaching staff to decide that removal to the separation unit was 

appropriate, followed by a report to senior staff, and approval of the use of the 

separation unit, or not, as the case may be (Day 162, page 114).  

538. LN 25 went on to give helpful estimations of the duration of stays in the separation 

unit. He explained that 70% of the removals to the separation unit would be for 

short periods, ranging from a matter of minutes and up to an hour. It was only in 

30% of the cases that separation lasted for any longer and in these more extreme 

cases the boy might be separated for a morning or an afternoon, sometimes 

overnight and on rare occasions for up to two days (Day 162, pages 115-116).   

539. LN 25 was referred to HIA 418’s allegation that he had been placed in the 

separation unit up to 15 times. LN 25, who was familiar with HIA 418 at the relevant 

time, seemed to regard this as an exaggeration, and stated that in all his time in 

Lisnevin he could not recall any boy being removed that number of times, although 

10 December 2015 107 
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1     a way as possible, but it wasn't -- looking back,

2     putting somebody in a single room which was pretty

3     spartan wasn't particularly humane, but it was the only

4     thing that was available at the time.

5 Q.  Yes, and you have described how there were compensating

6     mechanism adopted --

7 A.  That's correct.

8 Q.  -- to mitigate the effect of that, such as allowing him

9     to stay up later and decorated more as his own room.

10 A.  That's right.

11 Q.  Does it follow from that -- it may seem a rather obvious

12     point to make -- that in an ideal situation if there had

13     been a single bedroom, that would have been where he

14     would have been put?

15 A.  Absolutely.  Absolutely, yes.

16 Q.  But just because the nature of the building was such

17     that it wasn't designed with that in mind?

18 A.  That's exactly right.  I think the fears were that if he

19     was in a dormitory, then there was a danger of

20     significant violence usually against somebody else

21     rather than to him.

22 Q.  Yes.  Well, that's all I want to ask you, Dr Lockhart,

23     but I'm sure my colleagues have some questions for you.

24 MS DOHERTY:  Thanks very much.  That has been very helpful

25     and your statement.  Can I just ask, doctor, was there
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1     was kept in a single room often.

2 A.  I couldn't verify twenty months, but I know that he --

3     it was the norm for at least part of his time in

4     Lisnevin to sleep in a single room in the isolation

5     block.  That was primarily because of his behaviour with

6     the other boys in the dormitory situation, where he been

7     known to assault others and so on.  So it was primarily

8     for the safety of the other youngsters.  He -- sorry.

9     Go ahead.

10 Q.  You also mentioned to me that in a compensation for the

11     fact that he was isolated in this way he was allowed up

12     later at night.

13 A.  Yes.  There would have been things like that.  Where the

14     others might have gone to bed at 9 o'clock, he would

15     have been allowed to stay up to 10 o'clock.  So it was

16     very much a sleeping situation.  He was also given

17     various paints and so on so he could paint his own

18     murals, because let's face it.  It was a cell and a very

19     small cell at that. with poor windows and so on.  So as

20     a compensation again so he could paint his own -- so it

21     became his room effectively, not as a room -- he wasn't

22     put in a different room every night or anything like

23     that.  It was a degree of personalisation allowed in

24     that.

25 Q.  There's another document at LSN1328, which I think is
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indicate that HIA 94 was confined to the “single room” for up to a day, usually for no 

more than a few hours at a time with the shortest recorded confinement being for 10 

minutes. 

523. The Department accepts that the evidence shows that HIA 94 spent a considerable 

period of time separated from his peers, particularly at night. However, for the 

reasons articulated by Dr. Lockhart, this was a clear and deliberate strategy, 

designed to protect other boys from the threat which HIA 94 frequently posed. The 

treatment of HIA 94 was entirely justified. He appears not to realise or be prepared 

to admit that he posed a significant problem of control and management for the staff 

at that time, and represented a danger to his fellow residents.   

524. It is clear that another of the applicants who has complained about the use of the 

punishment block, also posed significant control issues for the staff at Lisnevin. HIA 

138 has suggested that he was always brought to the punishment block when he 

misbehaved, and that on most (90%) of the occasions when he was brought there 

he was beaten by staff en route (LSN-031, para 7). In his oral evidence on day 156 

he explained that he was always left bleeding when placed in the punishment unit, 

and that the use of restraint left him in some pain (transcript, day 156, pages 12-

13).  

525. Records show that after 2 months in Lisnevin HIA 138 was viewed by staff as 

“troublesome and disruptive” (LSN - 20788). Shortly after being admitted to Lisnevin 

he threatened a member of staff with a piece of wood, and was removed to his 

bedroom (LSN - 21437). On the 17 April 1990, night supervision reported that he 

had been removed to the separation unit for disruptive behaviour and for flooding 

his room. A decision was made, following discussion between senior staff, that HIA 

138 should “remain off the floor [that day]” (LSN - 21442). A week later HIA 138 was 

given an early night and placed on report (LSN - 21443), a sanction which was 

repeated on the 5 May (LSN - 21448) and on the 8 May (LSN - 21449). The record 

for the 27 April suggests that a decision was made that HIA 138 would be given a 

punishment of three early nights (LSN - 21446). An entry for the 11 May 1990 

suggests that HIA 138 was removed to the separation unit, having assaulted a 

fellow resident (LSN - 21541).  

526. Numerous other incidents were recorded during May and early June 1990 leading a 

member of staff to record on the 10 June that “staff reported that [HIA] 138] is 

10 December 2015 104 
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1 Q.  -- the occasions when you talk about being beaten for

2     taking away to the separation unit --

3 A.  Uh-huh.

4 Q.  -- did you generally spend a day or an overnight in the

5     separation unit?  You weren't there for weeks on end?

6     It was a --

7 A.  No, no.  Short periods of time.

8 Q.  Short periods and then you were taken back to the group

9     --

10 A.  Yes.

11 Q.  -- and your own -- your own unit.  It seems that then

12     Lisnevin report this incident to the Northern Ireland

13     Office, who ultimately at the time were responsible for

14     Lisnevin, and you are taken to the police with LN30 to

15     be interviewed for criminal damage.

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  The reference in the note to the Northern Ireland Office

18     is to -- that the two of you have destroyed lighting

19     windows.  Do you remember was it the type of -- the

20     particular type of window that lit?

21 A.  I've no idea.

22 Q.  You don't remember.  That would lead to you being

23     charged for criminal damage.  That's ultimately what

24     happened, and then there was a conviction for that.

25 A.  Uh-huh.
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1                   Questions from THE PANEL

2 CHAIRMAN:  HIA138, can I just ask you about the segregation

3     unit that you have described?

4 A.  Yes.

5 Q.  If I have understood you correctly, you found yourself

6     put in there quite a lot?

7 A.  Yes, I did, yes.

8 Q.  And when you were placed there, was it just normally

9     for, let's say, two or three hours at a time, or a short

10     period during the day, or was it always overnight or

11     what -- you know, 24 hours?  Can you give us some idea?

12 A.  I think -- I think it was always overnight.  I don't

13     think I was ever taken down in -- at one part of the day

14     and taken back up on the same -- same day.  I don't

15     think so.

16 Q.  And were you aware of others being taken to the

17     segregation unit?

18 A.  Yes, I was.

19 Q.  Was it something that happened a lot or not very

20     frequently to other boys?

21 A.  Well, yes, I remember hearing others in the segregation

22     unit, you know, because there would have been a number

23     of cells.

24 Q.  Yes.  Was it the sort of thing that was talked about

25     amongst the boys afterwards, "You are in there again
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1     I see", or something like that?

2 A.  Not really, no.  Not that I can remember.  I'm not too

3     sure.

4 Q.  Thank you very much.

5 A.  Okay.

6 MS DOHERTY:  Thanks very much.  Can I just ask about food

7     and drink when you were in the segregation?  Did you get

8     access?

9 A.  I remembered the LN29, because you were in the

10     segregation unit, you weren't allowed to smoke and at

11     that time I smoked, and he used to bring me round little

12     cigars, you know, just as a little -- as a little treat,

13     you know, and food and drink, no, I don't think it was

14     an issue.  I think we were -- we were -- we were ...

15 Q.  You were given food and drink.

16 A.  I think so.

17 Q.  And access to the toilet and things?  You were allowed?

18 A.  I think so, yes.  I think so.

19 Q.  Can I just ask: you were talking about your room in the

20     main block.

21 A.  Yes.

22 Q.  You talked about a mattress and a cube.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  What's the cube?

25 A.  The cube, I don't know what purpose it served.  It just
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Children and Young Persons Act (Northern Ireland) 1968 

(Section 51 -Form 9) .., 

WARRANT OF COMMITMENT TO REMAND HOME: 

~ ' ~~JJv:; I.Jv.. Petty Sessions District of 

~\)-__ ).~\: t{ ~ ~.vC. 
~_e__...__,__J\_,o~ CA..-<c-L ~ Complainant 

County Court Division of ~L"' 

This is to command you, to whom this warrant is addressed, to convey the defendant to such 

Remand Home as the Secretary of State shall determine, there to be kept in custody by the person 

in charge thereof, unless he shall be bailed in the meantime, until the above date when you shall 

produce the defendant to the said Court. 

~ttrt-ffeemme-ndS-thaLthe-defendant,-being_~ung-person,-be-detained-in-. 

secuu-ac--<~mmnGdatiml..]_. 

And for this the present warrant shall be a sufficient authority to all whom it concern. 

Dated this ·J-S 
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becoming unmanageable” (LSN - 21459). That night, HIA 138 barricaded himself 

into his room, and proceeded to destroy lighting and windows. He was placed in the 

punishment block (LSN - 21460) and was later charged with causing criminal 

damage (LSN - 20782). Given the difficulties that he was presenting, management 

in Lisnevin in conjunction with the NIO, refused an application made by his solicitor 

on his behalf to transfer him to St Patrick’s (LSN - 20800).   

527. The records available to the Inquiry demonstrate that HIA 138 was frequently 

aggressive, violent or disruptive. It would appear that different techniques were 

adopted to try to control his behaviour including talking to him (LSN - 21446), 

putting him on report, and putting him in his room or to bed early. On only four 

occasions was he placed in the separation unit or punishment block (LSN 21463 - 

21466). There is no record of him sustaining any injury in association with his 

transfer to the punishment block. In his evidence HIA 138 indicated that he was 

never detained in the punishment block for long periods of time - he described it as 

“short periods of time” (transcript, day 156, page 23). 

528. HIA 418 has complained that he was regularly placed in the punishment block 

during his time in Lisnevin. He asserted that he was placed there 10-15 times, and 

that during such times he would be given very little to eat or drink (LSN - 026, para 

5 and 6). 

529. The records available for HIA 418 are very comprehensive. There is a problem of 

interpretation because of the similarity between his name and that of another boy 

who was in Lisnevin at the time (LSN - 21186). However, upon our consideration of 

these records - and there are numerous entries and some problems of legibility - it 

appears to be the case that HIA 418 was the subject of separation on quite a few 

occasions. That said, none of the entries suggest that he was ever brought to the 

punishment block. The entries indicate that he was instead placed in his bedroom 

(see LSN - 21189, 21192, 21196, 21205, 21206). Other entries refer to him being 

required to go to bed early (LSN - 21190, 21232, 21239), or being removed from 

class (LSN - 21206). There is an ambiguous entry which refers to him being 

“removed from group” but the entry does not record that he was placed in the 

punishment block. 
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1 Q.  No, I understand that.  I was looking at it more from

2     the point of view of how the boy in question would have

3     perceived it at the time.  If the room was used or

4     constructed as a punishment room, so to speak --

5 A.  Yes.  I think they would have --

6 Q.  -- might it be they may have seen it --

7 A.  -- they would have seen it as punishment more than as a

8     -- as a control mechanism.

9 Q.  Was that because there weren't any other rooms that

10     could be used for that purpose?

11 A.  Yes, yes.

12 Q.  And were those decisions taken by the staff on the spot

13     or did they have to be approved by a member of senior

14     staff at Kiltonga?

15 A.  I would have -- yes.  I would have thought the immediate

16     -- and this is going from memory -- would have been

17     taken by staff on the spot, but they very quickly would

18     have got the sanction and they would have let the senior

19     staff know very quickly, and that would have been better

20     managed than it was whenever it moved down to Millisle.

21 Q.  So if one may contrast the two for the moment before we

22     turn to Millisle, is it a fair summary to say that

23     although you may have felt that up to four days was very

24     long, the way in which the process was managed and dealt

25     with in your view was a more acceptable way of dealing
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1     that there was a lack of grip or a lack of exercised

2     authority and therefore this practice became more common

3     and perhaps unchecked.

4 A.  I think that's right.

5 Q.  Were the periods of time that the boys were in isolation

6     in Millisle, were they cumulatively greater?  Were they

7     more frequently resorted to as a punishment in your

8     opinion?

9 A.  I got the impression that they happened more often but

10     perhaps for shorter periods.  So the other -- in

11     Lisnevin in Newtownards it was more organised and

12     systemised, so that youngsters would have known if they

13     were being isolated for absconding, how long they were

14     likely to be there and so on, whereas it was much --

15     I think it was actually probably more of a control

16     mechanism than a punishment mechanism in Millisle --

17 Q.  I see.

18 A.  -- if you understand what I mean.  So it was a way of

19     managing a difficult situation, but could result in

20     somebody being isolated for quite a while.

21 Q.  Well, you anticipated the question I was going to ask

22     you.

23 A.  Uh-huh.

24 Q.  Then if we look at a particular example which you have

25     been asked about, and that's the person who we refer to
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1     with it --

2 A.  Yes.

3 Q.  -- in that the initial decision had to be approved

4     quickly by somebody at a more senior level?

5 A.  That's right.

6 Q.  Then when we turn to Millisle, the impression I have is

7     from what you have said that that was very clearly not

8     the case, that there was not that degree of validation

9     or approval by senior staff --

10 A.  That --

11 Q.  -- to a degree.

12 A.  -- that was my memory.  I know there were occasions when

13     I complained to the senior staff about the over-use and

14     would not have found -- how would I put this -- they

15     weren't -- they weren't taking a lead and not taking --

16     you know, they would have said, "Oh, yes, we agree with

17     you", but then there was no significant action taken to

18     stop that happening, and I do think that there was some

19     failure of leadership at that time.

20 Q.  That would suggest a rather laissez faire attitude on

21     the part of the more senior staff.

22 A.  I think a loss of morale and that they just -- health

23     and other things seemed to be affecting them and they --

24     I don't in any way see them as bad people or --

25 Q.  No, no, I am not suggesting that, but it does indicate
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StNCTIONS

6.21 Staff may deduct marks from boys rho they consider to be
guilty of minor dismeanours. However if a boy fails to
respond further sanctions may be applied. The following
guidelines were drawn up by management to ensure that staff
take a consistent approach to inappropriate behaviour:

LEVEL (1) - MINOR MISDEflANOURS

i. giving cheek to staff;

ii taunting other boys;

iii. non—co—operation

Sanction — loss of marks.

LEVEL (2)

Should reasonable warnings be insufficient to curb the
above misbehaviours then:—

Sanction removal from class/activity resulting in 24
hours in own room or Punishment Block if the boy does not
settle.

LEVEL(3)

i. fighting/bullying in class/activity;

ii. leaving classroom/group/area/activity without
permission;

24,
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ii. attempting t-o start a riot;

,trrrptjnZ to start a F’re;

iv niuse 31 fire alarms/phone system.

Sanction immediate removal to punihment block for 96
hours iunimum

NOTh

i the aformentioned list is by no means a definitive
one,

ii.., all other school rules/regulations/punishments/
privileges apply at all times;

iii. details of all removals will be recorded and left
with staff timetabled to cover duty office.

6.22 Rule 39(d) of the Training School Rules provides that
separation from other pupils shall only be used in
exceptional cases and specifies conditions which snould
pertain when a boy is removed from association with the
group. One of these (para (d)(v)) states that when
separation ‘is to be continued for more than 24 hours, the
written consent of a member of the Board of Management
shall be obtained and the circumstances reported to the
Ministry” The Inspectors found that in drawing up the
behaviourial guidelines set out in paragraph 6.21 above,
the Lisnevin Management appear to have overlooked Rule 39
which, although made in 1952, is still extant Furthermore
from the records held in the Special Unit, it was apparent
that separatior of boys for periods of more than 24 hours
occurs frequenty. For example in one case a boy spent 2
periods in the punishment block ie 82 hours and 72 hours
(l54 hours), which were only separated by a 14 hour span,
most of which he spent locked in his own bedroom.
Therefore it is recounnended that management’s
guidelines to staff are reviewed to take account of the
Training School Rules.

6.23 Presently, outside of the normai bedtime hours, boys can
spend time in separation (a) in the punishment block,

25.
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NtITRITIONAL TIME OP TAST TI1E O AVMLABXUTY OP)EEDS MEAL NEXT MEAL SNACKS

Sandwicbes, scones and fresh fruit were available fortaken at 2D3O hours, The SRSW indicated that accesstimes during- a 2 week period.

GENERAL

a snack supper to be
to the tuck shop is S

Did the Inspector speak with any of the young people? How many wereseen, what was discussed?

I spoke in private with the young- person most recently arrived in theremand unit. He had been in the unit for 2 days having been releasedon bail after spending 2 days in the unit during February. At 16 hehas no previous experience of the criminal juetice system. I got aclear impression that he is likely to behave himself because of thesanctions presently applied to misbehaviour. Nevertheless lie had nocomplaint to make about his personal treatment in the unit.
General conversation with 3 other young people in the same area gavethe impression that they accept the limitation of life in the unit asthe inevitable result of getting into trouble with the law,

2. Were any oomplaints made by yaung people to the Inspector?
The majority of young people were aware of who I was and generallywhy t was there They knew that they could choose to speak with mebut none took the opportunity to complain about anything.

3,. Comment on the atmophare in the unit and the lsvelfquality ointeraction between staff and the young people.
Throughout the time I was in the unit all young people were engagedin some form of leisure activity. There was a healthy buzz ofconversation arid no obvious wall flowers. Staff were involved withsmall groups of young people and most members of staff at some stagewere actively participating in the activities.

4. Did anything untoward coma to notice during the visit? What actionwas taken?

The one issue of concern which come to light during the visit was theintroduction of standard sanctions related to separation from thegroup. These standard sanctions allow for automatic removal from thegroup with specific transgressions equalling so many hours separationfrom the group. The notion that removal from the group should be theexception and even then for the shortest possible periods seems tohave been replaced with removals which can in some instances be thelongest allowed under the Training School Rules dating back to 1952.It is of interest that the standard sanctions applied in the RemandUnit are much heavier than those applied in the Special Unit. Thesanctioning of separation from the group now seems to rest at SRSWlevel whereas formerly anything but short separations requiredconsideration by and the signature of a member of senior management.
I brought the issue f standard sanctions to the attention of thesenior member of staff on duty and indicated that I would be making aconsidered conmient about this in the report of the viSit,
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discuss the question of control, discipline and staffmg jointly with MO and SSI It

is recommended that an early opportunity be found to discuss these issues.

24 Rule 46 Arrangements for Aftercare

At the time of the inspection the aftercare arrangements for the school were being

provided by 1½ social workers, These included a full-time Courts Community Care

Officer and one of the residential social workers who was working half-time in the

aftercare department. Before this inspection the Deputy Director had requested an

evaluation of the work of the aftercare department to be undertaken by SSI

Discussions with the Deputy Director revealed that, because of the present critical

staffmg situation he proposed to withdraw the part-time residential social worker from

aftercare and allocate her fully to residential care, In the circumstances the case for

the additional aftercare officer was deferred as, irrespective of the outcome of any

evaluation, the fmancial position would not permit the appointment of additional staff

It was agreed that the Courts Community Officer would keep a detailed record of her

workload, court appearances, travelling time etc for the next 3 months with a view
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5. the case of secure accommodation were any young people boing hsldin separation at the time of the viait?

No young person was in separation at the time of my vi5±t. it wasnoted that some record sheets of separations during the past monthwere for up to 12 hours none of which had been signed by a member ofsenior management,

6 CONCLUXONS/RECONDATXONS

Whilst members of staff on duty were adequate 4 of the 7 staff onduty in the Remand Unit were relatively inexperienced casual staffSThe staffing position in the Special Unit was similar. Casual staffco not have keys to enable them to access as keynsn which is adistraction from the important task of managing the Unit at itsbusiest time Nigh proportions of casual staff can also limit therange of activities available and therefore the choices of hw youngpeople will occupy themselves during long periods of aasociation
it is recognised that senior management has been depleted and hasbeen under pressure because of the prolonged absence of the Director,
Less that the desired strength of staffing in the units together withmanagement under pressure must make the task of applying modernstandards of care very difficult particularly in the Remand Unitwhere numbers are high. It is understandable that a depletedmanagement which does not have the kind of staffing to manage thebehaviour of a large group of delinquent youth responds by allowingthe use of standard sanctions as a means of control. Howeverincreased sanctions in the hands of unskilled staff does not seem tobe the best recipe for ensuring the best possible care of youngpeople who quite naturally do not want to be where they are and whowill misbehave from time to time.

SSI is willing to offer assistance to the management of I4snevin infinding solutions to control problems which do not undermine thestandards of care to which Iisnevin has aspired,

SXGNATUR

___________________

cc C(SSt)
ACX (SsI)
C3SD
Director of Facility
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Recreational Visits and Letters

26. The arrangements for visits by parents and friends remains unchanged with Sundayafternoon being the main visiting time Mail for the young people is still censored.Occasionally boys in the Special Unit are taken on off-campus trips and recently theyhave spent tune at the Runkerry Centre. No such arrangements are possible forremandees.

Disdpline and Punishment

27. There have been no changes in the arrangements for disciphne and punishment.Sanctions, such as removal from the group seem to be used as the main means ofcontrolling unacceptable behaviour. Included in the separation are early bed times,when a boy accumulates a fixed number of zeros ie he has not been able to achievea desired level of marks throughout the day No corporal punishment is or has beenused in the school for many years.

Arrangements for After Care

28. The aftercare arrangements at the school, tend to concentrate mainly 3n the needs ofthe boys in the Special Unit. However, should social work issues arise in relation toremandees. the Community/Court Officer will attend to these. In addition thisOfficer attends the court if Special Unit boys are due to appear there. TheCourt/Community Officer, who works full time in this role, is assisted by anotherresidential social worker whose time is split divided between fieldwork and residentialrequirements. The Court/Community Officer, who co-ordinates the aftercarearrangements is due to go on maternity leave soon and will not resume until later thisyear. Plans are in hand to provide a substitute during her absence.
Activities of the Licensing Committee

29. The Licensing Committee continues to meet under the Chairmanship ofCanon McCann. The last meeting took place on 8 November 1993 and the minuteswere signed by the Chairman on 10 January. At the November meeting the cases of18 boys were reviewed. The Secretary to the Management Board maintains a clearand comprehensive minute of the activities of this Committee.

Medical, Nursing and Dental Arrangements

30. Medical cover at the school remains unchanged. Dr Park, in addition to attending theschool regularly, carries out his full range of duties as Medical Officer. The dentist,Mrs McCullough, attends fortnightly seeing the Special Unit boys on a 6 monthlybasis. The Remand Unit boys are seen as and when neceisary during their time inLisnevin, The dentist is available to provide emergency treatment.
31. The nursing staff remain the focal point for regular treatment and arrangingexaminations, They also see all boys on admission including examination upon theirreturn from court appearances. Nursing cover at the weekends in relation to

6
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morning. One of the 4 Team Leaders was absent on sick leave on both days of the
inspection

6. Staff cover in the Remand Unit was being provided by a Team Leader, 3 full-time
and 2 permanent part-time members of staff. Cover in the Special Unit was being
provided by a Team Leader and 3 staff (one full-time and 2 on one-year contracts).7. The use of casual staff on evenings and at weekend continues. Concerns were
expressed by some of the Team Leaders about the disproportionate number of casual
staff who are on duty at weekends. The situation was highlighted in the minutes ofthe Remand Unit staff meeting held on 17 January 1994 when reference was madeto a disturbance in the dining room, 4Too many casual staff on duty together do not
seem to be aware of what is expected of them’.

8. The need to develop a core of permanent, experienced staff in Lisnevin has been
highlighted in successive SSI reports but to date the situation remaihs unchanged.
Senior Management and the Board are aware of the shortcomings of the present
staffing situation but little action has been taken to change it. Financial constraintshave been advanced as the main problem which prevents appropriate levels of trained
and experienced staff being appointed. Despite the efforts of management to bringabout improvements in practice within the school, in relation to removals, sanctionsetc unless the fundamental problem of staffing is tackled such efforts are likely tohave limited success.

Remand Unit

9. The unit is experiencing a particularly busy time at present with a total of 29 youngpeople on roll on the second day of the inspection. According to the Team Leader,despite the number of remandees and staffing levels, behaviour on the unit is good.There have been no changes in the daily routine from previous inspections. Recordsare maintained in a satisfactory manner and the log book and separation sheets are
examined daily by the Acting Director, The separation records showed that 4 boysspent time in separation on 18 January. The reasons given for removal were as
follows: -

(i) remained in own room because of a headache;
(ii) refused to rise for school after being called on 3 occasions; and
(iii) 2 boys had to remain in their rooms for three quarters of an hour followingreturn from court until they were seen by nursing staff.

10. Since 7 January 1994, 70 removals have taken place in the unit. This number maybe inflated because all absences from the group are recorded as removals, eventhough a considerable number of them are of a voluntary nature. There is a need toreview the present practice of recording voluntary removals in the school. Adequate
supervision arrangements will have to continue but thought should be given to
differentiating between voluntary and compulsory removals from the group, otherwise

2
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morning. One of the 4 Team Leaders was absent on sick leave on both days of the
inspection

6. Staff cover in the Remand Unit was being provided by a Team Leader, 3 full-time
and 2 permanent part-time members of staff. Cover in the Special Unit was being
provided by a Team Leader and 3 staff (one full-time and 2 on one-year contracts).7. The use of casual staff on evenings and at weekend continues. Concerns were
expressed by some of the Team Leaders about the disproportionate number of casual
staff who are on duty at weekends. The situation was highlighted in the minutes ofthe Remand Unit staff meeting held on 17 January 1994 when reference was madeto a disturbance in the dining room, 4Too many casual staff on duty together do not
seem to be aware of what is expected of them’.

8. The need to develop a core of permanent, experienced staff in Lisnevin has been
highlighted in successive SSI reports but to date the situation remaihs unchanged.
Senior Management and the Board are aware of the shortcomings of the present
staffing situation but little action has been taken to change it. Financial constraintshave been advanced as the main problem which prevents appropriate levels of trained
and experienced staff being appointed. Despite the efforts of management to bringabout improvements in practice within the school, in relation to removals, sanctionsetc unless the fundamental problem of staffing is tackled such efforts are likely tohave limited success.
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9. The unit is experiencing a particularly busy time at present with a total of 29 youngpeople on roll on the second day of the inspection. According to the Team Leader,despite the number of remandees and staffing levels, behaviour on the unit is good.There have been no changes in the daily routine from previous inspections. Recordsare maintained in a satisfactory manner and the log book and separation sheets are
examined daily by the Acting Director, The separation records showed that 4 boysspent time in separation on 18 January. The reasons given for removal were as
follows: -

(i) remained in own room because of a headache;
(ii) refused to rise for school after being called on 3 occasions; and
(iii) 2 boys had to remain in their rooms for three quarters of an hour followingreturn from court until they were seen by nursing staff.

10. Since 7 January 1994, 70 removals have taken place in the unit. This number maybe inflated because all absences from the group are recorded as removals, eventhough a considerable number of them are of a voluntary nature. There is a need toreview the present practice of recording voluntary removals in the school. Adequate
supervision arrangements will have to continue but thought should be given to
differentiating between voluntary and compulsory removals from the group, otherwise
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NUTRITIONAL TIME OF LAST TIME OF AVAILABILITY OFNEEDS MEAL NEXT MEAL SNACKS

GENERAL

No,

[J

6. CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS

CO4ENT:
No meals were served during the time of the visit, The menu for the day,as part of the 3-weekly cycle was produced for examination. The menureflects a good balance and variety of food. No complaints about food weremade to the Inspectors during the course of the visit.

1. Did the Inspector speak with any of the young people? How many wereseen, what wae discussed?

The 4 boys in the Special Unit were out on the playing fields with2 members of staff. The Inspectors spoke with all of the youngpeople during a kick about football session. Conversation,understandably was very general. One of the boys had just returnedfrom the Out-patients Clinic at the Ards Hospital where he had afractured thumb attended to and had a plaster applied. The plasterdid not seem to inhibit his ability to run around and take part inthe football.

2. Ware any complaints made by young people to the Inspector?
No complaints were made to Inspectors during the course of the visit.

3. Comment on the atmosphere in the unit and the level/quality ofinteraction between staff and the young people.

Although there are presently only 4 boys in the Special Unit, theInspectors perceived a relaxed attitude between them and the staff.From our discussion8 with the Senior Residential Social Worker wesensed a very positive attitude towards the Unit, with new ideas andstrategies being considered. It was said some staff feel a littleapprehensive at times (following the Easter disturbances) butgenerally staff morale is steadily improving and staff are reactingwell to the leadership qualities of the new Director.

4. Did anything untoward come to notice during the visit? What actionwas taken?

5. In the case of secure accommodation were any young people being heldin separation at the time of the visit?

None of the young people were being held in separation during thecourse of the visit. The records show that some had been removed forshort periods early in the day but the Senior Residential SocialWorker, Mrs Doudican, reported that separation appeared to be lessused now as a sanction.

This was Mr Walker’s first visit to Lisnevin. Throughout the visitwe were accompanied by Mrs Doudican, who was most helpful inassisting us with making records available, answering our queries andconducting us through the building. We also spoke with the UnitManager, Mr Wright.

We visited the dining-room and kitchen, in which much of thedisturbances took place over the Easter period. The damage has beenrepaired and this area of the school is almost fully operational.
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513. An unannounced inspection took place 6 months later, in June 1994, which 

focussed on the special unit. The inspectors spoke to LN 25, who was the unit 

manager at that time (LSN - 13908, para 6). They also spoke to the senior 

residential social worker who reported that there had been a reduction in the use of 

separation as a sanction (LSN - 13908, para 5). It is not clear from the available 

documentation whether the SSI continued to be concerned about the use of 

separation at Lisnevin.  

514. The Department accepts that what emerges from the SSI reports is that separation 

has not always been used appropriately at Lisnevin. It is acknowledged that at the 

time of the 1988 inspection, separation was used somewhat excessively, with 

insufficient regard for the conditions set out in the Training School Rules. It is 

regrettable that on some occasions separation was used for up to 96 hours, 

although this extended use of the procedure appears to have been relatively 

uncommon and only used “where behaviour has been exceptional” (LSN - 13744, 

para 7.10).  

515. While management at Lisnevin were able to reform and improve the arrangements 

associated with the use of separation following publication of the 1988 inspection 

report, the introduction of a tariff system several years later and the concomitant 

reduction in managerial involvement and oversight, was naturally a cause for 

concern. While SSI accepted that separation was operated within the terms of the 

Training School Rules, and that the tariff approach was a pragmatic and convenient 

solution to addressing volatile behaviour on the part of young persons in the face of 

staffing and supervision problems, it properly pointed out that such measures 

carried a risk that the sanction could be used inappropriately in certain 

circumstances.  

516. The Department accepts the burden of these criticisms. It is perhaps 

understandable that administrative convenience brought about the tariff approach 

so that control and order could be maintained against a backdrop of staffing issues, 

but it is acknowledged that such issues should have been capable of resolution. At 

this remove it is not possible to fully explain why those staffing issues were not 

more speedily addressed. 

517. The complaints which are before the Inquiry in relation to the use of the separation 

unit, mainly relate to the period from 1988. There are three complainants who 
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practicable, to dispense with the 48 hour—lock up. Boys
should be allowed to wear school clothes and integrated, as
soon as possible, with the group to which they have been
allocated. If it is not possible to introduce this new
policy in one step, as an interim, the boy should spend a
much reduced period in his own room and be allowed to wear
school clothing.

Care of the Individual

7.6 Basically the boys in the Remand Unit are divided into two
groups, centred on coimnon rooms one and two. As in many
institutions the daily life follows a regular fairly
structured routine. The routine in the Remand Unit has
been described in detail in Chapter 5. The boys in the
Remand Unit are well cared for, there is a good rapport
between staff and boys, although some members of staff seem
to adopt a more formal approach to the residents. As with
any group of young men, physique, temperament, attitude and
behaviour vary greatly. This means that the staff have to
be able to adopt a method of working that ensures
containment, control, management and the ability to relate
in a humane and caring way. Working with remand boys has
been described as “benign containment”. They have been
placed in security because of their behaviour, or the need
to protect them from themselves or the community and, in
thee final analysis, to present them in court. The young
people in the Remand Unit presented as a volatile group,
whose mood is capable-ef extreme swings. At the tJ.me of
the inspection steps were being taken to remove oi[e young
man; charged with attempted murder, to the Young Offenders
Centre, because of the threat that he presented. His
behaviour and demeanour was such that the plychologist
deemed him to be one of the most dangerous juveniles he had
seen in his many years of experience in the juvenile
justice arena.

7.7 The day in the Remand Unit is interspersed, at regular
intervals with periods of “rest” or lock—up. Then the unit
opened initially the policy of lock—up developed,. Some
staff felt this was necessary because of:

1. the need to control the group

2. because of inadequate levels of staffing.

Possibly the absence of Remand Rules ax{d a clear statement

of policy and practice, has resulted in a routine that the

Inspectors would question. To this end it is
recommended that senior management review the present
practice and routine of locking up throughout the day and

determine if, another policy can be I$roduced. See also
paragraph 5.8.

7.8 The Inspector had the’opportunity of having meals with the

young people and seeing them at won and play. Mostly they

were open and communicative and appeared to be well cared

29.
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7 19 Th ii ison and reporting arrangements betseen Ic chers andresidential social workers should be kept under review, soas to ensure that full infortiation on the boys educationalattainments is always available and where necessary,
attendance by individual teachers at case conferences
should be formalised. (Pir 8 6)

17.20 Management should draw to the attention of the Northern
Ireland Office some of the difficulties the cooks are
experlenLing with the cookers. (Para 9..4)

17,21 A microwave oven should be provided for the purpose of
ensuring that boys returning late from courts are provided
with a warm, tastefully presented meal. (Para 9.5).

17.22 It is recommended that a programme of health education,
especially focussed on smoking and sex education, should beintroduced within the school. (Para 10.5).

17.23 It is recommended that the frequency of visiting by Board
Members be increased to comply with Rule 10(3) of the
Training School Rules. (Para 12.2).

17,24 A formal system of monitoring, akin to that which is usedwithin the Health and Social Services Boards should be
introduced. (Para 12.4).

17.25 The directors reports should be kept separately from the
Board minutes. (Para 13.3).

17.26 It is recommended that Problem Profiling should be
introduced in the Special Unit. (Para 14.2).

17.27 Management and the APRU should develop a training module
for all staff in the school. j’ara Zl4 already refers.
(Para 14.3).

5].,
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15.12.89

FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES INSPECTORATE

FOR ATTENTION OF: MR. H.V. McILFATRICK, ASST. CHIEF INSPECTOR

LISNEVIN:

SOCIAL SERVICE INSPECTORATE RECOMMENDATIONS AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION
(Follow up to Lisnevin Inspection of April 1988)

re: Pages 5l52 Inspection Report
Headed 17.0 — Recommendations:

17:1 The Inspectorate recommendated 31 care staff for a population of
140 boys. The Nb declared that staffing should be apportioned in
accordance with the taken average occupancy level of 30. As a
consequence 214,6 staff were allocated. This number has been used
on a “whole time equivalent” basis and 29 care staff are employed,
including permanent part time staff. This does not solve staffing
problems at weekends and holidays and in late November the
Department (Nb) allocated 2 other full time equivalent staff.
The NbC also allowed the establishment of a Courts Officer, thanks
in the main to the advice given by SSI.

17:2 Boys’ bedtimes have been put back to 9.00 p.m. and arestill being
reviewed by Senior Managers. Changes in shift times for staff
cause staffing problems and it is hoped, through Management Board,
NbC, and Union co—operation, to move bedtime back to a later time.

17:3 It is Board policy to employ qualified staff where possible.

17:14 17:1 and 17:2 refer.

17:5 The practice of rolling cigarettes has ceased. The purchase of
cigarettes is being subsidised and NIO have given me a commitment
to review boys’ pocket money in the next financial year.
(NB: Smoking is discouraged).

17:6 Lock up periods have been reduced by 50% and the situation is
being reviewed by management with a view to further reduction.
All separations are recorded.

17:7 The introduction of staff assessment and staff development profiling,
together with the publication of Lisnevin Handbook II have removed
this problem if indeed such a problem existed.

17:8 I feel that the personalisation of’ boys’ bedrooms continues to
be a problem and further discussions with SSI may be beneficial.

17:9 Spaces may be available following DENI Inspection in January 1990.

17:10 17:9 Refers

17:11 Team leaders and keyworkers are now attending reviews where possible.
We are also involved in an Independent Representation Scheme which
may facilitate the attendance of boys at review.

17:12 ‘Filing Systems’ is a topic included in a training programme to
be started in January 1990 by Mr. P. Bailey (Psychologist APRU).

17:13 17:6 Refers.
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17:114 17:6; 17:13 refer.

17:15 See 17:6.

17:16 Professional supervision has been extended to all care staff

although the system is still in need of refinement to meet

the standards expected by Senior Managers.

17:17 Boys are no longer locked up on admission to the Remand Unit

except in exceptional circumstances.

17:18 In—service training to begin in January 1990 (17:12 refers).

17:19 The teacher leader has been appointed and liaison between care

and education staff is ongoing

17:20 The cookers have been repaired and modified.

17:21 A microwave oven has been purchased.

17:22 Specific areas in the “school day” curriculum will be decided,

following the DENI inspection in January 1990.

17:23 The composition of the Management Board has been changed with

other Directors now not serving. This makes more numbers

available to do inspections.

17:214 Following SSI advice I have devised a pro—forma similar to that

used within Health and Social Services Boards, for Board use.

Reports are filed separately.

17:25 Directors’ reports are now kept separately from Board Minutes,

although I am at a loss to see the need for this duplication.

17:20 Problem Profiling has been targetted for 1991 by the APRU. The

resignation of Mr. Swainston (APRU) has been a major set back.

17:27 I am presently engaged in assessing staff training needs,

especially for unqualified staff. 17:114 refers.

If there are any other details required by the SSI perhaps you would

let me know. I feel that I already have some items which could be

placed on an agenda for a meeting between Senior Management and SSI.

e.g. (i) The role of Team Leaders, Unit Managers etc.

(ii) After Care.

Yours sincerely,

3 cCLOSKEY
Director
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like, although most of these corridor doors remained unlocked when Lisnevin 
took the building over. It was still a very secure building. Most windows were 
narrow slits with bars and very few of the windows looked out to the outside 
world. Most, in my memory, looked into internal courtyards. Toilets and ablutions 
were very Spartan. They afforded little privacy, with toilet doors being only half 
the normal height. The boys had separate single rooms in wings off the main 
floors. At first Lisnevin used only the top floor of the building for sleeping, 
education and recreational purposes. They did eat downstairs, where the kitchen 
and main dining room was. There was a punishment block (sometimes referred 
to as “Scrabo"), with, in my memory, 6 single cells and a small office. It was in a 
very isolated part of the building on the ground floor. I choose to locate my office 
in the punishment block because it was quiet. At first the punishment cells were 
used solely for storage purposes. But within a year all the cells were brought 
back into use for punishment and isolation purposes. 

 
Staffing issues at Millisle 

56. The bulk of the staff working in Newtownards made the move to Millisle. The 
staffing complement remained much the same. One unusual feature of Lisnevin 
was that each summer the bulk of the staff went on annual summer leave – this 
applied particularly to the teachers who wanted normal teaching holidays. School 
was thus suspended during July and August. Care staff also went on leave during 
this period. This meant that instead of a staff of 8 care and teaching staff (plus 
senior assistant in charge of team) only around two of the permanent staff were 
on duty on each shift. The rest of the team was made up of temporary staff 
employed for the summer. Most of these were students on holiday from their 
courses but some were local people. They received no induction training. This 
caused incredible disruption and could be a very unsettled period. Temporary 
staff were expected to look after and amuse some of the most disturbed children 
in Northern Ireland. It is my view that it did not work. 

57. I remember one summer, soon after Lisnevin moved to Millisle, some of the boys 
persuaded a young female student to take them out to play within the secure 
grounds. They suggested playing hide and seek and she agreed. Within a few 
minutes they had disappeared. They had climbed on to the roof of the main 
building. They then made their way to the roof above the gatehouse. Fortunately, 
the gate man heard noises on the roof and raised the alarm. The boys then 
refused to come down. The Millisle site was shared with prison officers’ families. 
They came over and became taunting observers. Some of them alerted 
Downtown Radio as to what was going on. They sent a reporter and the whole 
event started to have live radio coverage. The Principal, Dermot Purdy, tried to 
coax the boys down. Eventually he put a ladder against the wall and tried to climb 
up to them. They let him get near the top and then pushed out the ladder – 
leaving him stranded in a precarious position. The incident ended when the boys 
became bored and agreed to come down.  
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